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As soon as I arrived at the Bambasi camp, in the Ethiopian west, the refugee Al 
Bash quickly came towards me. He laid his arms on the car window, where I was, 
and said, "I know why you're here. You're here because of us. When you get back to 
your world, please tell them we are here." This book is, therefore, to all of them. 
To all of them who are there. 
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PASCAL 

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO 

Until March 2010, soccer was the only fun time for Pascal Bruno. The field where 
he played was not covered with grass, and the ball was very different from those 
made of synthetic leather. Lacking structure, everything is invented with the 
creativity that is typical of the region where Pascal was born. 

In the Congolese Africa, the joy of children and teenagers comes from improvising 
with two wooden rods and a ball made out of a coconut. Pascal lived in a village in 
the surroundings of the city of Goma, in Congo. 

It happened in an early evening of that March, 2010. Pascal was a center-back in a 
match with his friends and was getting ready to receive the ball, but a whistle 
sounded. The sound that everyone there is afraid of hearing is not a referee's 
whistle pointing out a foul or offside, but the sign that announces the arrival of 
rebels. 

That's how they break into villages. Once residents hear the whistle from afar, they 
don't have much time to run away. The number of invaders rapidly increases. They 
come out of the woods, in a real war scheme so no one is prepared enough in 
advance to save themselves. 

Pascal already knows what that means. Everyone there does. With rifles and 
machine guns, the rebels start their "show" firing up. The village plunges into 
despair. In a race for their lives, they search for their family and try to escape to 
the woods. They need to be quick. The rebels are very nimble. While some shoot, 
others are in charge of kicking the doors of the huts; some of which don't even 
have doors, just curtains protecting the inside life from everything that comes 
from the outside. They take advantage of the frailty. They pull children, ask for 
information — sometimes on the community leader, sometimes on a possible stay 
of enemy troops of the government in the village. They steal food, pots, paired 
clothing and shoes. Everything that suits them at that moment. 

Pascal's first reaction was to go find his family. "You only look towards your house," 
he'd say later. He runs against the rampant crowd. And against time. A real 
competition. At every fired shot, he lowers his head, in a mixture of fear and the 
attempt of protecting himself from the aimless bullets. He doesn't know where the 
energy in his thin legs come from. The skinny body hides a strength embedded in 
the anatomy of everyone in that Africa. 

The sound of children crying and women screaming increase anguish and fear. 
Right there, somewhere, are his mother and sister. He keeps running as fast as he 
can. He stumbles on people and stones, and opens the curtain that serves as door 
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to his house. There's only one room. He scans the place with his eyes. From side to 
side, to be sure. There's no one else in there anymore. 

He decides the thing to do next is to save himself. Always looking sideways in an 
attempt to find his family, he continues nonstop; and so do the shots. Without 
realizing it, Pascal covers a great distance. The low shrubbery adorning the city of 
Goma starts to fade and turns into large trees. Only when he was deep inside the 
dark green of the woods, he stopped. Alone. 

Pascal crouches so his body can recover. The sound of gasping for breath gradually 
makes room for the silence of the woods. The sweat gets cold and, still crouched 
with his hands on his knees, he looks around, not knowing where to go. He can't 
make his way back, the rebels must still be there. Get into the unknown woods is a 
risk, but there is a chance of finding some village, or people from your own village 
looking for help. That's the decision he made. In that moment, Pascal starts 
walking for days. 

*** 

Surrounded by silence, fear rises from the bottom of his spine whenever he hears 
something. And then what? Scream? Ask for help? The rebels themselves could be 
over there. They would not be forgiven if they found him, and would soon force 
him to join their team, or have his life in exchange for freedom. Pascal chose to 
shut up. And for 90 days he kept silent and starving. 

For food, he prepared a coarse meal made of cracked peanut that resembled 
couscous. If well prepared, this traditional preparation of the region involving 
Congo, Uganda, South Sudan and Sudan, can be transformed into a pancake-like 
batter. Pascal also ate plain peanuts and some fruit. 

When he was lucky, he would come across other villages, standing still like his own 
used to be. He could then realize that the rebels were not so close to the area, 
and he would came in and ask for help. With the help of locals, he managed get 
some more food and water. Others also offered him alcoholic beverages. 

Despite being welcomed for some days in these small villages, he knew he could 
not stay. He was searching for something, but didn't know what. Perhaps some 
town, with a better structure. Little villages have little to offer to an outsider. 

In these places, the huts are made of bricks and plastered with clay. The ceiling is 
a tangle of dried grass that can shelter from the sunny and rainy days. The interior 
is open. The floor is hard-packed earth, if not made of coarse cement. There's no 
furniture and no room partition of any kind. What they usually have are thin 
mattresses that are piled up during the day to open a little more space. Whenever 
possible, families get the privilege of having one for each person. However, most 
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of the time a full mattress or two twin mattresses are shared by all. Sometimes a 
single small mattress is all a family of three or more people has. In these cases, 
pieces of cardboard wrapped in rags help to improve the assembling of the bed. 

Usually, a curtain made of sheets improvises a partition setting apart two rooms in 
the house: a living-room/kitchen, and the other becomes the bedroom. The 
kitchen doesn't have stove or cupboard. There are a few pots piled up in a corner, 
on the floor, next to some provisions. There is no silverware there other than a 
knife to chop vegetables and cassava. Hands are used to eat. 

These families eat what they produce in their backyard; some still practice 
bartering. When they can harvest a little extra corn, cassava, or banana, they sell 
these products. With the money, they buy things only the city can offer: medicine, 
clothing, beef, and rice. 

Pascal had no way to earn his living in the villages he visited. The existing small 
businesses were already owned. And the employee-employer arrangement is rare 
there. He kept walking, instinctively. 

*** 

The black guy with crooked eyes and shabby clothes left with no destination in 
mind. The city of Goma, from where Pascal departed, is cut by the line 
establishing the frontier between Congo and Rwanda. That city became known by 
non-governmental organizations (the NGOs) and the press for hosting a large 
refugee camp after the 1994 genocide in Rwanda. Uganda is located a few miles 
north of Goma. 

Pascal did not realize how much he has walked. Unaware of the fact, he had 
crossed the Congolese borders to enter Uganda. In the villages there, he ate the 
<it>chapati</it>, a flat bread similar to pita bread and a staple in that region. The 
<it>chapati</it> is usually served with meat. But in the absence of such a 
privilege, Pascal would eat it plain. 

"You walk and cry. You continue. Stop somewhere. And cry again." This is how his 
lonely walking days went by. When he got to the road, he got a ride with a "big 
truck". The driver, seeing that the walker carried nothing on his hands, asked if he 
at least had papers. Pascal wasn't as lucky as some people would be. Sometimes it 
is possible to bring documents, some food, a pair of clothing. He did not have time 
for anything. Actually, he did not think of anything. 

The driver took him to Kampala, capital of Uganda. It was the last stop of the 
truck, and Pascal would certainly find some help out there. The truck driver took 
him to the Embassy of the Republic of Congo to obtain some identification 
document. But the answer to Pascal was that there were taxes to be paid. A 
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passport would cost him dollars. Pascal barely had a few crumpled Congolese 
francs to buy some food. Even after telling that to the employee, who hastily 
serviced him, he heard "I can only wish you luck", and the next in line was 
immediately called. No help in cash or a sleeping shelter. In an embassy where 
problems with refugees emerged in geometrical progression every day, wishing him 
luck was the most they were willing to do. 

On his way out, Pascal stopped. He sat on a corner of the bumpy sidewalk for a 
few minutes. Lost like the bullets that made him run away from his land, he 
started chatting with the security guard. The employee, exhausted, having no 
power to assist the people begging for help in the line that forms there every 
single working day, allowed himself to talk. 

He claimed to be Kenyan and dislike Kampala because it was an absolutely chaotic 
city where cars, motorbikes, vans, buses, and people fought for every inch of 
space in the streets filled with holes and slopes. Pascal heard the security talk 
about the wonders of Kenya, which he promised to be a better country than 
anywhere in Uganda. A festive country with plenty of natural wonders, tourists, 
more working opportunities and, especially, a nation helped by NGOs, having 
camps to receive and help many refugees. 

Without further ado, Pascal was convinced. He imagined a paradise, and traveled 
1,200 km (746 mi), sometimes on his own feet, sometimes squeezed with animals 
in the body of some truck. When the worn-out, punctured shoes started to hurt his 
feet, he threw them away. He arrived at Mombasa, Kenya. Barefoot. 

*** 

Mombasa, one of the most visited tourist destinations in Africa and the second 
most important city in Kenya, attracts rich people interested in taking pictures on 
top of open Jeeps with the savanna as backdrop. Or people interested in enjoying 
the beaches facing the Indian Ocean, with white sand and crystal clear blue 
waters. Everything is very expensive compared to the local cost of living. A 
disparity separates the resorts and the poverty overflowing in the remaining parts 
of the city. 

The paradise offered to Pascal had simple food, water, and cold bath. This was his 
resort. For two days, it was the best he had after the three months that have 
passed since the invasion of his village. It was the Save the Children NGO who 
found Pascal on the streets and sought for someone to solve his problems. They 
provided shelter and food until the Red Cross became available to get into action. 

The Red Cross is recognized worldwide for its humanitarian work, especially in 
areas of poverty and conflict. Founded in 1863 in the African continent, it operates 
in all its 53 countries. It provides affordable medicine and has a strong presence in 
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the refugee camps. Carrying out transportation and reallocation tasks, it also put 
in contact relatives that were separated by conflicts. 

It was the Red Cross who took Pascal from Mombasa to a camp with spots for new 
refugees. In Kenya, there are many of these places where people with no 
documents, food, or shoes are placed, but most of them are operating above 
capacity. Pascal was then taken to Ethiopia. The country is located on the north 
side of the Kenyan border and shelters important refugee camps in the Ethiopian 
west, such as Sherkole, Togo, and the most recent, Bambasi. All built around the 
"HQ city", Asosa. 
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ASOSA 

There are two ways to get to Asosa, both heading from Addis Ababa, the Ethiopian 
capital: a daily flight of less than one hour and a half, or a tiresome one-day-and-
a-half bus trip. Road conditions in the country are very difficult. Some are very 
bumpy, others congested by trucks bringing products imported from neighboring 
countries — especially from the ports of Djibouti —, and there are still the ones 
made of dirt only. The buses over there conclude their trajectories at 6:00 pm, 
even if there is only one stretch to reach the final destination. It is the country's 
law. Moreover, the machinery doesn't help. The buses are literally falling apart. 
Even if the road conditions were good, nothing could make the trip faster. 

Nevertheless, Ethiopians brag about themselves saying that Ethiopia is the only 
truly black-African country. The best of all African countries. They brag about the 
fact that they have never been colonized and defend, as they can, the traditions 
of this country which is one of the most famous and economically important in the 
continent. 

Since the 4th century BC, the Greeks recognized all the hidden lands across the 
Mediterranean populated by black people as being Ethiopia. Ethiopian ports 
covered the region where Eritrea is now located, and made an important 
connection between Asia, the Middle East, and Europe. The empire stood out and, 
except for a short period in which the Italians occupied the Territory (from 1936 to 
1941), it has always been independent. 

Thanks to the appreciation enjoyed by its culture, some of the unique features of 
this nation remain until today. Land of the Queen of Sheba , Ethiopia is the only 1

place where Amharic is spoken. The official language of the country, it derives 
from the Aramaic spoken by Jesus Christ. They have their own calendar, the Julian 
Orthodox, and they celebrate the New Year (or Enkutatash) on September 11th, 
when the rainy season starts. It has six years less than the international calendar 
we use. Every month has 30 days, and there is a thirteenth month with five days — 
or six, in leap years. And it's not just that. They have their own way of counting 
the hours. One of the tourist's big problems. And that accounts for the first 
"imbroglio" of this trip, which began in May 2013. 

*** 

I chose the cheapest option to go to Assosa. The budget was tight. For 216.00 birr, 
the same as US $21.00, I bought the bus ticket for the next day. At the terminal, 

 N.T.: The Queen of Sheba is mentioned in the Bible, in both Old and New Testament. Her story can 1

also be found in the Torah and in the Quran. According to the scriptures, she was a smart and 
powerful woman whose reign was filled with luxury and prosperity for her people.
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the ticket sellers are scattered. It's like this in almost all of Africa. When there is a 
ticket window, it is usually closed, as the tickets are sold by screaming salespeople 
close to the bus departure time. 

The bus station is nothing more than a patio full of buses squished together, with a 
functioning dynamics that only they can understand. Because I knew the "Ethiopian 
time" is different from the "international time," as defined by them, I have 
repeatedly asked to confirm the departure time. Despite realizing that the clerks 
did not understand English very well, I trusted the incisive response I received: The 
bus would leave at 11 a.m. 

So, on the next day, I arrived at the terminal at 10:30 a.m. Even though I knew 
they were never punctual, I did not want to risk losing the trip because of 
something unexpected. As soon as I got to the front door, a clerk told me the bus 
had already left. But asked me to confirm it inside. I did not believe him, since I 
was early. Three guys, as always without any identification, gathered around the 
taxi where I was and told me, smiling — "You are a little late, mam." I argued it 
was not even 11:00 am. .So they explained to me that it was 11 a.m. on "Ethiopian 
Time", which means that on the "International Time," or for the rest of the world, I 
should be there at 5 a.m. 

After being the laughing stock of the clerks, who love to see the confusion 
foreigners experiment with this unusual way of calculating the time, I managed to 
change the ticket without having to pay more. The taxi driver was very generous 
and took me back to the hotel without charging me anything. Some luck on my 
day. 

I took the "extra day" to seek more information about refugees. I called an 
employee of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), the only 
contact I had in the city of Asosa that was accessible over distance, to say that I 
would arrive two days after what I had anticipated. Only then he warned me I 
needed to get an authorization from ARRA — the Administration for Refugee and 
Returnee Affairs — before visiting any refugee camp in the region. I found that 
weird because I knew people who had visited these camps without the slightest 
problem, but mainly, because of the sorts of demand he started to make. He said I 
would need a letter from the university where I studied authenticated by the 
Brazilian Embassy to be able to file the request, which would take weeks. 
Moreover, that day — May 28th — was a national holiday in Ethiopia. I would have 
to wait at least until the next day to try to convince an employee to listen to me. I 
asked if there was no other way to solve this there, in Asosa, but all he said was a 
"No. I'm sorry."  

I decided it would be a waste of time to wait so much for a permit I would hardly 
get, considering I was a student traveling by myself, without any company or 
funding to back me up, willing to enter a refugee camp that was miles away from 
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there. Besides, I had already wasted one day thanks to the so-called "Ethiopian 
time". 

On the following day, there I was, back at the bus station, now at the right time. 
Very different from the calm I had encountered the day before, the station was 
chaotic. Practically every bus leaves around this same time, 5 a.m. 

"Asosa! Asosa! Asosa!" "Gondar! Gondar! Gondar!" The ticket sellers shout the 
names of the destinations in the middle of the patio. In the turmoil, still in the 
darkness of the early morning hours, dodging through boxes, chickens, men 
carrying giant bags and boxes on their shoulders, and in wheelbarrows, an 
employee approaches me. I tell him I want to go to Asosa. We crossed the whole 
terminal, I was felling as if I was in a rally on crutches. It is almost a competition. 
Let's see who can finish first passing between these two buses, jumping three 
boxes, avoiding a hen, without bumping into the child crying or stepping on that 
mud puddle. I was victorious and got to the bus that should leave, according to 
what the driver assured, "right away." 

The trips out there work like this: If the vehicles are not packed, no one leaves the 
place. Because of that, they never follow the promised schedule. 

I got into the bus and was surprised. Even in my worst expectations, I had never 
imagined it would be so uncomfortable. The seats were joined, like a bench. An 
aisle separates them; on the right side, each row fits two people, on the left, the 
rows fit three. No adjustable seat, padding or any division separating the 
passengers who travel together. We travel squished together. 

Only at 6 a.m. the driver starts the bus and accelerates, threatening to leave. 
While we waited for more people to arrive, the baggage was being placed on the 
top of the bus and tied up by a rope. Passengers carry everything: animals, fruits, 
pans, household appliances and pieces of furniture. But there are also those who 
only carry a few pieces of clothing in a supermarket plastic bag. And that is it. 

We tried to fit everything in the small spaces that were left under our feet or on a 
thin board just above the windows. And we left for that journey, which was 
delayed from the very start. Only after 7:00 am. 

To start with, excitement about the on-board service. Plain bread and a bottle of 
Coke for everyone. We had barely got into the road's rhythm and already had the 
first stop. Everybody steps down for lunch with traditional food at 9:00 am. They 
buy a little bit of everything at the tents standing by the roadside. And we move 
on. 

A few more miles and a new stop. This time, no one gets down from the bus and a 
children cluster joins a dispute - unfair to the small ones - to see who can sell 
banana bunches, water, soda, whole lemons, sliced lemons, sugar cane sticks and 
even live chickens. Before we leave them behind, the passengers throw empty 
plastic bottles and the children run to get as many as they can. These bottles will 
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be reused to store and sell water and juice. Breaks like this happen all the time 
during the trip. It is also usual for the bus to stop to pick up extra passengers, who 
travel standing up in the middle of the aisle, by then filled with sugar cane 
bagasse, boxes, bottles and plastic bags. 

At first, some fellow travelers said we might get to Asosa still on the same day. But 
at the pace we were going, plus all the fairs and stops for police surveillance — in 
which the agents just grope a bag here and there and the overcrowded bus 
continues, seat belts are not even available — we would be lucky if we arrived on 
the next day. 

At 6 p.m. we stopped in a little town, next to a hotel. It was not dark yet, and I 
wanted us to continue the journey. But everyone was calm and knew that was the 
normal procedure. There is a law that prevents large buses — unlike vans and small 
public transportation trucks or cars — from traveling during the night. In the 
African time, things happen without haste. 

I remember well the moment we stopped in the middle of nowhere. I stayed inside 
the bus waiting, clueless of what was happening, while everyone stepped down. 
Later I realized we were around an area full of mango trees, and all the passengers 
got out to reap the fruits and continue the journey sucking on mangoes, dropping 
the mango peels right there, on the vehicle floor. I won a plastic bag full of 
mangoes from the guy who was traveling beside me to boot. 

On the next day, it was raining when we departed towards the end our journey, 
and the hotel, which was surprisingly comfortable and cheap — US$8.50 per night 
— was going through a power outage. At 6 a.m. we left. 

A few more stops and the landscape became really beautiful. With bright, deep 
green grass fields, and plenty of trees and animals. One can even play with the 
baboon monkeys that run down the road chasing the buses. 

My fellow travelers were dieing to know what a young lady was doing there alone, 
since all the tourists always concentrate in the northern Ethiopia, where all the 
remnants of the old empire are and there is a strong religious tourism. Or a little 
further south, where the famous tribes of the Ommo Valley are located. But never 
where we were traveling through. A place where there is a lot of poverty, 
immigrants, refugees, on top of being near the border with problematic Sudan. 
And this is exactly why I avoided telling them I am a journalist, a very unpopular 
profession among those who try to conceal humanitarian problems capable of 
destroying economic and political interests. 

A few miles from the final destination, one of the passengers called me and asked 
me to observe the right side of the road. I saw at a distance what I could swear 
was a city. I thought it was Asosa already, but everyone in the bus was trying to 
explain me — in broken English that I could understand thanks to a key word: 
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"Sudanese".  I got it, then. They were the Sudanese who had "come to live here", as 
they said. I cracked the riddle. There was a refugee camp there. 

Despite the instant urge I had to ask to get down right there to visit the camps, I 
would need help from some NGO. I waited for endless eight kilometers and, finally, 
Asosa. 

It was just a little past 9 a.m. and I would have enough time to look for a cheap 
hotel and face the mission of finding a "kind-hearted" NGO willing to help me. 

*** 

Asosa has more than 20 thousand inhabitants who survive — when not from 
subsistence — from the small trade and from working for the NGOs. Virtually every 
vehicle in the town is owned by the hundreds of organizations focused on 
humanitarian work for the refugees. 

You can hardly get lost in there. The main avenue concentrates the restaurants, 
hotels and offices, opening the way to every other place in Asosa. It is all very 
simple. The routes that are not dirt streets are quite bumpy and, since there is no 
public transportation, the most efficient means of locomotion are rickshaws. The 
blue tricycles, also widely used in India. Each trip costs an average US$0.25 per 
person, depending on the distance. 

The bus station was — as expected — a small dirt patio. Even before the bus 
started to park, street vendors approached with bananas, chickens, and bread, 
creating a jumble among the passengers and baggage, which were being removed 
from the top of the vehicle. I tried to get out of that people tangle as soon as 
possible to breathe and search for information. Right at that moment I spotted two 
men in a Red Cross car. I walked as fast as I could towards them, as they were 
already leaving. "Stop that car," I yelled.  And the guy who was helping me with my 
luggage ran and stopped the car. I explained to them that I had just arrived and I 
needed to know the address of the NGO. 

The day was off to a good start. The driver, who luckily spoke English, told me to 
put the backpack in the trunk, took me to a hotel, waited for me as I dropped the 
luggage and filled out the necessary forms. From there we went straight to the Red 
Cross office. 

*** 

The person who talked to me first was the secretary Demelash Alemayehu. He 
promptly explained to me the need of that authorization from ARRA. I was already 
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worried, and remembered the UN contact saying "It would be impossible to get 
into a refugee camp without the authorization letter, to be withdrawn in Addis 
Ababa." 

I was authorized to speak w the local coordinator of the Red Cross, Amanuel 
Watesso. The butterflies fluttered in my stomach. He was the only person who 
could help me. Moreover, that could be the opportunity to watch closely the work 
of one of the largest, most respected and traditional international NGOs. 

I asked if there was any way to get in without that letter, or with some other 
authorization, because I was already there, after a long journey, and I did not want 
to go back to the capital. Amanuel flashed a smile, said the authorization was 
indispensable, and that I should go to the ARRA office that was not in Addis Ababa, 
as they had told me before, but right there, no more than six blocks from the Red 
Cross office where I was. I flashed a smile as well. 

Amanuel and his team made themselves available to help me. He called the 
employee in charge of the direct activities in the refugee camps. The Red Cross 
does not go there daily, but luckily, that was precisely the day Mitiku used to visit 
all camps. The idea was to go get the authorization while Mitiku was on his way 
back from one of the camps to pick me up. Demelash escorted me to the ARRA 
office. 

I explained the nature of my work, that it was an independent project, and 
assured him I would not enter the camps alone, but always accompanied by 
someone from the NGO. The director responsible for granting the authorization 
hesitated. I said, "After coming alone from so far away, with so many difficulties, 
are you really going to be the gentleman who puts an end to my project?" I smiled. 
He smiled back. He looked to the left. He looked to the right. He probably wanted 
someone to save him from the trouble. Then he answered. "Alright, lady."  The 
authorization was granted. 

*** 

While Mitiku was on his way, I took the time to have lunch. I went to the "best" 
restaurant in town, at the Bamboo Hotel. Most of those who travel to Asosa with 
the international organizations stay there. 

The nightly rate is equivalent to US$35.00, on average. It is a simple orange 
building on the main avenue, close to everything, a reference point. The 
restaurant is right in the lobby. 

I asked for the menu and received a problem. It was all in Amharic. The other 
option, in English, used the alphabet, but it did not bring any word that reminded 
the names of the foods sold in the Western world. It was just a transliteration. It 
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was also hard to inquire the waiters about all the options; even though they were 
very nice, they were not proficient in English. In fact, I do not blame anyone for 
not knowing how to explain the dishes sold there in another language. 

The traditional injera, I knew I did not want. It is made of a dough resembling 
crepes, only a little darker. The unsalted, flavorless dough is served flat open on a 
large tray, alongside extremely hot pepper sauce, topped with chopped meat in 
sauce, also very spicy. So, you just need to rip off a piece of this dough, use it to 
wrap the meat and eat. All is done with your hands. 

Going through the menu, I found a magic word. Spaghetti. But to my 
disappointment, the pasta was served with no salt, too much oil and all the hot 
pepper of the world. This, combined with Asosa's weather — much hotter than the 
capital, on average ten degrees more — resulted in my first sickness. I thought 
about going back to the hotel, but soon Mitiku called saying he was almost there. 
The way was to put it aside, take one of those heartburn tablets with lots of water, 
and run to the camp. 

# Refugee Camp seen from distance # 

# Woman working at the central region of Asosa # 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MITIKU 

Mitiku Gebrehana is a man engaged in helping people. In 2004, at age 27, he 
exchanged the classrooms where he had been teaching social studies to work in 
direct contact with the refugees. 

He is a devoted and practicing Christian. He never takes off the cord with a 
crucifix hanging on his chest at any time. Whenever we pass in front of a church, 
he makes the sign of the cross. Sometimes it is a shed, sometimes a house, 
sometimes a tree. Hardly ever it looks like a church, but he knows where they all 
are. The friendship began for good on the very first day. Me trying to make him 
understand why I was there; he trying to make me understand how people 
managed to live there. At the end of the day, to celebrate the good results, we 
stopped at a bar on the way back from the camp and had a Sprite. That was it, 
friends forever. 

In his company, the short trips to the refugee camps were always a lesson; on 
Sociology, Geography, Religion, Linguistics; reflections on life, reflections on 
death. When I had a problem to solve, when I was anxious, worried, anguished, he 
would say, in his calm manner of speaking, in a delightful accent with well-marked 
words, "Let God be with you."  The trip mantra was chosen. 

When he arrives at the camps, the refugees surround him and greet him. They talk 
a little bit about how life is going, but soon they ask "today is the phone day?" That 
is because Mitiku is known for providing the most desired moment of the week. 
The two minutes they can phone their families. 

This is how one of the services provided by the Red Cross happens. Once a week 
Mitiku takes a mobile device and an antenna and gives each one a chance to call 
their families back home. The hardest part of the work is on the refugees 
themselves. They only have two minutes to say they are okay and try to rip as 
many updates as they can on their relatives restricted to the other side of the 
border. 

# Mitiku Gebrehana # 
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SHERKOLE 

Sherkole Refugee Camp is the oldest in the region. It's right there, after the 
"arbaa" bridge, the fourth bridge. Just take the road that ends up in Sudan, and 
that's it. It's only quick 30 miles from Asosa. 

Created in October 1997, it is a melting pot camp. It shelters refugees from Sudan, 
Uganda, Congo, and mostly from South Sudan, totaling 56 different communities 
from these countries. 

Mitiku guided me through the various areas of the camp, which is divided into 
eight blocks, from A to H, according to the nationality or the period each group of 
refugees arrived there. Each hut is shared by members of the same family. If the 
refugee arrived alone, then a hut is reserved only for him/her. UNHCR and ARRA 
are responsible for controlling and structuring the site. 

Save the Children is the NGO responsible for the schools. All over the camp, you 
see students in blue uniforms, for those attending elementary school, and green 
ones, for high school students. 

With a total area of 126,900 m2 (1,365,940 sq. ft.), which equates to almost 31 
soccer fields, Sherkole has many trees and is surrounded by a very green lawn. 
Under the shade of large trees, the huts are built with bamboo and dried grass, 
resembling the traditional ones built by themselves in their villages, which no 
longer exist. Norwegian NGO NRC — Norwegian Refugee Council — handles the 
construction and supplies the materials to build the camp structure. 

The 9,742 refugees  — calculated in 2013 — maintain a friendly contact with the 2

Ethiopians who live in the small villages that were already there before the 
conflicts began. Some of them have blended into the local commerce. 

They sell fruits, sew clothes, and make kludge wire installations to bring electric 
power up to some huts. All of it for a symbolic price. 

We continued the tour around Sherkole and spotted a makeshift tent on the edge 
of the highway. Under the shade, some men were talking. Still in the car, I waved 
and greeted them with a "how are you?" in Aramaic, "Danana?" They smiled. They 
responded "Dananish" — "all right", addressing a women — and invited me to come 
down and talk to them. Having Brazilians over there is a real novelty. This would 
be their afternoon entertainment. 

I got off the car and sat at a makeshift bamboo table underneath the tent. They 
interacted the way they could. When I arrived, there were three men and three 

 N.T.: In 2014, a new camp was set up under the Sherkole administration to accommodate refugees 2

from the recent South Sudanese civil war that began in late 2013. The number of refugees in the 
Sherkole region in 2015 was about 16,000.
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children. One of the men was very interested in talking to me. Something about 
him caught my eye. 

His appearance would make any woman walking alone in a big Brazilian city shy 
away from him. His skinny body revealed the design of his bones almost perfectly. 
His shirt, much wider than his body, was filled with holes and tears, which made 
him look even thinner. But he had no choice on that. And he does not want to 
have. That would be too ambitious. His light colored trousers were stained from 
the region's characteristic red dirt. His feet, deservedly, were no longer barefoot — 
white sandals, slightly dirty, sheltered them. Many clothes, coats and shoes are 
received through donations from all over the world. A mustache and goatee 
surrounded his thick lips. They partially hid the yellowish teeth. The sharp smell of 
alcohol, though, was very evident. His most remarkable feature was his eyes, one 
of which was lazy, but both round and very reddish. 

That's how I found Pascal Bruno, sitting under this tent made of bamboo, with the 
urge to vent. He let out truncated words in a raspy voice with dragged melody, but 
this did not mask his good English. He told me everything. 

Pascal had been drinking heavily since he got to Sherkole three years before. "I 
don't see any other way out," he says. "There isn't a single day I am able to go by 
without drinking. There isn't a single day I can stop thinking about what 
happened."  Living in the camp, there are not many activities for Pascal to "occupy 
his head" with. There is no way to get a job other than a few casual gigs. Joining a 
university is a challenge that he no longer has the strength to face. 

At 23 years of age, Pascal is worn out. His gaze, tired and affected by the alcohol, 
does not restrain his sorrow, even during laughing. His soul got aged. So did his 
body. 

Pascal knows a lot of people in Sherkole. He knows a little bit about the story of 
each one of them. Friends are his entertainment and fun. But what he really like is 
to gather some comrades for the so-called "African Whiskey." They can either buy 
this alcoholic beverage in the nearest stores, or improvise by grinding and 
fermenting sugarcane, which is easy to find in small crops around the camp. 

But he lives alone and stays, most of the time, shut in his own world. He 
remembers the moment the rebels arrived in the village. The whistle and the 
gunshots still reverberate in his head. "Priiiiiiii", "Bu bu bu", that is how he tries to 
reproduce the sounds that echo every day inside him. Pascal closes his eye and 
repeats: "And there isn't a single day that I don't think about what happened." 

After years there, sadness gives way to the jokes they make to tell the creative 
pranks they play to get the whiskey, and the adventure it is to bathe under the 
moonlight. But it's not always so romantic. 

"One day a six-year-old was sleeping inside the tent while his mother was looking 
for water for the bath. She took too long. Then the neighbors heard a screeching 
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cry, asking for help. They went to check what was going on there, and when they 
entered the tent, half his leg had already been swallowed by a huge snake." So are 
the stories they tell. Perhaps with a little fantasy or exaggeration transmitted by 
the dramatic speech of the refugees, who have become great storytellers. The 
truth is that the dangers of a lack of structure, sanitation and electric power in an 
open place, on the edge of the highway, are real and scare many of the refugees. 

Due to these problems, Julian Asmoguicha is able to make a little money for 
himself and his mother every week. Along with a friend, he walks around carrying a 
saw, thin rope, pliers and two pieces of wood that also serve as hammer. He 
assembles lamps, installs improvised wiring, kludges a solution here, another one 
over there. He cuts wood and tree branches to use as protection on the doors, 
makes fires and even mini-stoves. He is a handyman. Sometimes he can make up to 
50 birr — US$2.50 — in one day. Which guarantees some food for lunch and some 
fruits for the whole family. 

He lives in his hut with his mother and two sisters. His aunt lives next to them. The 
father "vanished, simple as that," he tells. Julian hasn't seen him since the invasion 
of his village. In the run for their lives, no one knows if he was been able to get 
out alive. 

Julian is a smart kid. He speaks good English. He even knows a little more about 
Brazil, at least a little beyond Ronaldinho and Pelé, which is always the one thing 
most of them are able to say about the country. A nuisance for the Brazilian who 
has to spend days traveling listening to the same stories about soccer. But he 
knows, as well, that the capital is Brasília and not Rio de Janeiro. He knows the 
name of President Dilma Rousseff and even of her predecessor, Lula. And he knows, 
of course, the name of all the players in the Brazilian national team by heart. But I 
forgive him. 

When the subject is soccer, the refugees also want to share their thoughts. Jean 
Lumumba was quiet in a corner of the tent, observing the whole conversation. 
Suddenly someone shouted, pointing to me, "she's Ronaldinho's sister!" Jean broke 
into laughter. He loved the joke, and started to talk enthusiastically. 

When I looked at him, I thought he was a UN employee. Very well trimmed hair. 
Long, light blue shirt with white stripes, clean and well-ironed. Well-ironed khakis. 
Fine dark socks and well-polished black shoes. Everything, added to the detail of 
the pen in his shirt pocket, made a good disguise. 

Jean was, in fact, a merchant in Goma. At his store, one could find everything. 
Food, liquor, lunch, snacks and home appliances. On a nightfall of June, 2012, he 
was at his store, like any other day. He looked at the clock every now and then, 
eager to go rest at home. His wife was in charge of the household chores. The 
house was probably clean by then, just like the clothes she hung on the clothesline 
that day. His young daughters were coming back from school. 
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But then some friends/clients came looking for alcohol. Jean decided to keep the 
store open for a few more minutes. Chatted for another half an hour or so. Time 
went on with their laughter. Until they heard the sound of the whistle. They all 
went silent. Looked at each other as if searching for confirmation. Were they 
mistaken? The seconds of silence were soon broken by the first shots to the sky. 

Jean ran away. He didn't think about his store. He ran as fast as a bullet after his 
family. Running against everyone who was trying to escape, he was run over and 
barred by the flow of people running in the opposite direction. He fell. He went 
on. Getting tangled in the clothes that were still hanging on the clothesline, he 
didn't find anyone else at home. 

Jean is no different for having an ironed shirt. He is just another refugee. I asked 
him if he wouldn't go to the Red Cross office/cabin to call his relatives who were 
separated on the day of the invasion, as the calls were about to start. Despite his 
deep voice, he replied with loosened speech: "I don't know where they are." 

# Pascal Bruno # 

# Julian Asmoguicha (left) and friend # 
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NETWORK 

The conversation was interrupted with Mitiku's return. He was inviting me to go to 
the Red Cross shack to see how the phone calls worked. I said goodbye to the 
group as they promised to visit me in Brazil to attend the 2014 FIFA World Cup. 

With the door open and Mitiku nearby, the refugees go by, observe and soon ask, 
"Today is the phone day?" With the affirmative response, their reaction is just to 
stay there. Waiting. Little by little, the news spreads out. Meanwhile, Mitiku 
counts on the help of Thomas — a refugee who became a Red Cross employee in 
that camp — to fix data and information. They hope for a little miracle: the 
"network", the cellphone network signal. For the next 2 hours, this will be the 
most spoken word. 

The problem begins as soon as you step a little away from Asosa. No cellphone 
manages to work around that area. Mitiku usually carries an antenna. But it needs 
some praying to work. 

Little by little, people start to arrive. Mitiku tries to call the first number. South 
Sudanese Angelina holds a small rumpled piece of white paper with something 
written in pencil. She starts reading it softly; dictates the numbers. Moving only 
the eyes, she observes Mitiku's fingers typing on the cell phone. It's almost like a 
soccer player going for a penalty kick. My heart fires up. I want to hear what she 
says. Hers is definitely firing up too. She squeezes her hands, the piece of paper 
rumples even more. Mitiku takes the cellphone to his ear. He waits a little bit. If 
the call goes through, he hands the phone to Angelina. He shakes his head. The 
countenance is negative. And then he says: "No network."  

With an expression that seems to say "Well... what can I do, right?", Angelina 
lowers her head, quietly. Looks at the piece of paper; turns around, but stays close 
by. According to Mitiku, the connection may be reestablished. 

A few more minutes and the cell phone indicator shows that this time it might 
work. The next in line gets ready right away. This one has the number by heart. 
Again, the country code is for South Sudan. But after dialing the number, "no 
network." 

Thomas suggests that it is better to wait a little longer. "At this time it is difficult, 
but it will get better in a while," he says, believing that was a good enough reason. 
Another refugee says from the back of the office that it is because of the wind. In 
the "wrong" direction, it disturbs the connection. 

By that time, the Red Cross shack was already full of people. Almost overcrowded. 
It was Thomas who was trying to organize everything. And explain that the network 
was not good that day. 
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THOMAS 

Thomas Loomar arrived in Sherkole when he was a boy. He has a smiling 
countenance. Even when quiet and serious, he's smiling. His speech is cheerful. His 
white smile in his wide mouth, together with his calm gestures, seems to be 
always saying "keep calm that everything will be all right." 

Mitiku chose him precisely because Thomas deals very well with everyone in the 
camp since he got there, 17 years before. His family still lives in the village in 
which he was born, north of Malakal, in the High Nile state. He fled alone, at the 
peak of the second Sudanese Civil War, which resulted in the separation of Sudan 
and South Sudan. 

The soldiers of the Northern Sudan invaded his village to decimate ethnicities from 
the south and to settle for once there, aiming not to lose their territory, as the 
South began to signal a dispute for independence. 

Thomas was about 13 when he had to run away. The northern soldiers recruited 
boys with physique and age similar to his to work in their armies. Luckily, his whole 
family survived the invasions. 

"I live very happily in my new home, Sherkole," he said. Thomas socializes with 
people from all the villages, not to mention the ones who come from the same 
region as his. Even though they have learned Amharic and Arabic, the spoken 
language among them is their original dialect, Maban. 

Thomas must be 29 or 30 years old. In the villages of the High Nile, there is not 
that white man's invention of registering children as they are born. His first 
document was the refugee card that the United Nations provided as identification 
and permission to live in the camp. Even the parents get confused about their 
children ages. 

As an adult, Thomas met a "tall, black and beautiful" lady, according to 
descriptions he provided himself. She came from another village, but also in the 
South Sudan. If it wasn't for the war, they might have never met. They fell in love 
in Sherkole. In Sherkole they got married. And in Sherkole they're raising their 
three children. 

# Thomas Loomar # 
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TRACING 

We were still trying to make at least one phone call. Angelina remained lurking 
around. 

In addition to cellphone calls, the Red Cross still maintains a service called Tracing, 
which takes care of delivering letters to the relatives who live far apart. But not 
all attempts succeed. Addresses usually change due to the reconstruction of the 
villages after the invasions. 

Besides, there are bureaucratic obstacles. The process happens like this: the 
refugee writes the letter and delivery it to Mitiku, with the address written 
behind. Mitiku puts it into an envelope and sends it by mail to the headquarters of 
the International Red Cross in Addis Ababa. From that point on, the International 
Committee, which has power to overcome borders, send the envelope to the 
capital of the destination country. Only then the correspondence will be forwarded 
to the regional offices of the Red Cross responsible for the respective villages to 
which the letters are addressed. 

When relatives are luckily found, they have some time to respond, forward the 
answer to the nearest Red Cross regional office, and start the whole process again; 
this time, backwards. All of this lasts, at the very least, a month and a half, if 
everyone is in goodwill, especially the governments of those countries. Sometimes 
the process takes up to six months. 

The government of Sudan, for example, has been very effective in muddling this 
process. Accused of collaborating with the exchange of information between rebel 
groups and "fugitives who hide in Ethiopia," the Red Cross cannot make the letters 
reach the relatives who stayed in Sudan. 

On that June 4, exactly three weeks have passed since Angelina had talked to her 
family. Besides the miracle of the network, it is necessary to wait until someone is 
available on the other side of the line, which doesn't always happen. Many times, 
the only phone numbers they carry in their pockets are from their family's 
neighbors. Other times, they call over and over again, but there is no answer. 

Angelina remained on standby. She handed the piece of paper written in pencil. 
This time, it was Thomas who dialed the numbers. She kept her head down. 
Speechless. Only gestures. When they greet her, she sketches a smile and nods her 
head. Simple. Firm. Despite being a Christian, she wrapped herself in a strong-
colored, rosy fabric, as the Muslims usually do. Angelina is strong: Face, gestures, 
and soul. 

Thomas gave her the phone. It was calling. She stretched her left hand. She took 
the cellphone to her ear. Three more seconds. Someone answers on the other side. 
That side where — three eternal weeks before — everything could have happened. 
It could even no longer exist. Originally from a village in the northern South Sudan, 
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she knew her family was not safe living there. Another day is a day you are born 
again, but you also die again. Because in those places, one day is a lifetime. 

All of a sudden, Angelina yells a "hello." She listens to a squeak; insists again. 
"Hello!" She goes to the corner of the cabin; takes the other hand to the other ear 
in an attempt to hear better. It's hard with the cabin crowded. She seems to hear 
someone. She says half of a "yes" and then another "hello." Then she puts the 
phone down. She looks at the gadget. Turns to Mitiku and returns the phone. Mitiku 
looks at me, swings the cellphone and says, "Yeah... No connection." 
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SIMON 

After that, I left the cabin to catch some air. Right at the door, I find a tall, strong, 
happy-go-lucky guy. He was talking to a group of friends. His voice was deep and 
he had a slight stutter, which would be imperceptible if it was not for his attempts 
to speak too quickly, eventually stumbling on some word. A gentleman. Acting 
almost like a host in a business meeting, he greets me, introduces his friends, and 
starts asking me all kinds of questions about myself. Everything in a near perfect 
English, acquired in 17 years of Sherkole. 

This is Simon Peter. He keeps his nails painted in red enamel, because "it is trendy 
now in Sherkole and region." I tried to reverse the curiosity he had about me to the 
gigantic curiosity I had about him. When I asked his age, he made a quick account 
with his fingers and said, half-minded, "around 22, more or less." 

It is like that, especially with the southern Sudanese. The concern with surviving 
the war and also getting water and food for each day is leaves little room for 
counting the time. Whenever I asked their age, I listened to a "Well, it might be 
around... about... more or less" 

Nevertheless, Simon does not conform to all rules. Dressed in the green high school 
uniform, he wants to invest on his studies. Unlike most people in the camp who 
have no hope of being admitted to a university, he is convinced that he will be 
able to get into the Faculty of Psychology by the end of 2015. "I want to listen to 
people's troubles. This life is not easy." Simon asks my phone number. He will find a 
way to call me when he passes the Asosa University's admission examination. 

He invites me to have tea with his aunt and visit the hut where they live. We walk 
through a long hallway protected by a pleasant shadow. His best friend, Jermieh 
Jadan, joins us. The path is made of bamboo and grass forming a long fence. The 
fence has openings, which is the entrance to the different groupings of huts. At 
some points, there are other internal hallways that branch into paths leading to 
more houses. Even though it is a dirt trail, and the traps formed by the stones and 
holes turn into steep banks here and there, the path is as clean as earthen floor. 
We walk slowly, chatting. 

*** 

One night, soldiers of the Sudanese government invaded his village. "One night in 
1996," at six years of age, Simon had no idea he lived in one of the most disputed 
African zones, at least for the following 17 years. Malakal city. 

It was June that night. He remembers that. Gunshots echoed in the woods. The 
huts were burning on fire when Simon was awakened by his mother's cries. He 
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scratched his eyes, disoriented, but the noise outside brought striking information. 
He figured he had to run. "I just thought: there is something wrong," he tells me. 
One day, he heard his parents talking about war. In another one, he saw several 
soldiers wandering around. Still, Simon did not understand it quite well. Maybe 
because he was six years old, maybe because he did not really need to understand. 
But it did not take long for him to become an expert. 

In seconds, the family was just a few steps away from getting into the woods. At 
least for that one day, they would be safe. Simon's father drew an invisible road in 
the middle of the dense forest. It was the trail to escape. Before arriving at the 
path, they did not avoid looking back. As his mother's body turned, a soldier 
trapped her by her arms. Everybody stopped immediately. At that moment, the 
screaming faded. It was the voice of the soldier who was in the foreground. He 
wanted information. Simon's father was accused without the right to reply. For 
being a community leader, he should have information about rebels who were 
asking for separation from the south of the country, since Malakal and surroundings 
were pivots of insurgency. 

The soldier shouted with his father. He insisted on knowing. His mom started to 
scream, crying. She didn't take that much breath. The scream was silenced by a 
bullet in her chest. Simon was plain crying. The aunt came just in time to prevent 
him from throwing himself against the mother's dead body. The soldier asked for 
the last time. His dad did not obey. He told the soldier he did not know. So he also 
paid with his chest. 

The gun now points to Simon. Under the sight of that man in uniform, he awaits 
the decision of his course. The little boy closes his eyes and the tears drip freely 
down his neck. His aunt was right by his side. Seconds that, to date, seem to last 
forever. The soldier looks at him as someone who appraises an animal to be added 
to the flock. Simon does not stop crying. With the vision blurred with so many 
tears, he sees the silhouette of the gun rising. He does not move. Suddenly 
becomes fearless. The executioner sketches a move, pulls the trigger, aims at the 
forest and shouts: "Now run!" And he shoots into the air. Simon was free. He 
managed to escape with his aunt. 

The sound of the whistle was the alarm clock. From then on, Simon would really 
become a grown-up. A six-year-old man running to save his life. "It is the destiny of 
God", says Simon, "and I'm not complaining. We need to accept that." 

We went up the dirt road to get back to the Red Cross. Mitiku announces: we have 
an invitation to a christening party. Guess what there will be to eat in the 
celebration? Injera, of course. To drink, peppermint tea. I disguised to skip injera. 
Three large trays. I was happy with my cup of tea. And that was the party. Eight 
men and a woman. That is, myself. Women gather separately in a meeting of their 
own, a few huts from there. 
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In front of an empty hut, men built a canopy made of grass and supported by 
twigs. They also covered the earthen floor with colorful cloths. Getting in there 
without taking your shoes off is disrespectful. And not eating, as well. In Ethiopia, 
refusing food is a serious offense. I pulled a tiny piece of injera and soaked it in a 
sauce I had not tried yet to avoid insulting them. It was something prepared with 
herbs, in an all-green sauce, mixed with something that resembled okra slime. As I 
anticipated, I ate just a tiny bit. 

We talked about family, marriage and food. On politics, their notion of government 
is quite appropriate. For them, ARRA and UNHCR coordinators are the Presidents of 
that small country, Sherkole. And, as it happens with every government, "the camp 
deputies and senators" would not be exempt of criticism. Complaints about 
arrogance and abuse of power by bosses and NGO members are frequent. In this 
nation disguised as a camp, one make friends and even foes, for those who are 
more temperamental, so to speak. Everybody has their own taste. They tell jokes 
about some, mock others. It is a densely populated village where people from 
distant lands depend on each other more than on the international aid. Ethnic 
groups are easily differentiated by them. Each one can tell the tribe of the other 
with just a look. 

A little more hot tea under 90°F degrees and it's already sundown. We went back 
to Asosa. 

*** 

A quick ride along the main avenue and you can spot many Sudanese buying at the 
small groceries. They leave the camp in Bambasi and walk eight kilometers (5 
miles) to Asosa. They buy coal, firewood, scarves, T-shirts, vegetables, fruits, and 
other cooking ingredients. Some come equipped with horses and carriages to carry 
the goods. Others just bring their little children to help. 

I don't want to create or promote stereotypes. But, regardless of the numerous 
"exotic" possibilities of miscegenation, after a few days coexisting daily in the 
camps, it is possible to distinguish Ethiopians from Sudanese and South Sudanese. 
Inside the little universe of Asosa, of course. 

Ethiopians are brown. Dark brown. Among these three groups, they're the ones who 
have the lightest skin tone and lowest stature. South Sudanese, on the other hand, 
are known for being one of the tallest people in the world. Dinka ethnicity, for 
example, has many men who are more than two meters (6.6 ft.) tall. The color of 
South Sudanese skin is a very dark black, and their traits are bold, expressive. 
Muscles are visible even in women. One can notice that just by observing their 
body movement as they lift the buckets full of water from the floor to the top of 
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their heads. Slender, well-defined muscles. Biceps and triceps to make any western 
gym rat green with envy. 

Sudanese have hundreds of shared features. But there is a crucial difference that 
is, literally, a cause of dissent between the two nations. Those who come from 
northern Sudan have a much lighter complexion and less distinctive traits. Women 
only leave their houses if wearing their veil. They are Muslim. That is already 
enough reason for disputes. 

These "whiter" Sudanese are part of ethnic groups related to the elite and the 
government, thus they do not become refugees in this conflict. On the other hand, 
those who live on the outskirts of Asosa came from the war-torn states — Blue Nile 
and South Kordofan — and are as black as the South Sudanese. They stagnate there 
for not knowing where they belong. 

After fifteen minutes by car, Asosa's main avenue flows into another refugee camp, 
the same I saw from the bus window as soon as I arrived. Bambasi camp. 

I found a stone near the highway. I sat down on it to see refugees passing by. There 
were corn bags. Firewood. Lots of flour. More firewood. Children being carried on 
somebody's lap. Children carrying firewood. It was possible to start a conversation 
sometimes. Others shied away. Only a timid smile would come out. Women carry 
sacks bigger than them. Body bent forward, merchandise goes on the back. This 
position helps you walk better when the load is too heavy. At least that's what they 
teach. "And you take all this to Bambasi on foot?", I asked a very thin-bodied lady. 
Purple dress, colored print. Light scarf of polka dots used to hold her hair and 
protect her head from the sun. She answers as if saying:  God only knows! "I'm 
taking little today," she smiles. 

# Simon Peter # 

# Man carries coal sack in Asosa's main avenue # 

# In Asosa, woman carries bag with home goods # 
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BAMBASI 

Unlike Sherkole, the Bambasi camp only has Sudanese people. Sudan is divided into 
16 states. The majority of refugees came from the states of Blue Nile and South 
Kordofan, from towns like Teiba, Bamza, Kurmurk and the capital, Ad-Damazin. 
Not to mention the thousands of villages there were between there and the camp. 
Now they all live together in a wasteland as big as 1,098 soccer fields. A "town" of 
12,782 refugees. 

Divisions are created in the same way, with the difference that Bambasi is divided 
into three areas only. Besides, there are no trees surrounding the huts. Martyrdom 
thermal sensation. 

The road was built on the upper part of the terrain. The camp is a little further 
down. That is why as soon as you get there, you have a panoramic view. Huts 
covered in white canvas spread out until your eyes lose sight of them. It does not 
have all the labyrinths of Sherkole, and being recent — it was built in June, 2012 — 
there is still a lot to be done. 

The basic is already there. School with basic education, a shed for religious 
activities, and another one that was turned into a hospital. There is still plenty of 
unoccupied area. Even empty huts. As Mitiku explains, though, "Unfortunately, we 
cannot predict when a lot more will arrive." You must be prepared. 

For now, Mitiku's work in the red lands of Bambasi is to improve the life quality of 
those who have already arrived there. For that, he counts on the help of a young 
refugee. 

At the age of 18, Farahein Rogeli left in a hurry from Ad-Damazin when the city 
was transformed into a war scenario in 2011. He lost his family, and came to the 
camp aided by NGOs and by people he met as he went through other villages. Just 
like Thomas, Farahein is a link between refugees and the Red Cross. In return, he 
receives 15 Birr — US$0.75 — per week. He was chosen because he knows everyone 
there and is one of the few who speak English. In his spare time, he plays table 
tennis on a wooden plank he arranged himself. Now, he is living a romance with a 
girl who arrived not long ago in the camp, and he wants to marry her. But she 
doesn't know yet. 

Farahein gets in the car. When he greeted me with his hands, I could barely 
disguise my shock. I believe he has no idea of the strength he carries in his arms. 
We're talking and he explains that the last few days have not been easy. "We've 
been trying to get the network to connect for two weeks. In a couple of days it will 
be three weeks without talking to them." Farahein left father and siblings in Ad-
Damazin. The town was rebuilt, but still lives under a lot of insecurity. After all, it 
is nothing less than the capital of one of the most conflicting states of current 
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geopolitics. "Anyway, when we get connected, I will just have two minutes. You 
know. It's not enough. It's really not enough," he says. 

We park the car under a big tree in the middle of the camp; one of the scarce 
shadows around there. Before we even get out of the car, a man, much older, 
approaches. Unlike Farahein, the wrinkles on his face do not hide what he has 
suffered to get to Bambasi. He walks barefoot. Worn out linen trousers, folded 
hem, stained with dirt. A white shirt made of a very thin fabric, sleeves rolled up 
to the elbows. And a big smile on his face. He has firmness, despite staggering as 
he walks towards me. The calluses of his feet hinder the walking. This is Al-Bash. 
He came to me. Although the car door was open, he crossed his arms and leans on 
the window. Smiles. Nothing more. He stares at me. Points his finger at me, in a 
very firm gesture, like a person who knows what they are talking about, and said 
the phrases that open and justify the existence of this book. "I know why you're 
here. You're here because of us. When you get back to your world, please tell them 
we're here." For a few seconds, I kept quiet. His gaze was fixed in my eyes. I said 
yes. I promised that "the other world" would know their story. 

Still with that white smile that lit up his face, he continues. "The world should be 
like this, lady. We're like a hand. The five fingers are all connected to the same 
palm. All these fingers are totally different from each other, but with one finger 
alone we can't grasp anything. However, if we use the five fingers together, we 
have the ability and skill to grasp whatever it takes. That's how we got here." And 
it is no exaggeration to say that is what makes them survive. 

Oh, yes! Pen and paper for a poet refugee like Al-Bash would be great, I thought. 

We had to stop the conversation to go to the country market. According to the 
rules of ARRA, I could not go walking alone around there. Since Mitiku had his 
chores, I needed to accompany him. 

In the midst of the market the crowd gets unruly. The products purchased in Asosa 
are sold at very cheap prices. A few Birrs of profit is enough already. They would 
rather prefer to have a job and a way of getting their daily injera than owning 
clothing, colorful scarves, or eating different types of food. To live depending on 
international organizations is what bothers them most. WFP, the World Food 
Program, provides flour, oil, salt and other food supplies. It's like that in every 
camp. They wanted to have their own work. A vegetable garden in the backyard, 
or even a sewing machine. Their own way of bringing sustenance to the house. 

Some of them improvise a tent. Bamboo, canvas, and grass to put together a 
modest tent. And wood or the floor itself, lined with large scarfs, to expose the 
products. 

# The Bambasi Market # 
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RADIJA 

From within this entanglement of people, sacks of firewood, charcoal, and flour, 
out comes Radija. And here I mention only her first name, to honor her request. 
The movement of the long pink blanket that contours her face, her shoulders, and 
even her knees shows that her steps are quick. The Sudanese are like that. Strong 
out of a resistance one only acquires by trying to live there. The melanin 
saturating her deep black skin leaves no doubt about her origin. 

She left Sudan running, because running was the only thing she was able to do 
when she heard the first bang. Lucky her for being at home when the raid against 
the town of Ad-Amazin started. Even before getting her thin legs into the forest, 
she already knew this was how it ought to be. The conflict, started in 1955, gets 
these people's stomach and feet prepared. 

When she hears the shooting and the neighborhood screams, Radija obeys her 
husband. In a sack, one of those used in the crops to harvest corn and sugarcane, 
or to carry charcoal and firewood, she packs her one-way suitcase. The husband 
rushes her. Her hands are so firm and agile that one can barely see that they, in 
fact, shake. And they shake a lot out of the shock and the fear, as she hears the 
screaming and the shooting get louder. She knows, then, they are getting closer. 
She needs to hurry. She gets what's left of food at home. The stories from 
neighboring villages were useful to teach her to seek at least for the flour. Finally, 
feeling just her husband's shadow by her side, she started running. The direction 
would be decided along the way. She thought she should follow the flow. She 
opened the door. There was no flow. A real human swarm was taking over the 
streets. 

She kept running to where the distance from the shooting was telling her to go. 
Her good hearing turned itself into a compass. The further the noise of turned-
into-chaos Ad-Damazin, the more she'd be in the right direction. The anarchy in 
the city had no day to end. The Sudanese government wanted to dominate that 
area, which was still a center for the breeding of rebels. Radija was still running. 
She left the town streets and, in the highest speed her feet could accomplish, took 
up the path of a tiny unpaved road. It was the first option that showed up. "If I 
keep away from the paved road, it will be easier to save my body from the rebels," 
she thought. And it was. She ran until she reached nowhere. It was at nowhere 
that she was safe. 

As she let her body lose speed, she started regaining consciousness. Her husband 
was no longer by her side. All she had was the small sack with a few pieces of 
clothing and the flour. People passed by around her. It was still dark, but she could 
sense the presence of some people stumbling upon twigs in the middle of the 
forest. She was looking for her husband in all of them. She never found him again. 
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Without knowing it, Radija arrived right where the desert of pure beige sand gives 
room to the coconut trees, so Sudan can turn into Ethiopia. Scattered amid the 
greenest forest they have ever seen, four other people followed in the same 
direction as hers. They decided to get together. And for three weeks they survived 
because they worked "like a hand," as the poet refugee Al-Bash used to say. They 
were found by some NGO after being seen in the outskirts of villages. This is how 
they arrived at Bambasi. 

*** 

Radija had always been used to the hardships of life. When she talks, with an easy, 
sort of whispering voice, it is almost impossible to understand, even the few 
simple words in Arab she was saying. In her countenance, traces are branded to 
the skin. A complexion so smooth it would make any Hollywood actress, who buy 
outrageously expensive products to achieve that same texture, green with envy. 
Not one tear. With a sort of embarrassment for talking with a foreigner, she tangles 
the pink fabric in one of her hands and holds it close to her chest. With the other, 
she runs her fingers around the edges of the car door against which we lean. At 
times she would risk looking at me, but she mostly looked down. She smiled lightly. 
Nothing blunt. If we talk about the present, it is more peaceful. Her mouth is able 
to add some extra lean words. But if we talk about that September in 2011, her 
head lowers and her vocabulary shortens. 

Few words to describe what happened. Well, not many are needed. Radija learned 
to use what is enough. In her sentences and in life. "If I could. I'd have my 
husband. But I don't know..." Nothing else to say. 

We continued our tour. This time, I ask to visit the hospital. The medicine in 
Bambasi is the responsibility of the very pleasant Australian physician Ruth Priestly, 
of the NGO Doctors Without Borders. The hospital structure is set in a metal shed. 

The Australian physician is the only foreigner in the group. Nurses and assistants 
are Ethiopian. Their work is focused on manufacturing food supplements. The 
malnutrition in children is Bambasi's greatest problem. Pour nourishment and built-
up stress due to a hard life make the natural production of breast milk difficult. 

But good news surprised me. Everyone that was waiting to be taken care of was 
actually waiting to get the supplements. At a refugee camp, the absence of serious 
illnesses is a privilege. 

The partitions in the hut are done in a very simple way. Most of them were totally 
empty. On the road, there is a sort of reception desk. An employee does the 
triage. Just one of the three areas destined to hospitalization was occupied. In the 
bed, right beside the door, there was a woman with her two small children. The 
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youngest, still very little, was suffering from an intense cold combined with 
malnutrition. 

In the back, there was another child. This one, just a few months old. Lying on a 
stretcher, the baby kept his eyes fixed on a single spot. He didn't move. By his 
side, the mother, with a sad look, waited in silence. I said in a whisper "Assalamu 
aleikum" to her, which is the famous Arab greeting that means "the Lord's peace be 
with you". She answered back with an "aleicam assalamu" almost imperceptible 
due to her whispering tone of voice. Just like the baby, the mother remained very 
still. She was only able to hold her hands on her lap, with her palms turned up as if 
asking for help. The baby was supposed to be transferred to Addis Ababa in a 
week, at most. A very serious case of malnutrition. 

*** 

# Mother beside her child with malnutrition #  

We left the hospital and took Farahein home. Her neighbor was by the entrance 
gate of the hut. She ran away with her son and her mother during the raid against 
the city of Kumurk. She did not have the luck of bringing her husband. 

She is not much of a talker. Just like most Sudanese women, she learned to work 
much more than talk. She just answers precisely. Short words. I reproduce here our 
quick dialogue: 

— How old are you? 
— Eighteen. 
— How did you get here? 
— Running. A lot of shooting. A lot of fire. And I ran. 
— What about your children? 
— I lost one. I've got another one, a six-year-old. 
— How old was he? 
— He was the youngest. About two years old. 
— Did he die in the raid? 

She shakes her head negatively. 

— It was a bad disease. 
— Do you want to go back to Ad-Amazin? 
— Only if one day it goes back to being peace. 
— How about Bambasi? 
— I didn't choose it. But it is my home. You can see how it is around here. We are 
OK... We survived because it was God's will. 
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*** 

I came back to Asosa wanting to know the place where all this happened. The next 
day I was leaving for Sudan. The Red Cross team assured me it was quite possible 
to cross the border, which is only about 100 kilometers (62 miles) from Asosa. 

The research I went through before leaving for Africa showed me there were only 
two ways of getting into Sudan from Ethiopia: either a flight from Addis Ababa to 
the Sudanese capital, Khartoum; or a bus that crossed the northern border of 
Ethiopia, through the city of Gondar. Both these options were terrible at that 
moment. Since the flight did not fit the budget, I was left with the bus. It was the 
initial plan, anyway. However, to accomplish that, I would have to leave Asosa and 
face that entire insane bus journey back to Addis. Then, I would have to catch 
another bus and endure two more days of utter discomfort to finally get to the 
border. Even so, I would be far away from the villages which were subject to the 
invasions. They were my main goal. 

On the other hand, if I just crossed the border that was right there, next to Asosa 
and a few inches away from my camera lenses, not only would I reach Sudan in 
just an hour and a half, but I would arrive straight at the town of Kumurk, in the 
Blue Nile State. The place still is the stage to one of the biggest conflicts in the 
history of the African continent. 

There was, however, a slight hold-up. The presence of foreigners who are neither 
working for accredited international organizations nor in possession of a special 
authorization given by the Sudanese government is strictly prohibited "due to 
safety measures," the authorities would later state. 

By that time, the Red Cross coordinator, Amanuel, together with Mitiku, were my 
family. Amanuel said something about how, sometimes, the NGO international 
teams cross the border through there, and that, in fact, it is a peaceful region, as 
much it can be. But he warned me to watch out for my life on the other side of the 
border. 

I did not allow his fear to even get close to me. I had my mind set on going to the 
Blue Nile. 

# Farahein's neighbor # 
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KUMURK 

With a heavy heart, I said goodbye to my new friends. I was going to take one of 
the hundreds of vans that leave Asosa towards Kumurk every day. I was expecting 
an absolute chaos at the small bus terminal, but we left quicker than I thought. At 
about 10 a.m. 

The highway was already known. The same that leads to the Sherkole camp. We 
barely left the city, someone screams from the back of the van. What was 
happening? Absolutely no one spoke English. Not even the few words in Arabic I 
dared to speak were enough; since they were all Ethiopians, they only spoke 
Amharic. Our communication was based on mime and smiles. But I was able to 
understand. The driver stopped and backed up. I looked through the window. 
There were dozens of mangoes on the road. They fell from the sack of a passenger 
who was taking the product to be sold at the fair. The sacks full of products are 
carried on the top of the van, so the passengers can fit inside. Three people got 
out of the vehicle to help. A few minutes and it was fixed. We were ready to 
continue our journey. I opened a small notebook with some basic Arabic to 
practice, since I was warned about the difficulty of finding someone who speaks 
English around Sudan. 

On the front seat – besides the driver – there was myself, next to the door, and a 
very friendly woman, with whom we would have a long and pleasant conversation 
during the trip, if we spoke any language in common. 

All of a sudden, someone shouts again. I thought: “More of the fair is being left 
behind”. Not this time. It was a mandatory stop at an improvised small stand, with 
a wheelbarrow and some bamboos. At this place there was sugar cane, and, guess 
what? More mangoes. The woman by my side even offered me a piece of sugar 
cane. I thought about accepting it. In the seconds I hesitated, thinking about how I 
would peel that off inside the van, she pulled off a piece of the cane’s peel with 
all the strength her teeth had. Being afraid and ashamed of failing on this complex 
operation, I thanked her and let it go. 

We finally resumed. We traveled a long way after all of this. I still had the Arabic 
dictionary in my hands. Once again, we stopped. This time, at the police 
checkpoint. Sherkole was a few kilometers ahead of us. There was still a long way 
ahead to the final destination. Nearly one hour, if the fruit decided to stay put on 
top of the van’s roof. 

Like in any regular procedure, the policemen stopped the car. I was the first and 
main target, obviously. They took my passport. They looked at it. I thought they 
were reading it, by the way they were scrutinizing it. Then, the policeman comes 
to me and asks, “where are you from?” I laughed because it was written in big 
letters in the passport he was holding. But I answered, with patience: “Brazil.” He 
looked at it again. And thought it was strange. He called a colleague. People in the 
van started to get out. He began to speak Amharic with me. I make a face 
expression of not understanding a single letter spoken by him. A passenger tries to 
improvise a “where,” in English. I deducted they wanted to know where I was 
going to. I said, as naturally as someone would say they were going to buy mangoes 
and be right back. “I am going to Sudan.” 
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I said the magic word. Immediately, three more policemen showed up around the 
van. They still had my passport with them. And they asked for another document: 
a permission to go to Sudan. Even though I thought I knew what it was all about, 
all Ethiopians have guaranteed me that if I had a visa to enter the country, 
everything would be fine. But the story was different. The agent ordered the van 
to go to the police station, a few meters from there through a narrow dirt road on 
the right side of the main road. Neither the passengers, the driver, and especially 
nor myself understood what was going on. 

We parked in front of the police station. An enlightened man who spoke English 
showed up. He explained that I should have a permission to continue with my trip. 
Such permission should spontaneously come from the government itself. I said I 
had a visa. That was all. The woman by my side tried to explain him the situation 
and help us with the dialog, in vain. They asked me to get out of the van. The 
general in chief was on his lunch break. I would have to wait. Since I did not want 
to delay the other passengers' trip, I got out of the vehicle with my bag. I stayed 
there. The van left. The police station works from a small house in the back of a 
hard-packed earth backyard. I sat under a shade outside, on a wooden bench used 
by them during their breaks. Me, my luggage and a young agent, trying to 
speculate. Stressed over the situation, I made myself clear about not wanting to 
have a conversation. He stood up. Looked for better company. 

After waiting almost an hour for the general’s arrival, we went to his office. He, 
myself and two officers. Only one of them spoke English. They made countless 
questions. And I was very careful not to let anything related to journalism to come 
out. 

“Full name,” the general asked. One of the officers had my passport in his hands 
with all the information. Even so, he wrote Jeska. I had to spell it. Age, marital 
status, profession. I claimed to be a student. They were restless. What was I doing 
in Asosa? Why did I want to cross the border right there? Nothing would convince 
them. I said I was visiting the region and had a friend who was a Red Cross 
volunteer in the city of Kumurk. From that point we would go up to Sudan to visit 
the desert, and from there, reach Egypt. If the Blue Nile state was not in this 
itinerary, they would be more excited than me with the trip. 

They asked me who this friend was. I spelled the name Amanuel gave me to look 
for in case I needed help. I had to answer to this question, as far as I can 
remember, three times. And three times more to “why he didn't come to meet you 
here?” Three times I told them the story all over again. 

They called someone. It looked like they were trying to help. Actually, they asked 
the person on the other side of the line what was the other option to enter Sudan. 
They already wanted to discard the border that was right there. But I was willing 
to try. 

Everyone knew one thing: I needed a government authorization if I wanted to 
proceed this way. The general ordered the clerk to write a letter to explain what 
has happened, the reason why they have stopped me, and asking for the Asosa’s 
police station help — the most suitable one to handle the situation. While the clerk 
was writing the letter in a separate small room, they wanted to make sure I was, 
actually, only a tourist. 
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Under my permission, which would not stop them, if not granted, they went 
through all my luggage. “We have to verify if there isn’t anything that proves the 
contrary of what you are saying. After all, how are we supposed to know you really 
are a student and not a worker of some organization, or even a journalist…” I kept 
my mouth shut when this simple last word was pronounced. Indeed, there is not 
anyone more interested in visiting these areas than conflict journalists and 
photojournalists. Even those who go there to work for NGOs are stopped, most of 
the times. 

They took all my personal belongings out. Unrolled all the scarves. All very 
clumsily. They took note of both computer and camera registration number. They 
checked all the photos. The card containing “dangerous photos”, which had 
refugees in them, was with me, kept in travel money belt, suitable for hiding 
money and documents under the clothes, during trips. Generally, this pouch goes 
unnoticed when you are searched quickly. They went over my notes. It was already 
prepared. Nothing in English. I tore any paper or document that would remind 
them of journalism. Everything was scanned in my email. They found nothing. 
Ungainly, they put everything back in the bag. They could not even close it by 
themselves. I did. They gave me the letter in an envelop. We went outside. A 
policewoman accompanied me. She would go with me to Asosa and stay by my side 
to solve everything, ensuring, of course, I would not divert the route. 

We went to the border of the small dirt road, the same of the police station’s 
entrance. She was holding the envelope. We waited for a bus, for about 10 
minutes. Another policeman helped to stop the first bus that passed by. He 
exchanged a few words with the driver, who did not like very much the idea he was 
proposed, but did not have much choice. It was an authority’s order. He should 
take Ms. policewoman and I to Asosa. 

She was squeezed in the first seat with a woman and a child. I sat on an elevation, 
on top of the bus’ engine. Besides the envelope, the policewoman was carrying a 
wrinkled piece of paper where the police station’s address was written on. Before, 
she has heard the instructions and memorized the points of reference. Since she 
had always lived in a small village close to the police checkpoint, she did not know 
Asosa. 

It was not that difficult. She asked for information to people on the streets and we 
were able to get to the police station. We did not exchange a word all this time. 
After all, I can only say “ok”, “thank you” and “injera” in Amharic.  

 *** 

I waited for 20 minutes under a mango tree at the Asosa police station’s yard. The 
policemen who were "not busy", so to speak, and wandering around there were 
kind of friendly. I wish I could have talked to them properly. I wish I spoke Amharic.  

They called her first. She talked to the police chief for a while. Then they called 
me. They asked me to take a seat. Besides the lady who accompanied me, the 
police chief and another policeman, who stood out for having a lighter skin and a 
bald head, were in the room 
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Once again I told them the memorized itinerary of my saga to “reach Egypt.” The 
police chief also did not speak English, but was making one phone call after the 
other. I could only wait. According to them, they were talking to the migration 
department in Addis Ababa, or something like that. After 20 or 30 minutes, an 
“assistant” arrives. His duty was to be a translator, aside from, as he told me 
himself, understanding the procedure to be held. Play the “lawyer” role. I would 
rather prefer he was not there. They were discussing and discussing. When I asked 
what was happening, he answered “be patient, stay calm,” in English. And nothing 
more. Again they talked, again I asked. He smiled, and that’s it. He remained in 
silence. And that is how he reacted every time I asked him anything. Regardless of 
the subject. As I was getting more and more nervous, the more he smiled. And 
then he said: “When people are helping you, you have to be nice to them. Be 
polite.” When I asked him what he did, or which place he worked for, he only 
smiled. Once again he said: “I work for an organization.” I felt like laughing. But 
the anger was already crossing the limits of calmness. 

After that they called a representative of the Sudanese government. That is what 
they told me he was. They talked. Discussed. And when I thought they got to a 
conclusion... Nothing. It was more than 6 o’clock in the afternoon. Time to finish 
the workday. They said they would examine the situation while waiting for the 
Sudanese government’s answer, and that the Ethiopian representatives were taking 
care of the case, “doing whatever it was possible.” Seven hours at the police 
station were not enough. Certainly, nothing would be done. I had to go back to the 
hotel. The useless assistant and the Sudanese representative accompanied me. 
They promised to come back in the morning of the next day. 

In the next day, I already had my luggage ready when two officers, a woman and 
the bald guy arrived to pick me up. We went to the police station. When I left, the 
hotel’s assistant, a 16-year-old boy who used to give me a bunch of mangoes every 
morning, looked at me with an afflicted semblance. Upset, he said just like a 
child: “Bad police.” He hugged me and left. For a moment, the boy’s commotion 
made me feel like the police was really a bad thing. 

Since it was not even 8 in the morning, both the officers and I — if not for the 
circumstances, as friends — went for a coffee and cake. We went back to the 
police station and I waited for hours. It was almost 10 a.m. and the collaborator 
assistant sent by a mysterious organization had not showed up. He only arrived at 
the end of the morning to say: “You won’t go to Kumurk unless you take a plane 
from Addis Ababa, or a bus to Gondar. If you try to cross this border again, you will 
be arrested.” Straight to the point. 

Unquestionably, the wait and the stress were worse than receiving the “no”. It was 
time to put the second plan into action. There was no another option. I would have 
to go back to Addis Ababa. 

I called Kisut, one of the friends I made during the days I spent in Asosa. He was 
the one who showed me the only cyber cafe in town where the Internet connection 
was working, explained me that the only ATM machine in the surroundings was not 
working, and told me a plane ticket from there to the capital would not cost me 
more than 70 dollars — which would be totally worth it. 

I bought the ticket for the next day. I passed by the Red Cross and took a lot of 
Mitiku’s time telling him everything that has happened. We analyzed the routes, 
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what would be possible to do. “Do not think: 'if I had done things like this, if I 
haven’t’…”, he said. “Do not give up, maybe it was better this way. Just let God 
be with you,” he said, in English.  
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ADDIS 

Let's go a little back in time to explain the next adventures. Before I left to Asosa I 
was in Addis Ababa, looking for the UN office to seek more information. The 
building is surrounded by four and five-star hotels and head offices of many others 
NGOs. I ended up having lunch around this place. At the restaurant, I sat at a 
table, alone, put my backpack on a chair on the side and opened a map of the 
north of the eastern Africa in order to plan my future. 

At the table next to mine a couple was having lunch with their little son and a 
friend. Seeing that I was alone, they invited me to sit with them. I accepted. They 
were from Germany and worked for the embassy. When I said I was Brazilian, the 
woman said: “Oh, I know a Brazilian woman. She works for your embassy; I can 
introduce you two." Extremely friendly, the German woman invited me for a 
women-only dinner promoted by herself.  

That is how I met Ana Milhomem, the vice-consul of the Brazilian embassy in 
Ethiopia. A woman of short, curly, deep dark hair with white skin and a slim body. 
She looked extremely young, especially if you take into consideration the position 
she holds.  

We spent hours talking at that dinner, recalling and missing the Brazilian spirit. By 
the end of the night, I got a special invitation. I was invited to stay at her house 
whenever I needed. At the beginning of the trip, it was part of my plan to stop by 
Addis Ababa at least four times. I left to Asosa promising I would accept the 
invitation. Along with her husband, Consul Rômulo Neves, they form the youngest, 
most beautiful, and funniest couple Ethiopia has ever seen. 

After almost being kicked out of Asosa, I called Ana close to my departure time. 
Two weeks of cold showers — nights in Ethiopia are very cold —, a toilet that did 
not flush, and a diet based on bread with ground meat, mango and soda (to give 
me a satiety sensation), I was more than ready to accept her invitation. It would 
not be just a place to sleep. Staying at a Brazilian’s house, no doubt, would be one 
of the most delightful moments of this journey.  

 *** 

Addis Ababa is occupied by 3,6 million frantic inhabitants who fight for space on 
the streets, not because there is not enough for everybody, more precisely because 
of lack of discipline. I remember another Brazilian woman saying, very seriously 
“I’m afraid of driving in Addis because here you cannot run over people.” Even 
though this statement is humorous, and can even be misinterpreted, if anyone 
drives in Ethiopia at the speed they drive in any occidental city, the chances of not 
running over someone are remote. Signs are missing, carriages abound. When least 
expected, there is someone in front of your car carrying a goat on their back.  

The public transportation consists on buses, but their fleet is insignificant when 
compared to the number of blue and white vans driving around the city. Most of 
them are literally falling apart, dropping their parts here and there. Despite the 
lack of comfort, they are efficient. There are vans all over the map. You just need 
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to flag one and say where you want to go. Or pay attention to the fee collectors 
that put their heads out of the car’s window yelling the destination. If that is not 
the one you want to take, just wait a bit more. In a few minutes comes another 
one with a new destination. It is all about screams and people being squeezed, but 
it works. 

Finding a sidewalk to walk on is beyond luck. And there is no need to walk a few 
steps away from downtown to experience all-dirt streets. During the rainy season, 
everything turns into mud. Those who risk walking on these paths look like ice 
skaters. If you are not lucky, you may end up in one of the craters forming on the 
margins of the streets where rainwater, as well as sewage and waste are disposed. 
To run way from the glamour a fall like that would be, I even took a taxi to 
overcome mere 500 meters (547 yards). 

The good thing is that Ethiopians are aware that all these difficulties are not an 
excuse for violence. There you have a surprisingly safe city. There are very few 
problems with robbery or theft. The fear of going out at night is caused by the 
holes on the sidewalk only. Anyone could miss one and sprain the ankle. It always 
happens to foreigners. 

The first time I saw Addis Ababa, still from the top, I noticed something different. 
We were overflying the city at night. I looked through the window. The lights were 
on. Suddenly, everything was completely dark. I imagined something in the 
airplane was causing that impression. In a few seconds, the lights were back on. I 
was still observing from the plane when the lights went off again. It could be 
tiredness, I thought. I was really sleepy after all those flying hours. This time I was 
alert to see what would happen next. Lights on. A few more minutes and they were 
still on. “I really have to catch some sleep,” I told myself. 

The following night, we ran out of power at the hotel. The woman who owned the 
place explained to me why. Authorities from 53 African countries an guest from 
other continents were celebrating 50 years of the African Union. “That is why half 
of Addis has no water, Internet or electricity. So the event guests can have 
enough,” condemned the hotel’s owner. I wish it was just a weekend problem 
caused by noble parties. It has nothing to do with fancy or snobbish events. 
Electricity and water systems go through serious problems every day in the capital. 

Even living in a privileged area, Ana could not escape from Ethiopia's infrastructure 
problems. But the truth is: I was lucky. I took the best shower I can remember. A 
shower pouring not only plenty of water, but hot water. When I thought things 
could not get any better, we had rice for dinner. Not to mention the salad, which 
even had olives in it. Paradise. 

Two days of singularly odd happiness – and here I ask for an artistic license to 
express how unique this moment was – and I took a bus to Sudan. 

 *** 

It was barely morning and I was at the terminal once again. This time I was not 
surprised by the bus system's terrible structure. Maybe that is why I found it easier 
to persist up to the end of the day. As expected, we stopped at Bahir Dar at 6 p.m. 
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A city full of tourists, more than I expected. Lake Tana, formed by the Nile’s 
tributary rivers, is the most beautiful sight of the region and gathers resorts and 
multiple leisure options all around it. In northern Ethiopia, there are also the 
ancient churches of Lalibela, dug into the rock, and the obelisks of Aksum, where 
people say the lost ark is kept. The ark was said to be brought by the son of King 
Solomon with the queen of Sheba in order to establish the New Jerusalem in 
Africa. 

It is described in the bible as a trunk where the Ten Commandments tablets and 
other sacred objects were kept. It became very famous after the movie Indiana 
Jones and the Raiders of the Lost Ark. According to the Ethiopians, no one is 
allowed to see the sacred object. Supposedly, the only person that has ever seen 
the ark in last decades is an elderly and lonely monk who committed to look after 
the ark during his entire life. 

# Man walks towards Addis Ababa # 

# Road next to Sudan border # 
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METEMMA 

Speculation aside, I went straight ahead, had no time to waste. I arrived at the 
city of Metemma, which is divided by the border. At that time, it was Eldorado for 
me. The dreamed place one longs to get to. 

Legend has it that in the 18th century, before Metemma became a town, it was the 
official stop for pilgrims coming from Darfur, in Sudan, to Mecca. With time, it 
became the official destination for Muslims to settle down after walking several 
days to fulfill promises to Allah. That is why its name means, in Arabic, final place, 
or termination point; it was the last town of the Muslim provinces. The city has 
already been the scenery of countless battles, and once housed important slave 
markets. 

The face of Metemma now is far from reflecting the great historical moments it 
once witnessed. With no more than 6,000 inhabitants, it is hard to conceive life 
beyond the large avenue cutting through the city. The same avenue that, in a few 
meters, reaches a final stop at a bridge. Which belongs to Sudan. Crossing from 
one side to the other is easy, precisely because of the intense work of itinerant 
vendors who carry their goods without being stopped. They are the ones who move 
the city's modest economy, on either side of the border. Under an undignified heat, 
they sweat for small change, which is barely enough for them to pay for their daily 
injera. But they are freer than foreigners who, like myself, are not allowed to jolt 
from here to there. 

I was quite fearful of not making it to the other side. In the early afternoon, the 
extreme heat even under the shade was an omen of what was to come. Sweating 
just like myself, there were four Sudanese friends, three engineers and one 
physician. They were coming back from job interviews in Ethiopia. Apparently, 
things in the land of the fiery sand were not easy. 

We took some time to convert our Ethiopian Birrs into Sudanese pounds right 
there. Later, it would be impossible to convert any currency but American dollars, 
unless we were "fortunate" to find the notorious so-called black markets.  

The customs process was fast. Unlike the last frustrating experience trying to enter 
forbidden lands, it was all very peaceful. I pretended to enjoy the inspectors' 
repetitive jokes about Ronaldinho, Neymar, and such, and went on to the other 
side. At last, the Sudan flag was right in front of me. 

 *** 

The four Sudanese became my companions. They were willing to help me out. And 
I was even more willing to let them help me out. They were also in a hurry. All 
because no one wanted to sleep over in Gedaref, which was the next mandatory 
stop. 

While preparing for the trip, I read on the Lonely Planet guide that if you are going 
from Ethiopia to Sudan by land, there is a great chance you will sleep in Gedaref. 
You would not want to be that far. 
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# Family living on the roadside to Metemma # 
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GEDAREF 

That only increased the mystery. There was no certainty about what awaited for 
me in one of the least-visited countries in the world. Very little information on the 
Internet. In book pages, this name has rarely been written. On travel search 
engines such as Wikitravel, the first message one reads is stimulating: "Warning. 
Traveling in Sudan beyond the capital Khartoum and the northeast region is 
considered dangerous. Two civilian wars near the border continue to cause 
violence. Traveling to Blue Nile and South Kordofan states is extremely dangerous 
and highly discouraged, including trips to the neighboring countries Chad and South 
Sudan. Criminal and terrorist groups aim foreigners when attacking and 
kidnapping, especially in the Upper Nile regions and near the Ethiopian border." 
For me, it could not get more seductive than that. 

 *** 

We took a van to Gedaref. For now, I was not alone anymore. The four friends 
made me feel safe. We stopped at a checkpoint. Who is the target? I am, of 
course, the only woman in the car who still "insisted" on not wearing a veil. No 
respectable Sudanese woman would do this. On top of the heat I was not used to, 
walking on crutches with a backpack and still having to take care of a veil, which 
does not stay put due to the wind, is not an easy task. I even tried, but gave up. I 
ended up opting for sunglasses and a tank top. The complete recipe for being 
interrogated. What are you doing here? For how many days? With whom? Where to? 
Where are you coming from? Ronaldinho? Always the same questions. 

The excuse was the same, no Blue Nile State in the itinerary. I was going to 
Khartoum, and then Egypt. Tourism. No Sudanese needed to know the itinerary 
would be exactly the opposite. 

Another ten minutes on the road and there was a new checkpoint. Much harder 
than the previous one. At least this time I didn't feel so privileged. Everyone was 
searched. I had to open the bag — because they didn't do it at the border — they 
browsed through the photos stored in the camera. Pictures of friends, local dance, 
Ethiopian food and coffee. The priceless card was inside my panties. In the 
absence of policewomen, and since men cannot search me — and yes, that is 
respected —, I knew it was safe. The officer even laughed at some pictures. And 
that was it. 

We were apprehensive. We wanted to catch a bus in time to get to the Sudanese 
capital. The sensation I was going to melt down at any time was softened when 
they told me: "compared to Khartoum, it's cold in here." Later I'd find out it was 
true. In Gedaref, at least it's possible to breathe. 

We got there at 5pm, and there was no way to go further. As in Ethiopia, there is 
no overnight transportation in Sudan. The solution was to look for a hotel with 
minimal structure and wait until the next day. 

I would even agree to share the hotel room with the boys, as people do in big 
capital around the world. But a woman in Sudan only shares a room with a man 
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when they are married That was the first time I was really overwhelmed by the 
prices, as Sudan is one of countries with the highest cost of living — and not just in 
Africa. It is an expensive country. I did not need to do a lot of research to figure 
that out. I just had to look for a place to stay for one single night in Gedaref. It 
was double the price of a suite in Ethiopia, for a dusty room with no bathroom. 
Fortunately, the owner of the overly modest establishment helped me to preserve 
my physical integrity. "Here, we host many soldiers. It's better for you to have a 
bathroom just for yourself. I will charge you less." I paid the same price, but now it 
was a "suite." Not bad. There is a good side for everything in this life. There is 
even a certain advantage to the heat, which does not go below 40°C (104°F), as 
cold showers are not that painful. On the other hand, the toilet is a hole on the 
ground, and we bet some money on how many years ago the bedding was changed. 
But there was nothing better around there. We could only sleep to forget the 
situation. 

 *** 

Before the sunrise, we were at the bus terminal. Like the Ethiopians. With the 
difference that the earth is not red, and there are no hills to go up and down. All 
flat, carved in pure beige sand. There is nothing in the landscape now but the 
desert. 

As we entered the bus, there was a big surprise. The best buses that Sub-Saharan 
Africa has ever seen. Air-conditioning system at full speed. Individual seats and, 
check out the luxury: reclining ones. It also included the traditional on-board 
service, the same as Ethiopia. This time, a cupcake with some secret soda flavors. 
But it didn't matter. No goats, baby goats or chickens. Everyone sitting still and 
calm in their respective seats. One for each. Sublime. 

Meanwhile, I was able to text with the mobile chip I had just purchased. 3G 
connection throughout the entire course, even in the middle of the highway 
cutting through the desert. I even managed to download some music. I played 
some Brazilian songs to Mohammed, one of the engineers who was travelling with 
me. He had a hard time believing Ivete Sangalo truly exists. He also adored 
Olodum and could not stop singing "Chorando se foi." Meanwhile, I listened to a 
Chico César song with a chorus saying "May God protect me from myself." I think 
there could not be more appropriate lyrics for the occasion. We were partying at 
the bus. That brought invitations to Carnaval. I also showed a Spanish song called 
"Mi niña bonita", my pretty girl. Mohammed fondly calls me that until today. 

When we got off the bus, the hot breath assaulted me. Any psychological 
preparation for the heat of Khartoum is not enough. In the middle of July, the 
hottest season of the year, praying for a briefly refreshing wind does not work. The 
wind is hot even during the night. Because of that, the Sudanese air is suffocating. 
At the top of a building in the center of the city, a thermometer announced the 
end of times: 52°C (126°F). 

For one to walk around the city, years of training are required. Yet, riding a taxi in 
Khartoum is a task for Sudanese only. Contrary to what some travel guides and 
history books make us believe, not all seeds planted by the English colonization 
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had grown. Twenty-five years ago, English teaching was forbidden at schools. Bad 
luck for those who don't speak Arabic. That was precisely the case. 

# Road to Gedaref # 

# A stop to fix the rubber of the crutch, molten by the heat # 
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OMAR 

He coordinated a military unit of his country's armed forces. He was a brigadier. On 
June 30th, 1989, he gathered some people from the Revolutionary Command 
Council for National Salvation to unlawfully topple a government that was, until 
then, legitimate. A coup d'état. All political parties were suppressed. The press 
was silenced. Did it work? He has been reelected four times. After demonstrating 
that he did not care for ethnicities other than his, he was convicted by the 
International Criminal Court in 2009 for murder, forced displacement, torture and 
rape. Crimes against humanity. And thanks to the political strategy he employed in 
the last years, he has been convicted of civilian assault and plunder — looting 
during conflicts — as well as war crimes. Dear reader, I present you the President 
of Sudan. 

This is Omar Hassan Ahmad Al-Bashir, head of the world's fourth most corrupt 
country . Omar, who is no fool, does not recognize the Court. Sudan is not a 3

signatory and, therefore, he does not need to worry, as along as he is within the 
country's borders. He can not be arrested. Although, even outside the boundary 
fences, he does not seem to be very concerned. A little over a month after his 
conviction, he went on six international trips. In theory, he should be arrested as 
soon as he set foot in foreign territories. However, the defiant leader still has 
support from the African Union and some countries in the Arab League. Which 
makes us feel even more foolish. Sometimes I think he is laughing at us right now 
and, like me, you are probably pretty angry. 

A new constitution was approved in 1998. Despite the promises of change, the new 
laws give the president even more autonomy and have gaps that enable human 
rights violations. Without special authorization, it is forbidden to even take 
pictures of public buildings in Khartoum. It all began to be hindered for foreigners. 
On account of the embargo imposed by the United States, there is no international 
bank system. It is impossible to withdraw money or pay bills in debt/credit. With 
the teaching of English being cut off, only the elders know how to say a few basic 
words they have learned back in the time when the language was still part of the 
curriculum. If you want to avoid problems with immigration, you have to pay 70 
dollars to be registered — if you do not have a Sudanese friend to sign the 
document, you have to pay another 30 dollars. Islamic law is unquestionable, but 
foreign women are still accepted in the capital without a veil. They may be 
misinterpreted in other regions, but it is not mandatory to wear it. It is just sound 
common sense. 

 *** 

In the first taxi I took in Khartoum, wearing a veil would have been great. I 
explained where I wanted to go. Red Cross. It is on a busy street, easy to get to 
from my hostel, at least according to the map. 

 According to the report annually produced by the global non-governmental organization 3

Transparency International.
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I got in the van. Conventional model taxis, as we know them, are a privilege of 
those who stay near the airport, which is right in the center of Khartoum and 
divides it in half. It's customary to ride in vans. Some are private, like taxis, others 
are shared like public transportation. Furthermore, rickshaws are very popular, like 
in Ethiopia. 

At the first stoplight, the driver looked at me. He tried to take my hand. I quickly 
moved my arm. He smiled. He tried again and smiled again. As the Quran teaches 
men, any woman not covered by a veil is a gift to them. He probably thought it 
would be easy. If I was not so tense, I would laugh hard like I do today. 

Getting to the Red Cross was hard. When I asked him if he knew how to get to that 
address, he shook his head affirmatively. We got to a nearby street. But I found out 
he actually had not understood a word I had said. We stopped in front of a travel 
agency. Someone there should understand me. Nope. Two girls looked at me. They 
scrutinized me. They asked questions. They still did not understand. 

A little further, we stopped again. He was asking random people on the streets if 
they understood English. We found a very good looking girl who had black eyeliner 
on, like those prototypical odalisques we usually see on television. She seemed to 
understand a little. We talked. She asked me about three times where I wanted to 
go. I explained it three times. Nothing. 

It was almost 5 pm and the office would close soon. And he wanted to keep using 
the same method until he could find it. Impatient, I took the map. I analyzed 
where we were. I asked, using gestures, for him to follow me. I would ask him to 
drop me in any corner I though would be closer to the NGO. The car's environment 
was not very pleasant from the beginning. But this trip's ventures proved to be 
good. Three blocks ahead, all of a sudden, the Red Cross office appeared next to 
me. It was as good as finding a compatriot in the middle of nowhere. 

 *** 

I asked about projects involving child soldiers. According to the UN, in the year of 
2008 there were over 6 thousand boys and girls between 7 and 16 years of age 
serving as spies, cooks, hunters, looters and human shields. After that, they lost 
track. 

I did not hide I was astonished to know the Red Cross did not work on projects with 
child soldiers anymore, thanks to issues with Al-Bashir government. As if it was not 
enough, in early 2014, the NGO was given orders from — check the irony — the 
Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs to suspend the work in its 
entirety, arguing that "we find that the Red Cross' activities are outside the 
mandate defined by the international law and the agreement with Sudan's 
government." Now the office works in projects that are in the best interest of the 
government. Moreover, the government prohibited the Red Cross from entering the 
states of South Kordofan and Blue Nile. Yes, I do not know why I was astonished. 

I heard of an NGO called SOS Children's Village that works like an orphanage where 
there would be former child soldiers. Before traveling, I called the phone numbers 
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that were available in their website, but none answered. An email response? Only 
with a miracle. The only way was to check it out in person. 

I got their address with the Red Cross. The place was far away, in Alsalama 
neighborhood, in the outskirts of Khartoum. Many people told me to be very 
careful when reaching that area. Over there, there is very little beyond the desert 
and the walls surrounding the "children's village." On the roadside of a highway, the 
rusted sign hanging on the dark gridded gate saying SOS Children's Village was 
almost unreadable.  
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YAHYA 

At the entrance, I asked for Yahya Hamad, the man people told me to be the 
"right" person. We walked down a dirt road. There's a lawn surrounding the path, 
but the grass does not grow much because the desert terrain wins the fight. The 
plot is ample: 3 km2 (1.16 sq. mi.) to shelter those small lives. I say small lives not 
because they are actually small, but because the small bodies of those 150 
children do not seem big enough to handle that much. For the fatality which all 
things in this world are subjected to, these children had no clothing, no notebooks, 
no father nor mother. Orphans of a past that no one wants to talk to them about 
and, if they could, they would never risk going on towards future. 

Yahya has 35 years of past and, as if the three children of his own blood were not 
enough, he decided to take care of other 150 children who sketched father figures 
in their dreams. He loves children; too bad he can not fit any more in the 
orphanage. 

Contrary to what the outdated website said, there are no more former child 
soldiers in the Village. For years, that unit has not received any more of them. 
Nowadays, many of the children are orphans of soldiers killed in conflicts; others 
are found in the streets, mosques, or left in the government's welfare service. SOS 
Children's seeks them every time there is a vacancy. 

They can stay in the Village until they are 14 years old. After that, they have to 
work, seeking another way of getting through life. There is a remark regarding 
women. They cannot rent a house if they are single It is not socially acceptable. 
They only leave the orphanage if they can get married. Because of that, there is a 
special house there where four young women over 14 live. One of them studies 
medicine. The others are in high school. They learn how to keep the house with 
certain independence. They cook, wash and iron clothes. Until a "prince" comes 
rescue them. A man  

who is honest and hardworking. If possible, he should be handsome and pray to 
Allah five times a day, as tradition dictates. That is all. 

The other 146 children can still wait patiently. They are distributed among 15 
different houses and receive care from voluntary mothers. Adult women — 
sometimes even with their own children — who have run away from domestic 
violence, have lost or ave never had a husband. Each one is responsible for seven 
children. They change diapers, buy milk, food, help with their homework, put the 
children to sleep. Caring, they cannot see life without their little ones. "When they 
leave, my heart aches. But I know soon there will be more coming", says one of the 
mothers that have been in the program the longest. She was 50 years old and had 
lost her husband three years earlier in the Darfur conflict, in western Sudanese 
west. There, she heard of SOS Children's Village, and decided that was what she 
was going to do until the end of her life. She brought her daughter with her. "I 
want to follow the same path", says the young woman. 

Zahara and three other children live in the house next door. Zahara got the 
smallest number of children, since one of them, called Safieddin, has cerebral 
palsy. The day they found him, the new mother was heart broken. The biological 
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parents could not stand the pain of putting a "badly made" child in the world. They 
handed the child to the streets. 

Zahara, whose name means "the one who has luck", descided to demonstrate an 
unusual feeling. The boy is seen as defective, invalid, and living proof of the sins 
committed by their parents. However, Zahara had such a great heart that she 
overlooked the social barriers surrounding her. She carries the little one on her 
back. Takes him to the hospital. He needs a follow up every week. It's expensive. 
It's 300 dollars a month and 24 hours a day. And she still has the guardianship of a 
little girl and a boy. Safieddin was seven years old. Zahara will have to look after 
him until one of them reaches the last day of their lives. "It may even happen that 
his day arrives first. Let's see." "What if yours comes first?", I ask. "We have Allah. 
He's the one who knows the paths." 

Most of the girls that are growing up are interested in continuing the work. And it 
is not just because of a lack of choice. It is gratitude. The hard work to provide the 
children with the best life possible is intense. It was early July when the school 
period began and the children were over two weeks without school supplies. 
Bureaucratic issues between Khartoum's stationary stores and the restricted funds 
granted by the NGO's central office were the reasons. 

Yahya and I went looking for a company that would accept the partnership, sell 
cheaper and in large amounts. We found one in the populous Omdurman, the 
second largest city in the country. It's very close to Khartoum, they are only 
separated by the Nile River. There, in the middle of a fair, among bananas, boxes, 
teas, and trinkets, a stationary store decided to help. Over 300 notebooks, 
textbooks and crayons. 

As we arrived at the NGO's truck with everything, children appeared from all sides. 
They were screaming, jumping and had to be barred so they wouldn't climb the car 
such was their curiosity and joy. "Tahíran! Tahíran!", they sang. "At last! At last!" 

Yahya is actually an accountant. "I'm just an accountant", he always says . He's the 
one who handles the money that comes in and out, visiting the bank multiple times 
a day. But he is always taking care of other things, as he may not have enough 
people to help, but has plenty of disposition. He is also the right arm of the Village 
director. The official "father" is Mohamed Ezzedin, or Mr. Ezzedin, as he prefers to 
be called. 

Mr. Ezzedin dedicated 14 of the 45 years of his life to social projects. He has even 
been held hostage by rebel militias in southern Sudan. That's all I wanted to hear. 
But he promised me a longer conversation almost a week later, when he would 
finally have time. 

 *** 

There were no hours to be wasted. Meanwhile, I continued the daring plan to enter 
the state of Blue Nile. I was determined to take the bus to the famous Ad-Damazin. 

The hostel owner, used to the rules applied to foreigners, warned me that it would 
be impossible to even leave the state of Al-Khartoum, where we were, to any state 
of the south. Especially to the Blue Nile. There's no way. "At the first checkpoint 
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they'll tell you to go back," he said with conviction. He wasn't the only one. At 
times, I thought of being rational and not going. 

On the other hand, all the other Sudanese people I spoke to did not understand 
why I did not believe them. Why I could not visit the region that holds one of the 
world's greatest humanitarian conflicts? "And why not?", was what I heard the most 
from them, "You can go with me if you want." Even a Sudanese retired UN official 
said an authorization would not even be necessary. At times, I thought of being 
rational and not going. 

Two days seeking answers. I alternated between research, speculation, NGO's 
support, Embassy, whatever. Nothing gave me any certainty. I came to the 
conclusion that there would be only one way of finding out what would really 
happen away from that city's manipulated press. 

The plan was to go alone. On these days that past by, Yahya was a great 
companion. We frequently sat at one of the best restaurants in Khartoum, meant 
for foreigners. We would have two scoops of ice cream every time we went there. 
One mango, the other one chocolate. Always. That's what we are able to pay. 
There, he decided he would go with me if I chose to go on a weekend. We could 
say we were married, which would make it easier for us to explain the reasons for 
a Brazilian to be in such inappropriate lands. 

A little over an hour from Ad-Damazin there is a park that has received tourists 
before the conflict was reignited in 1983  — today, it is possible to visit it if you're 4

escorted. Our justifications alternated between saying we were visiting that park 
or swearing I was just getting to know the homeland of my dear husband. Well, 
that was the plan. 

# Safieddin and his mother # 

# Jamile and two of her seven children # 

# Yahya Hamad # 

 The Sudanese Civil War started in 1955 and lasted until 1972, when there were 11 years of truce. 4

In 1983, the conflict reignited and lasted until 2005, culminating in the country's division.
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AD-DAMAZIN 

We left early the next day. We bought the tickets on the spot. I had prepared 
snacks to eat on the way. Yahya gave me a bracelet with the colors of Sudan's flag 
— black, white, red and green — as a present, "for good luck." I took a sarong that 
had Christ the Redeemer stamped on it — colored a la Romero Brito (the famous 
Brazilian visual artist) — and turned it into a veil, so I would have better chances 
of getting through the police. 

The words the hostel owner repeatedly told me echoed. "You will be barred at the 
first checkpoint." I felt more anxiety than fear, and would certainly find it very 
annoying to be interrupted again, as I was in Ethiopia. I was willing to try. 

The bus wasn't in the same luxurious category as the one I used to get to 
Khartoum. The seat Yahya took was broken. He would have spent all 6 hours of the 
trip sitting on the floor had not we used my backpack and the small plastic bag 
that he used as his bag to fill in the seat's hole.  

 *** 

We followed through a monochromatic landscape. The desert didn't leave us for a 
single moment. The Blue Nile's brown water would become visible every now and 
then, contrasting with the landscape and keeping us company for a while. Many 
small villages blossomed profusely. Anyone would be intrigued by that vision, "how 
could there be any life here?" 

In that same nothingness, the first police checkpoint. I was quiet. I did not look 
outside. I did not even move my eyes. The police officers would only notice a 
woman wearing a veil and, better yet, with a man on her side. The inspection was 
content to stay outside of the bus. It was less than five minutes. But it felt like 
hours. The driver threatened to speed up. I already wanted to smile in relief. But 
the policeman, from afar, shouted. I stand still again. Half a dozen words were 
exchanged between him and the driver. And he finally sped up for good. Done. I 
was able to breathe out. The triumph would serve to at least refute the hostel 
owner who said I would be barred right away. 

We were stopping all the time. Passengers got on and off the bus in the middle of 
the road. Coming and going to countless remote villages. I was always quiet. In one 
of these breaks, Yahya pointed his finger outside my window and said, astonished: 
"This is the city of the witches. There are many wicked women preparing 
enchantments." I laughed. If I could I would stop right there to check it out. I 
played with him. "Ask them to stop. Let's get off." He popped his eyes and backed 
off. "But they are witches!" I started laughing and he was relieved. The only thing 
worse than a woman without a veil is a woman who is a witch. 

I tried to be a good girl and remained covered by the sarong despite the heat. And 
the wind, as we would not be able to breathe if we closed the windows. One more 
checkpoint. Again I remained still, without looking out. If any policeman took a 
good look at my face, he would see I was not Sudanese. Bless the veil. We sped up 
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again. I could breathe again. That happened five times until we approached Ad-
Damazin. 

 *** 

The bus slowed down. The desert road was now populated. It was filled with 
people, commerce, food carts and rickshaws. We had arrived. I could hardly 
believe it. At least I would say I had stepped there. 

I took off the veil so I could see better. It sounds ridiculous, but I had the feeling it 
prevented me from hearing, seeing, smelling, thinking. After I consummated the 
libertine act, everybody started commenting. Unlike the capital Khartoum, the 
complete absence of foreigners there makes the commotion even bigger when 
someone from abroad shows up. Many, in fact, did not understand why there was a 
woman without a veil there. Still from the bus windows, men smiled at me, 
commented, whispered. A lot of gossip. All in Arabic. Yahya wanted to spare me 
from understanding what they were saying. Until this day I am curious to know, but 
there's no camel train that would make him tell me. 

 *** 

It was already 5:00 p.m. when we arrived. My partner negotiated a rickshaw and 
we went on looking for a hotel. I put the sarong back over my head to avoid the 
snoopers. He got off. I waited in the "taxi." He came back looking disappointed. He 
said the price, 180 Sudanese pounds — US$36.00. Five times more expensive than 
what I paid at the hostel in Khartoum, but that was not the problem. "They asked 
for a permit. No letter, no vacancy." I got worried. But that, according to the 
"cabbie," was the best hotel in town. A simpler one will require less paperwork, I 
thought. Even if we had to pay extra for that. My mistake. 

It was already dark when we got to the hotel. Yahya gets off the rickshaw again. 
There are vacancies. He asks me to get off too. Good news. We talked to the 
receptionist. It was cheap, 60 Sudanese pounds — US$12.00 — each. Way better 
than the first one, And the place did not seem too bad. At the entrance, an 
earthen floor area with white benches made of iron, some of those lavishly 
decorated ones that are used in traditional beach and farm houses in Brazil. All 
matching the hotel walls, that were also white. The reception was to the right. 
Straight forward, the rooms occupy three floors of the building. To the left, a 
restaurant made of straw, bamboo, wooden tables and earthen floor. It has, in its 
own way, some coziness. There was even a couple on their honeymoon staying 
there. 

The receptionist called the hotel owner. Ours was a special case. Yahya began 
explaining our story's fairytale version we had agreed on to make them believe. 
The owner answered it would be very hard without me having a permit. My 
"husband" could stay, since there is no impediment to Sudanese people. I asked, 
playing ignorant, why there were such rules. He just answered: "This state went 
through a lot of problems. It's a matter of safety." And started calling the security 
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officer so he could authorize it himself. "I call him, you explain and there you go! 
He grants the permit. We hardly ever receive foreigners that aren't from other 
African countries. 

I don't know. But he knows what to do." I did not like the idea. Without autonomy 
to disagree, the only thing I could do was accept it. 

The officer took a long time to answer the call. He was probably busy; "he always 
answers", they said. Meanwhile, even though everyone spoke English, Yahya and 
the hotel manager insisted on speaking in Arabic. The man sitting behind a wooden 
table, on a brown chair that had its yellow foam already escaping to the outside. 
Yahya, on the wine-colored sofa, right in front of the table. I, already angry, sat in 
a chair almost away from the scene, to the right of the small room. Yahya said the 
hotel guy only wanted to help, and if we told him what we were really doing there 
everything would be better. "The security officer himself can help you find 
material for your research on children soldiers," he tried to explain to me. 

And I can't judge him. He was well trained to believe the fables of a government 
built on faith that fights for its people. Child abduction only happens in the 
opposition militias. How could a foreigner explain that everything that TV, 
newspapers, radios and your friends tell you, everything your parents taught you is 
a lie? 

He did not understand. Such was the lack of understanding that he continued 
talking to the man in Arabic and, in a single moment I got distracted, I hear Yahya 
uttering the expression "children soldiers". Children soldiers. I feel like I was seeing 
everything in slow motion when I heard the Blue Nile's two most unspeakable 
words being absorbed as a final sentence as they were announced and reached the 
ears of the hotel owner on the other side of the table. It must be the heat, I 
thought. I could not believe it. I looked at him, rage in my eyes. It did not even 
matter, Yahya was upset that I did not understand his attitude sprang from the best 
of intentions. He answered me with confidence, "he will help you, you will see." 
Kudos to Al-Bashir and his brain washing powers. 

After listening to nothing but what he needed, the hotel owner just said "let's wait 
for the security officer." 

 *** 

It was almost 8:00 p.m. when the officer finally answered. He was not coming 
anymore. He allowed us to sleep at the hotel and said he would be at our room 
door first thing in the morning. 

At that point, I was too tired to worry about how to escape interrogation. At last I 
was going to eat, because we did not even have lunch, and sleep like a rock. 

The receptionist asked for our marriage certificate. I said I did not have it on me, 
since in Brazil we do not have the habit of providing this kind of personal 
information. He asked to check that information on my passport. But there is 
nothing like that on my passport, since "it is not a habit providing this kind of 
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personal information." After a small performance, in which the outraged husband 
gets upset with the stubborn western wife who does not pay attention to Islamic 
customs, we agreed he would sleep in another room without paying extra for it. 

The hotel facade promised something better. But I already was where I wanted to 
be, so I had no right to complain. The room had plenty of beds and fans. One of 
them worked, sometimes. In the bathroom, the toilet does not flush, but there is a 
bucket on the side so that you can use to pour water, and do not complain about 
the structure. The shower, a brown PVC pipe from where freezing water comes 
out. But, if water comes out and the room temperature is 50ºC (122ºF), who needs 
anything else? 

# Woman waves to the camera at the entrance of Ad-Damazin # 
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DIB 

We went back to the outside and the restaurant's chef, as if he could read my 
mind, appeared. He had his short hair wet, as he had just taken a shower. Burly. 
Openly fat. Yes, because he proudly claims to be so. "After all, I make a living out 
of food", he says and cackles. His goatee gives him personality. The black mustache 
highlights his white skin tone and gives out that Dib did not use to walk around 
those backwoods. He is not Sudanese. "Of course not! I am Egyptian," he says, 
proudly. 

Out of respect, Dib is not his real name. I took the liberty of choosing it because it 
is a name derived from the junction of two gods from the Egyptian mythology. One 
is the god of travels, roads and eloquence. The other, god of the underworld and 
the dead. In the absence of a more presentable name, you will see that this one 
outlines well the traces wandering at the foreigner's face. 

 *** 

Dib was a successful man in Cairo city. With the virility of a Don Juan, he met an 
"exquisite" girl, as he himself describes her. He was increasingly learning to master 
the delicate art of the Arab cuisine. "I won her over with the taste of my food." She 
learned how to take care of the house. To take care of herself. "She is very white, 
and used to enjoy wearing a dark veil; she said it highlighted her skin tone. She 
was always wearing lipstick", recalled Dib, with a slow speech, as if he was 
drawing her image in his mind. "The makeup delineated her eyes just the same as 
in cats faces. She won me over with her eyes." Prove of that was the couple of kids 
they had together. Beautiful. 

His business kept growing. He needed a partner. On his own it would have been 
difficult. The family always thanked Allah. Only a devoted family like theirs could 
have so many triumphs. "Allahu Akbar." God is great. The youngest learned with 
dedication the first verses of the Quran before he was even taught the first letters 
of the alphabet. The oldest one already dominated the laws of God. She went to 
school, but it was at home that her mother taught her everything that is 
indispensable if a girl wants to find a good husband. Of course she wants one. 

Dib opened, with his partner, more than five restaurants all over Cairo. With the 
success, both of them had projects to increase that number. But some details 
prevented them. Somehow, the budget did not add up. In spite of all the 
restaurants, the profit was not enough. It felt odd. According to the calculations 
Dib had done in his head, as he was very good with numbers, with a little more 
effort they could open, at least, two more restaurants, easily. The sums did not 
match. One night Dib got tired. He redid all the calculation. Reestablished his 
goals. Broke down all the expenses. Compared it with the money that came in. 
Mulled over it. Thought about it. And dwelled on it. A suspicion arose. There had 
been a fraud. Someone was embezzling money. Who? He listed all the staff. Who 
would have access to it? Who had been there on the dates of the embezzlement? It 
was almost an entire night spent awake. Weeks of probing. One of the closest 
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employees uncovered what Dib needed to start seeing. A day and a night later, 
they found out. It was the partner. 

In that same night, Dib did not need any more proofs. He went to the house where 
the partner lived by himself and put two 38 bullets in his heart. He resolved the 
strife. 

But his life had fallen upside down. When he saw what he had done, his body was 
still shaking from the anger that had not yet faded. "Now, I'm like any other Arab. I 
am hot blooded," he would keep justifying forevermore. The same fury gave side 
to fear. He escaped on the morning of that same day. He could not even say 
goodbye to his children. His whole body was sweating. Just like it still sweats while 
he tells me his story, over dinner. 

He opens the file in which he carries all his documents. At the end of all the 
paperwork, he finds a sheet of paper and gives it to me, with the face of it turned 
down. I turn it to see what's on the other side of the blank page. It's the picture of 
his wife. Exactly how he describes her. Dark eyes carefully delineated, a red mouth 
outlined with lipstick. A black veil involved her face in a very nice way. The pink 
blouse illuminated her very fair skin and matched the veil, making her cheekbones 
even more blushed. 

I spend some time with my eyes nailed to that picture. Dib hands me another 
photo. A well-starched couple of kids. The boy had thick black-hair like his father. 
His eyes also are just as black. His skin is fair, smooth like his mother's. He was 
seven years old. "Today he must be 16. She, 22. How old are you?" I said I was 21. 
"She probably looks like you now. She had a... a little way of getting everything she 
wanted, but in a sweet way, with a lot of tenderness. She will probably have a 
good husband." 

Another photo. Now the three of them are together. Wife and children have not 
heard from Dib in 12 years. Not a trace. Not a phone call. "I preferred to leave for 
good. I will never be able to go back. So, it's easier this way. Ad-Damazin is a good 
to place to live. Of all the places I've been, it's better for me here. I can speak my 
language, with some oddness, of course, but the people from here have welcomed 
me very well. I just don't know for how much longer I can go on. Few of them know 
what I did. Five years living on the outskirts of the Blue Nile. I like it here. I know 
each and every one that puts their feet in this hotel. Each and every one from the 
market next door. And I have met many people that are no longer here. After this 
place became an amusement park for the Sudanese army and the rebels, many 
have left. But it is still possible to stay. I just don't know for how much longer. Men 
are foolish. Like me. They screw up, like I did back there. Like they do here." He 
lifts his finger, shaking his face to me, like someone who says "I'm telling you", and 
continues. "Nothing has traumatized these people more than the attack. The entire 
Ad-Damazin was running. It was over there in the center, on the main avenue. Two 
rebel groups transformed this place." "And you?", I asked. He continued, in a story-
telling tone. "I come home very late, I was ready to go to bed. I heard a huge 
rumble. It sounded like lightning. But later I realized that lightning doesn't make a 
noise like that. 

Much less one after another. They were machine guns. While everything shook with 
the noises, everything turned into screaming. And that's it. I walked out the door. 
The street was pitch black. I saw one or two running out of curiosity. But the sky 
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was shining. You could see the direction of the shots. They came and went. "Thank 
Allah!", they seemed to be far away. I stayed inside my house, peeking through the 
window. Two neighbors and I. We decided that we were too far away, and that 
outside would be more dangerous. I don't know how long it lasted. It felt liked the 
whole night. But it must have lasted a little more than two hours. After that, they 
took off to the outskirts of Ad-Damazin. They stole from all the businesses here 
and ran off to the villages nearby. They took everything they could. 

A lot of people never came back. Some because they were sent to Allah's side, 
others because they found better places to stay. When I lived in Egypt, I saw it 
happening on TV. What is their name again? Oh, refugees!" 

 *** 

In the morning of the next day, I went to check life in Ad-Damazin. If the security 
officer was to arrive with the early birds, we had gotten up way earlier to catch 
the worms. 

Yahya received a call from his family and could no longer stay. I insisted he should 
not worry. After the "oh, she's here doing a job on soldier-children" blunder, I would 
rather stay alone. It was easier to take care of one when moving around, 
interviewing, obtaining information, making friends, and getting help. We would 
see each other again in Khartoum, as soon as I returned. 

From the hotel door, I headed to the right and went towards the avenue that cuts 
through the city. The epicenter of a bomb that did not need chemical effects to 
change the path of over 105 thousand people, in the Blue Nile state alone. Ad-
Damazin is the center of the dispute. 

The crowded street, filled more with carts than cars, is the pathway of the 
majority of the 186 thousand inhabitants for buying food, taking their children to 
school, and getting to work. It is where everything happens. 

When one does not have the perk of being the boss of a pack animal, they assume 
the post themselves and just yank off their carts all over Ad-Damazain. People 
cram their backs with extremely heavy sacks that are bigger than themselves. The 
same people I saw in the city of Asosa a few days ago, taking what they could and 
what they couldn't of goods to the refugee camps. There lies the source. The same 
way of walking. It's not because they are not refugees that their steps aren't taken 
with callused feet. The strength is natural. It is a offense to say it is not. 

I have never seen so many bananas on a single corner. There were also oranges and 
mangoes, in smaller quantities. Little stalls made of fragile wood were scattered 
throughout the natural sidewalks, made by the desert's very clear sand. Streets 
and sidewalks get mixed. As cars are so few, in some parts one can only see the 
asphalt after some cart or a rickshaw spreads the dust that covers the bitumen. 

There are batteries, toy cars, headless dolls. Little packs with filled cookies, toy 
guns, toy riffles. And a lot of real soldiers. Ad-Damazin is militarized. Wherever 
you go, there are people in green uniforms with an eye on your arm and in the 
camera you carry. Don't even dare to have the audacity to press the button. "If this 
was a place to take photos of, it would be full of tourists, and not of soldiers," says 
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a vendor that only left Ad-Damazin for one day, when he had to run because he 
wanted to live a few more days. He escaped to a neighboring village and stayed in 
the house of relatives until the mess was over. Then he came back. 

More than in Khartoum, over there, definitely no one has access to any other 
language. Only those that work directly with the few authorized NGOs manage to 
utter symbolic syllables in a foreign language. But says who this was a problem 
when making friends in censored lands? Seldom I have received so many smiles. 
Perhaps, more curious eyes. But still, lots of smiles. Sometimes we could not say 
anything besides a "hello", but we could feel the friendliness. More than smiles, 
sincere glances. From people who know more about firing a rifle than turning on a 
computer. And for too long, they don't know what is peace. They got used to that. 
The big attack, as it is known — the day the fight between the Sudanese army and 
the rebels at the center of the city took place — was the turning point. It was 
September, 2011. Since then, the invasions are always there, lurking. In the 
outskirts. They forgot what it is like to sleep peacefully. "Today, we live with a 
little bit of peace, but it can happen any day," this sentence echoes. If peace is the 
absence of any risk of war, one sleeps prepared to harden their feet on the road. 

It's normal to walk five minutes beyond the edges of the busy center and see 
houses with bullet marks. As the majority is made out of bamboo or grass, it's easy 
to see where they hit. Some huts did not even remain standing. Others were 
rebuilt right beside the ones with bullet holes. It's normal to pass by abandoned 
houses when you go out to buy bread in the morning. It's normal to never receive 
news from the children that escaped, and to get scared with any louder noise in 
the streets of the town. It's normal to smile. They are always smiling. 

The heat usurps the energy of any unaccustomed person that walks those far 
distances. It was hard for me to walk. The sun was already coming up high at the 
firmament. The clock hands neared 12 p.m., and my body was on the verge of 
fainting. I went back to the hotel and sat under a shadow. At that time, the best I 
had ever seen in my life. Not even five minutes of truce and the security officer 
appears. Light brown skin, a mustache so thick it disrupted my concentration on 
what he was saying. He was kind, to the extent that he repeatedly questioned me. 
"Where is your husband? If you get information about that kind of... 'thing' you are 
searching for, what will you do with it? Why are you here? Why did you come here? 
Where did your husband go? Why are you here?" No matter what it was, whatever 
explanation I would give would not have helped; and it did not help. No 
authorization, no appeal. 

I bet on the bus schedules. The last one to Khartoum would leave in an hour. There 
was no time, I argued. And promised I would be on the first one the next day. 
Incredulous, he repeated the same questions. "Where is your authorization? Why 
are you here?" He looked at me, analyzed my passport. Made calls. Finally, he 
decided: "You can stay here, but you cannot leave the hotel. My assistant will stay 
here to keep an eye on you. Leave the room only to ask for food. Not an inch out 
of this gate. Oh, and you don't have permission to talk to any foreigner. Much less 
with one that works for an NGOs. Or you can take the last bus today. You decide." 

Despite the fact that a Brazilian woman being kept in house arrest "in the 
boondocks" would be a great strategy to call attention of the world to Sudan, the 
decision I made was a little bit more individualistic, but not the least bit easy. I 
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decided, with an aching heart, that I would leave. The officer left. The plan was to 
leave before he came back. Put the camera inside the suitcase within easy reach 
and call a rickshaw. On my way to the terminal, I would take pictures of the city. A 
hotel employee was watching me. "You are going to harm me if you leave now. 
Please wait, the officer wants to accompany you to assure your safety," he kept 
saying. I refused to stay. I said I was free to go, nothing could stop me. The 
rickshaw threatened to leave. The employee tried to stop it. "She can't go," he 
said. We argued again. The rickshaw got between us. "I will take her to the 
terminal and that's it. What can she do?" In the midst of the confusion, the driver 
lost his temper and started the rickshaw at full speed, running at approximately 60 
km/h (37 mph.) 

 *** 

Minutes before the departure of the last bus, there were no more vacancies. It 
would be an excuse to stay. While the employees talked over screams, the Arab 
style, negotiating whether or not I could go, I spotted a woman that spoke English 
very well. "Were you here the day the city was invaded?", I hastily asked her. And 
everyone next to us was yelling, "Where are you going to?", "Khartoum! Khartoum! 
Khartoum!" "Yes, my father is a doctor," she answered. "You have no idea how this 
city was afterwards." 

At that same instant, the security officer reappeared and took my passport. And all 
around me, everyone kept yelling: "Ronaldinho!", "Where are you going?", "ticket to 
Khartoum!" Right then and there, the man with the thick mustache got a spot for 
me on the bus, which was packed only two minutes ago. An innocent had to go sit 
on the floor beside the driver because of me. The passport was only returned to 
me when I entered the bus. They must have been relieved. The lady with the good 
English, whom I still dream to interview, vanished from sight. 

On the way there, the houses affected by the conflicts were easy to see. 
Abandoned, collapsed, forever marked. Metaphors of a conflict that never ended. 
That must be why you cannot visit Ad-Damazin. Maybe the memory of those who 
suffer the most with the hostilities is not worth a mark of gunshot in a wattle and 
daub house. I went back to Khartoum. 

# Woman at the main avenue of Ad-Damazin # 

# Women working in Ad-Damazin # 

# The market in Ad-Damazin # 

# Officers order me to stop photographing # 
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MR. EZZEDIN 

Yahya was perplexed when he heard what had happened. "Why couldn't you stay 
there? So it's really true that foreigners can't go to the Blue Nile? " Mr. Ezzedin 
finally sat with us, in the orphanage's office, and explained why he was not 
surprised. 

We took another trip. This time, we traveled through time and went back ten 
years in the past. We are now in May, 2005. Ezzedin is 35 years old and works in a 
special program created by NGO NORAD (Norwegian Agency for Development and 
Cooperation). His job is simple to describe. He goes to militia camps. Asks how 
many kids there are there. And convinces the leaders to let them go to school. 
How nice it would be if it were that simple. 

In May 2005, Ezzedin had just moved from Khartoum to the city of Malakal and was 
getting prepared for another mission. Since 1983, the region had been the stage of 
a tireless battle for the independence of southern Sudan. The government, which 
is located in the north, does not want to lose territory. Together, the enemies have 
transformed the High Nile into a real tug of war to see who gets the poor, but oil-
rich state. 

In the begining of that same May 2005, Ezzedin wakes up early and joins the 
United Nations team working to integrate former soldiers to life in society, the DDR 
(Disarming, Demobilization and Reintegration program). Mr. Ezzedin and three 
others go together. They drive through a narrow dirt road to the shore of the White 
Nile River. From there, there was no other way but spend two more hours on a 
boat to get close to the camps where militias are camouflaged, in the village of 
Khorflus. 

They enter the boat and go down the White Nile, alert to any movement on the 
margins. The high trees could hide people accustomed to living without law. But 
their bravery is not completely insane. Mr. Ezzedin has the support of one of the 
leaders of that militia, known around the region, John Both. Counting on the help 
of "a handful of nobodies", members of these groups, he traverses the jungle in 
search of children trained to kill. 

His grip on the edge of the small motor boat is so tight it makes his fingers ache. 
Mr. Ezzedin faces the waters of the Nile as one approaching a battle front prepared 
to defend himself. And that is precisely where he is headed. Towards that invisible 
line that divides martial children from a society that dreams of taking everything 
they have from them. A rifle. 

He dreams of the High Nile's most unlikely exchange. Trade a gun for a book. Just a 
utopia, perhaps. Maybe he would become a character in some Indiana Jones movie 
in Hollywood if his story was not African. 

Sitting on one of the metal benches of the boat, his muscles gain strength when he 
notices a change of flux in the flow of the water. Looking to the side, he sees 
another boat. The shock pumps him. A boat with three or four men. Young armed 
soldiers. At least there were no children. His fear of finding them there was not 
just because they were trained to kill. But because they were young. Mr. Ezzedin 
had other plans for them. 
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Misfortune or luck, they were young men, the ones on the boat that is now 
following them and ask the team to pull the boat over. On the margin there was a 
checkpoint organized by the group, hidden in the forest. 

"Who's the leader? Who's the leader?" They yell. With a rifle already shoved into his 
back, Mr. Ezzedin is pushed into a closed cabin. Two soldiers stand at the door. A 
man in a military uniform comes in. On his uniform there are two stars pinned at 
the shoulders, which refers to the rank of lieutenant, according to military 
patents. He is someone important there. Many other soldiers without uniforms are 
watching the rest of the team, who stand outside. At 10:00 a.m., they started a 
marathon of torture and questioning with no end in sight. 

A boy dressed in a large T-shirt and jeans walks into the cabin. Six welts mark his 
forehead. His and the forehead of all the rebels there, as it is the brand of the 
Dinka tribe, the largest in southern Sudan. He starts the interrogation "Where did 
you come from? What are you doing here? On whose authority?" Mr. Ezzedin carries 
to this day the same patience he said to have used during the rebel investigation. 
He answers everything calmly. The guy does not seem to understand. "What would 
this project thing be?" No other soldiers knew about it. Mr. Ezzedin tries to explain 
something that, to them, makes absolutely no sense. Some thwacks with wooden 
nightsticks should serve him. A groan climbed to his mouth on the first swing his 
back was forced to endure. With no way of getting out of the rickety wooden chair 
where he's sitting, he holds steady. The soldier stands for a few minutes and then 
leaves without any explanation. "Confused, they were not prepared to deal with 
that situation. They knew war tactics, they knew how to kill, but they didn't 
understand what I was doing there," he'd tell us eight years later. 

Another young soldier enters the cabin. Mr. Ezzedin answers the exact same 
questions the first one had asked before. The sweat drips down his temples. At the 
time, he did not yet wear the delicate glasses that today give him a look of 
intellectual experience. The questions are insistent, he provides insistent answers. 
At least six soldiers went through that cabin with the same task. Mr. Ezzedin was 
not given even half an hour alone. And the day went on. 

With his head lowered, chin close to his chest, another soldier comes by to shove 
the end of a rifle between Mr. Ezzedin's ribs. They believe that the DDR team came 
directly from the government's forces to screw with them. They would uncover 
secrets, and later invade and destroy them. "You have power!", the rebels shout. 
Mr. Ezzedin's countenance leaves no room for doubt. He came from the north. A 
rebel group who fights to destroy the North would not mistake it. 

Patience is fading on both sides. On his wristwatch, he has the impression of seeing 
the pointers moving in the slowest rhythm imaginable. One hour. Two. Eight hours. 
They knew it was no longer an ordinary interrogation, a police checkpoint — or a 
rebel one, in that case —, or any of those mandatory bureaucratic processes in 
which forms are filled out so we can go into other people's territory. It was a 
kidnapping. 

Mr. Ezzedin carried only the certainty of God's providence. What other man, 
through those blood red lands, would have such an altruistic goal? A solution would 
appear. In a few days, someone in Malakal would realize the team had gone 
missing. Something would be done. "Bismillah." In the name of Allah. 
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It was hours before silence fell around the cabin. Outside, the motor sound of 
some boat drones in the background. Mr. Ezzedin raises his head. Even under the 
exhaustion of almost eight hours strapped to a chair, with two rifles staring at his 
chest, he feels that a resolution is on its way. Someone shouts on the outside: "This 
is not the man!" There comes a young man as black and skinny as the others, with 
yellow-tinted eyes. His forehead marked by the distinctive cuts of the Dinka tribe. 
He is one of them. This is John Both. He enters the cabin, recognizes Mr. Ezzedin. 
John knew about the NORAD project, he knew they were on a mission of peace. He 
knew they had permission to be there. A few minutes of conversation. John Both is 
one of them. Of a gentler heart, perhaps, but of respectable authority. 

John freed Mr. Ezzedin. Explained to his colleagues that it was all right, they had a 
deal. And the three others of the DDR team, who were waiting, powerless, outside, 
could breathe again. In a little while it would be dark, and they needed to leave. 
They returned to Malakal with a promise to return to work. And so he did. For six 
years. Until his work, "for reasons of force majeure", was interrupted. 

A lack of investment and interest on the part of the authorities in carrying out 
work whose results are very difficult to notice. "You want to take away all the 
power from the children. The rifle is all that they have. They can even go to 
school, but they're aggressive. They are not happy there. What does studying bring 
to them? There are no universities. Being literate does not guarantee jobs around 
here. They will be like anyone else in their miserable life, the same you see 
around here. Who has the most power? Me, a poor orphanage director. Or them, 
who have weapons and an ideology capable of controlling the steps of an entire 
population? We need politics to 'swim against the tide.' It's a recipe for disaster," he 
can only mourn. 

In a single year, Mr. Ezzedin has taken up to 1,200 "mini-soldiers" to school. 
"Sometimes we would get 200, other times 500. 

There were a lot of kids. Some they tried to hide. But it's always in your face 
they're kids. " Since that work ended in 2009, the recovery of child soldiers in 
Sudan is almost nonexistent. It is hardly there. Some companies here, some over 
there. They bypass Al-Bashir's insane government to try and give thousands of 
children the life we consider "normal." 

 *** 

John Both, the boy who rescued Mr. Ezzedin from the ambush, was one of a batch 
of children who got their 'adult diploma' at 10 to 14 years of age. He lived with his 
family until there was nowhere else to run from the separatist war. On the day he 
had to leave, he did not even carry a suitcase. There were no clothes, no 
belongings. There were not any dreams, either. If he had a choice, he would only 
play soccer on the dirt fields around Malakal. "You just don't have a choice. I went 
to the army because I had to defend my family. If you don't go, they come," John 
would say, in June of 2013, when I met him in the capital of South Sudan, Juba. 

# Mr. Ezzedin # 
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JUBA 

Mr. Ezzedin suggested that I look for John Both and other former child soldiers who 
still live in the city of Malakal. "There's a team of the SOS Children Village there to 
help you. It will be easier. You just need to catch a plane from Khartoum to 
Malakal." As if everything that went on in Ad-Damazin hadn't been enough, I was 
surprised and happy to get a chance to know the reality of one of the most 
dangerous frontier zones in the world. I would get to know this region through the 
south side, from a different viewpoint of what I had gotten from Ad-Damazin, in 
the north. And I had not realized it could be so easy to get there. It would take 
only a flight of just over 2 hours. It was perfect. I searched the Sudan Airways 
website, the region's main airline. The flight was cheap, compared to what I 
imagined I would have to pay, no more than 511 Sudanese pounds — US$102.00. 
Done, then I had only to look for a travel agency, as the website had no option for 
online purchase. Not on that one or in any other Sudanese website. The economic 
embargo made by the United States and the ban on any foreign credit card prevent 
the Sudanese from making purchases over the Internet. 

The Visa, which would be ready in a day or two, cost an extra 50 dollars only 
because it was made in the enemy's north territory. But that was all right, it would 
be worth it. In front of the South Sudan embassy, men who come from the South 
exchange dollars, euros and Sudanese pounds. A tragedy if compared to the official 
exchange rates, but a salvation for those with no other alternative, since there is 
no currency exchange office anywhere in South Sudan. In the potholed streets 
where this and other embassies are located, tourism agencies profit from selling 
plane tickets to all African destinations. And it was in one of these that the trouble 
started. 

The travel agent told me there was not a single flight from Khartoum to Malakal. 
The only way to get there is to go to Juba first, and then buy another ticket of 
over $300. Complicated. Not convinced, I went to Sudan Airways's own office, 
which gave me the verdict. No trips to Malakal. There have been no flights since 
the separation of the country became apparent, in 2009. And the website, as well 
as the water, as well as the power, and the food, should be updated shortly. 

In the end, I had to pay a lot more for a ticket straight to Juba and give up on 
Malakal. Money kept getting tighter and I still had to face one of the most 
expensive countries in the world. I had already been told that even lousy 
accommodations in Juba wouldn't go for less than US$50 a day. I could only hope to 
find a cheap place to sleep. And remembered Mitiku saying "Let God be with you." I 
did. 

 *** 

At the airport, while waiting to board, a very tidy young lady sat on my right. Dark 
brown skin, hair dyed almost blond. Rummaging incessantly in the indiscreet lime-
green purse on her lap. She was confused with all her suitcases. When she finally 
settled and calmed down, she turned to me, analyzed me for a few seconds and, 
not able to help but notice the pair of crutches I was holding, she asked: 
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— Are you traveling alone? 

— Yes. What about you? 

— Me too. Alone (silence). Where are you going? 

— Juba, and you? 

— Me too. 

— Are you from here? 

— No. I'm from there. 

— Oh! I'm going to do some research. I was told Juba hotels are expensive. Do you 
happen to know a cheap one? 

— You don't have money? 

— Very little. 

And with the voice and posture of a North American singer of black music, she 
said, almost singing. 

— You can stay at my house! I'm going to my graduation party. You're quite 
beautiful. You won't even need a lot of primping to go to the party. 

And we boarded together. 

We sat side by side as there were no marked seats. Her name is Rebecca. She told 
me about South Sudan, that it was not as ugly as the hot sands of pure desert from 
where we had just taken off. "Juba has greenery, has forests. And it's not so 
monotonous. In Juba, there's partying. There's booze and cheerful people. Do you 
dance? Let's dance at my graduation party. You'll be my special guest." The plane 
was full of girls traveling just for this party. The transit between one country and 
the other is facilitated for university students, since many South Sudanese studied 
in Khartoum, and vice versa, before the separation happened. 

We landed in Juba and the size of the airport goes beyond one's worst 
expectations. A single square building to unload the suitcases, stamp the visa, and 
go through the "waiting room" until you can finally leave the airport. All in one 
space, four walls, without any partitions, any organization. Some 300 m2 (3,230 sq. 
ft.), at most. 

It works like this: you get off the landing track and enter a big room. On the left 
there are two big openings on the wall, like two windows. On the outside of one of 
these windows, someone appears, screaming "flight from Khartoum!", and they 
start throwing the suitcases through the hole. A conveyor belt to deliver the 
luggage would be too much of a luxury. 

Then madness ensues. Passengers fighting over space around the little box where 
suitcases and boxes keep being thrown. A single fan is in charge of maintaining the 
air flowing in the place. Rebecca looks for me. Sweat is already dripping down her 
temples and beading on her upper lip. Another passenger's shirt is also plain 
soaked. I am stuck in the middle of it with nowhere to run. There was not a single 
millimeter of serene space. The only way was to hold tight, squished, until the 
mayhem ended. An employee asks which suitcase, of all the luggage thrown in the 
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middle of the floor, is mine. A question like that sounds like a joke, but I try to 
explain what it looks like. Of course he could not find it. 

The people who managed to get their bags in the skirmish have then to carry them 
up to the revision. A long wooden balcony next to the window where three officials 
fondle the luggage and write an "OK" on them with chalk — blackboard chalk. And 
that is it. Then you just go to the other corner of that little box, where 
immigration is. Three small cabins, one next to the other. In front of them, 
passengers, in the absence of a queue, fight to see who is authorized to enter 
first. 

I was still waiting, trying to dodge crates and colossal suitcases, when another 
employee offered to help me. This time, I got a glimpse of my backpack in the 
distance. He helped me take it to the counter, where the fiscal just winked and 
marked the "OK" with pink chalk. Almost done. A very solicitous passenger 
suggested that I go through a quieter corner, "come through here, it'll be easier for 
you!" I accepted the suggestion, since it was the least likely place to be run over 
by the tiny little suitcases of my flight companions. About five more steps and I 
realized I was leaving the airport. With no stamp on my visa. Well, if the intention 
was to enter illegally, you could do it easily. But I went back to get my passport 
stamped. Striving to conquer the right to get the entry stamp in front of one of the 
immigration cabins, I find Rebecca, dripping with sweat, anxiously looking for me. 
"I was worried about you! Let's go, my brother's outside!" 

We climbed into a double cabin truck driven by one of Rebecca's friends. We used a 
portion of the short stretch of paved roads available in the city, turned left on the 
main avenue and entered the neighborhood of Buluk. 

From there on, it was a wide dirt road. Full of steep banks and streams, hard to 
cross even with a pickup truck. Right in the middle of the passage, there was a 
small fair that only ends when darkness prevents it from happening. An open-air 
butcher shop, grocery stores, a drugstore, electricians and lots, lots of kids. 

We parked in front of Rebecca's house. A modest house. Her father was at the door, 
sitting on a chair made with blue wire, holding an old little radio on his lap. A 
gentleman who appeared to be half the years he has lived. Separated from his wife 
and with both children raised, that little radio was his best companion. 

Just like the neighbors' houses, Rebecca's gate is made of bamboo. She takes me 
inside. The space is very succinct. A very small earthen floor area separates the 
kitchen and the bathroom from the rest of the house. She opens the jammed 
wooden door. I come in and wait in a room, while Rebecca puts her suitcases in her 
bedroom. They live in only two rooms. A rectangular room, which fits a bed, used 
as a couch during the day, and two armchairs, plus a coffee table and a bookcase. 
All very tightly fit. The room is right in front, where there are a double and a 
single bed. And only one window that has not been opened for ages, as it is not 
even a foot away from the concrete wall that surrounds the house in the back. On 
the outside, they took advantage of the bamboo used for the gate and built a 
puxadinho — in Portuguese, a makeshift room. That is the kitchen. Bricks piled up 
on the floor with coal and firewood in the center constitutes the stove. A wooden 
stool is right there, next to the stove, so whoever is cooking do not suffer so much 
from having to stay crouched. A table serves as a cabinet. There you have it. 
Nothing else. Beside the kitchen there are two small doors, one next to the other, 
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skirted by walls made of bricks and plastered with thick cement. Those are the 
bathrooms. One for bathing, where there is nothing but a deep metal bucket that 
works as a shower. And in the other there is a small hole on the floor, the toilet. 

I chat with Rebecca, her brother, and her friend for a while. Her father stays 
outside. We talk about practical things. Like how I could exchange money — they 
said that the Juba exchange rate would be much better than Khartoum — and buy 
a SIM card with 3G Internet access for my cellphone. And, especially, where the UN 
and other NGOs' offices, scattered throughout the city, were located.  

We had tomatoes with cheese, scrambled eggs and bread for lunch, lovingly 
prepared by my new friend. After going out to conduct the reconnaissance of the 
territory, I came back and finally got a chance to talk to Masir, Rebecca's father. 

# Rebecca's neighbors # 

# Rebecca Houssein # 
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MASIR 

He is 65 years old. There are no wrinkles on his face. He has a limp due to a life of 
intense work. His stout body hides a slight belly, "I have always worked sitting 
down," he defends himself; and now he is mostly sedentary. But life could be 
better. Masir Houssein has retired from the UN. He worked for more than 20 years 
as a driver in United Nations operations all over Sudan. He is a specialist in 
surviving the war, just like any other living being over two years old in those 
malaria-infested lands. But he knows well. He pulled his inseparable blue wire 
chair, in which he stays prostrated almost all day, and sat next to me, inside the 
house. We started talking in clichés. "It's hot today. It hasn't rained in days. There 
are many mosquitoes here... " 

Before, during the days I spent in the dryness of Sudan, everyone took advantage 
of the desert climate. "Are you going south? Be careful, there's a lot of malaria 
there. "Drunk people and malaria.” That was all I heard about them from the 
northern enemies. Masir confirmed, not about the drunks, but about the risk of 
malaria. He went to the grocery store, two streets down on the left, after a hole 
on the road that, rain or shine, is always muddy. He bought the best repellent so I 
could defend myself from the Anopheles females, which, when infected, carry the 
guilt of malaria. A simple, tiny pot with pink lid smelling of grandmother's 
moisturizer. He did not charge me anything, it was a "Welcome to South Sudan" 
gift. Despite that, I ended up not using the repellent one day. I managed to kill, on 
my arm, a mosquito that had just stung me. I was scared, but I would probably be 
fine. I hoped. 

Assuming that it would be really hot even at night, I took the chance to comment, 
indirectly, that something that could be used to ward off the mosquitoes was, 
perhaps, maybe, a fan. He answered concisely, "It would be great if we had 
electric power". That startled me, and the first thing that came to my mind at that 
moment was that, worse than sleeping without a fan in the 30°C (86°F) ceaseless 
heat, I would have nowhere to charge my cellphone, the computer or the camera's 
batteries. 

All of South Sudan works like this. Anyone who wants power has to buy their own 
generator. Until the beginning of 2013, there was still electricity, but the supply 
was all produced by large generators that had a certain capacity to supply power, 
for example, to the capital. But with the separation and political divergence, 
Sudan has cut off the fuel supply. And now it is like this. Energy is guaranteed only 
for the single public hospital in the city and, of course, to the house of the 
President which, by the way, is very close to the neighborhood of Buluk, where, at 
night, is pitch black. It is impossible to see a foot in front of your nose without the 
help of a flashlight. As there are no refrigerators, if they offer you a glass of water, 
you can be sure that someone went all the way to the nearest shop to buy a bottle 
of mineral water, juice, soda or any other drink. Only in these businesses you can 
find electricity, since they can afford the cost of fuel for the generator. 

Sewage system is an extravagance, not even the good hotels can guarantee toilets 
for their guests. They get water from the water tank truck that circulates the city 
all day. Masir gives 10 South Sudanese pounds — US$3.30 — to the truck driver to 
pass the hose through the bamboos of the gate and fill the blue plastic drum that 
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is stored in the kitchen corner with water. And that is it. It is with this water that 
they cook, bathe, and brush their teeth. 

The women are not subject to the dictatorship of the veil, as in Sudan. But they 
live in the imperative of the shaved heads. From childhood it is prescribed that 
they should live with their scalps showing. It is a school rule. They claim their hair 
is so thick and kinky it is impossible to take care of, and "God forbid we have a lice 
epidemic." 

It has become part of the culture. Among boys and girls, even the ones who do not 
study are shaved. After they have become adults, women adapt to different wigs 
and weaves, changing their looks every week. 

# Rebecca cooking at night # 

# Masir Houssein # 

# Boy taking water home # 
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BANGLADESH 

That's her nickname. Bangladesh. According to her neighbors, creators of such 
name replacement, she is not black. She is earth-colored. Reddish. The color of 
people from Bangladesh. Her father must have really come from around there. But 
it is not known for sure. Her mother is South Sudanese. There's a whole bunch of 
other children living in Bangladesh's house. Some of them aren't even blood 
relatives. 

She spends all day amidst the neighborhood kids. Looking for things to do. Once 
the foreigner over here arrived at Rebecca's home, in followed a whole pack of 
them yelling: "Cauáia! Cauáia!", "Honky! Honky!" Bangladesh smiled. She smiles a 
lot. But she's very shy, so she remains just watching the fuss of her friends. 

One afternoon, I sat on Masir's blue wire chair outside the house. There is no car 
traffic in the street. Now and then a rickshaw passes by, revolving the dust. There 
is no sidewalk, nor asphalt. Commotions around there are caused by the children 
running around and the women carrying buckets of water over their heads. I was 
writing in a little notebook when Bangladesh started coming closer. By herself. 
With her index finger in her mouth, she drew a toothless smile. I waved my arms, 
asking her to come closer. She widened her smile, without taking her finger from 
her mouth. I took out a blank page from the notepad, drew a stick figure with a 
round smiley face, and gave it to her. Bangladesh took her finger from her mouth 
and came right next to me to see the drawing better. This time, she widened her 
smile even more. Then, I assigned her the same task. I gave her notebook and pen 
so she could draw something. She got confused with the pen, trying to hold it in 
different ways using both her hands. She looked at Masir, who was watching us 
close by. She shook her head negatively. She didn't know how to use this tool. 

Masir explained that Bangladesh should have already been in school, but her family 
does not have the means to afford it. In South Sudan, even public schools require 
payment. The least expensive one costs US$50 a month. The ones with windows, 
plaster, and desks are scarce. Some are more like abandoned buildings. 

I chose to step in. I took her hand and taught her how to hold the pen. Handed her 
once again the notepad, while still holding her hand, and together we made her 
first scribble. Bangladesh, then, smiled. Smiled a lot, with a laughter that could 
not be stopped. And I, without being able to help myself, cried. 

 *** 

The problem with education is "just one more". As one of the perks of the dispute 
with the North, South Sudan is one of the twenty poorest countries in the World , 5

and all industrialized products available are from abroad. The foreigners that work 
for NGOs and the volunteers who come from all over the World end up paying 
US$70 for one kilogram (approximately two pounds) of ham. The same amount of 
rice can cost up to US$5. What is easy to find there are eggs, tomato, and plain 

 Data from the United Nations Development Program — UNDP.5
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doughnuts with sugar and cinnamon, like the bolinhos de chuva we have in Brazil. 
The children usually sell these doughnuts and boiled eggs on the corners of the 
streets. Everything else needs to be imported from neighboring countries. 

Cars, for example, come from Kenya. Over there, they follow the English way to 
drive, meaning, vehicles must advance on the left side of the road, and the 
steering wheel is on the right side of the car. And that's fine, until you find out that 
roads in South Sudan follow the opposite way, with cars advancing on the right side 
of the road. The driver, then, has very little visibility, especially when overtaking. 
Besides, the road signs — when they do exist — are very difficult to see. But it 
seems that people slip right out of these accidents. 

Even because rickshaws are what dominate the streets of Juba. This efficient mean 
of transportation inherited the original name, but not all the garish ornaments 
which are so common in Ethiopia and Sudan. They are regular bikers, with no 
helmet, that stop and pick you up, even if you don't want to. Besides being cheap, 
it is guaranteed you will end up traveling with great adventurers. Traveling around 
Juba in any vehicle other than a four-wheeler is a hard task. You can count on your 
fingers the number of paved roads. During the rainy season, everything turns into 
mud. And during the drought season, there are holes everywhere. Both driver and 
passenger need tons of balance. 

Foreigners over there make money building the country. Extracting mineral water, 
producing plastic bottles, and building houses and hotels, besides the humanitarian 
work. The streets are filled with UN cars. The foreigners are the ones who make 
the capital swap within the borders and who raise the price of everything. After 
all, everyone gets paid in dollars or euros, and they end up paying a lot more 
money for products that should be much cheaper. 

The population has always had other things to worry about. Survival is the priority. 
For years, nothing has been produced in those lands. The dispute began when John 
Garang decided to put the Sudan People Liberation Army — SPLA on the streets to 
release the South from the abusive and careless power of the government. This 
much impertinence put an end to an 11-year period of truce, and resulted in the 
second Sudanese Civil War, in 1983. John Garang is an icon. He started the 
movement that would transform different ethnicities into one nation. Utopia, 
maybe. But the south of the country lived suffocated. Juba was the third most 
important city, but it was drawn in sadness. Forgotten, it did not enjoy the same 
rights. It has always been a different country. 

With the government dedicated to the North, the South could afford to be 
stubborn, as long it did not disturb the life up there. Historically, the South has 
received visits from Protestant and Catholic churches that ended up settling over 
there. The country was built Christian, unlike the North, which is mostly Muslim. 
One more problem for the government of Khartoum is that it presently still 
disregards the 3% non-Islamic  population of the country and imposes to the entire 6

population the Sharia Law, based on the scriptures of the Quran. 

Furthermore, the Dinka and Nuer tribes are the major ones in the region.  

 Data from the United Nations Development Program — UNDP.6
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They settled there centuries ago — some historians place their presence there ever 
since the 10th century; and they carry very specific features if compared to the 
people of the North, which claim by all means that they're not black, but Arabs. 

This tiny difference in the amount of melanin caused a civil war. Masir remembers 
very well of how it was to build barricades inside his own home. "It required a lot 
of sandbags to provide some sort of protection. We lived like we were in a small 
cave." The houses were transformed. Everything was reduced to bags of sand piled 
up, forming a hollow structure. Inside, they stored what was most valued: "Food, 
some money bills, and ourselves," he tells me. 

It was the longest war in the continent. Finally, the Southern Sudanese were able 
to decide. In the year 2005, it was established an interim constitution for South 
Sudan, already shaped up like a country. The new laws predicted a referendum to 
be conducted in 2011 in which the population would choose to become 
independent or not. On July 9th of said year, 98.81% of a population starving for 
peace said "yes." 

Twenty-one days later, John Garang passed away. A helicopter "accident" was to be 
blamed. Although the bad weather was pointed out as an accomplice of the 
tragedy, there are many rumors concerning the real cause of the accident. The 
flight departed from Uganda. According to the statement released by the Sudanese 
government at the time, the trip was taken by John and his team of six people. 
The helicopter crashed into a mountain in southern Sudan. 

Rumor has it that the hero was drunk and piloting. But some say it was all a 
scheme plotted by the opposition. In fact, the Sudanese government stated, on the 
day of the accident, that the helicopter had landed safely in a small town in 
Sudan. Only one day later they confirmed John's death. 

Conspiracy theories aside, he's still an emblem of the nation. His face remains 
stamped on each and every South Sudanese pound, the currency of the country. 
And remains framed in each and every respectable home or political institution. 

And like that, South Sudan became the youngest country of the World. And, at the 
time, also the poorest. There was less disagreement in the first six months. But 
the North keeps its interest in oil zones located in the South. And the South, on the 
other hand, doesn't have the structure to explore the product. According to UNDP, 
oil stands for 95% of South Sudan's economy. 

But that was not enough. In November 2013, four months after my trip ended, the 
president of the country, Salva Kiir (who is a Dinka — the largest ethnic group of 
the country), accused his vice President, Riek Marchar (who is a Nuer — second 
largest ethnic group) of planning a coup d'état. There you have it. The Sudan that 
was left to the South was only war once again. 

 *** 

Either way, they enjoy dancing and shaking their bodies, singing songs from 
different cultures and countries, and wearing crucifixes. They speak English all 
around, since it is now the official language. They drink beer and talk softly. Yeah, 
they really do not have a lot to do with the Arabs. 
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But over there, it is also required to pay a US$70 fee to register as an immigrant, if 
you want to leave the country properly later on. I took a rickshaw ride and, after a 
lot of misguided information, was able to find the Aliens Registration office. While 
I was waiting, I saw a tall skinny man, with a big nose and gray hair, dressed with a 
number 10 Brazilian soccer shirt. Since we were close to each other in line, I 
asked, in English (what if he was not even Brazilian?), if he liked Brazil. He 
answered, in Portuguese, with an accent difficult to pin out from where it was: 
"You crazy? I love Brazil!" 

This is Mohamad Saleh, and he lived two years in the south of Brazil. He also lived 
in Argentina, is acquainted with Europe and all around the Middle East. But it is 
from Brazil that he cherishes "the best memories of my life," he says so. He knows 
many essential slang from the Brazilian vocabulary, such as "maluco" (madcap), 
"mulher feia" (ugly woman), "problema" (problem), and "merda" (shit). According 
to him, he is here in Juba because he cannot afford to be in Bahia. He has an 
outgoing way of living, insisting on not staying put in one place. 

Mohamad is part of a team of six men who came to Juba to help build it. They 
came from Kuwait and Syria to fill the capital with buildings. The demand, before 
the civil war that now ravages the country imploded, was great. Besides that, they 
also manufactured plastic bottles to store mineral water. The only source of 
drinking water for more than 10.84 million people  ̶  the entire country. 

We left immigration. Mohamad and his friend, the Syrian Adna, offered me a ride 
to UNICEF. It was my next stop. I was going there to seek for families who enrolled 
in programs for the recovery of children victims of war. In a direct or indirect way, 
UNICEF is always involved in these sorts of things. I was looking for people who 
could speak more properly about it. 

While I was waiting for the project director to arrive from his lunch break, I sat in 
the guardhouse, right in the entrance, where three nice guards were talking. And 
while I was there, I charged my phone. You cannot miss an opportunity like that. 

I joined their conversation. They were all very young. None looked older than 23. 
After half an hour of a questionnaire about Brazil, Ronaldo, and Samba Schools, I 
was informed the director had just returned. 

I merely introduced myself and he asked if I had a special authorization to address 
him. And I thought: "Well, I'm already in front of you, do I need anything else?" He 
explained that I needed substantiation from my university authenticated by the 
Brazilian Embassy in order to make a formal request to UNICEF communication 
advisory — which was right next door. Only then he would decide if he would be 
able to speak to me. Well, it was clearly not going to happen. Finally, after much 
persistence, but using the Brazilian "jeitinho", and after sharing my whole life 
story with him, I explained that the entire bureaucratic process would lead to 
nothing if he was not able to answer the one very simple question I had: "Can 
UNICEF connect me with any former child soldier?" After all, thousands have gone 
through rehabilitation programs. "How are they living today?", I wondered. The 
director, already a little annoyed, replied that they did, but all of them lived 
outside of Juba. I got the list of towns. It was all I was able to get. 

# Bangladesh # 
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# Rebecca's neighbor # 
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ARIZETI 

I went back to the guardhouse to get my cell phone. And the guards continued 
their cheerful conversation. I was already leaving, thanking their receptiveness 
and kindness, when an idea struck me. Why not "comment" with them what I was 
looking for in Juba? They might be able to help. The proposal went better than I 
had asked for. And that's without any irony. 

I repeated, again, everything that I was doing there. I knew the text almost 
entirely by heart. At last, I asked, nonchalantly, if they knew anybody that knew 
somebody else that could possibly know a former soldier child. Then, one of them, 
called Arizeti Wan, raised his head and said with ease. "Oh, sure. My cousin is a 
soldier child." 

That day and the two other days we met, Arizeti told me everything he knew. His 
cousin's name is Mark Wan. He lived with his whole family in a village near the 
town of Rumbek, 420 km (261 mi.) from Juba, in the state of Lakes. The cousin 
tells me that, ever since he was a little boy, Mark was interested in weapons, 
fights and uniforms. After all, his father is a military and presently works for the 
SPLA, the official army of the government. 

When the movement of rebel groups and the war, that up until then was 
concentrated on the north side of the border, spread through the country, Mark 
couldn't stay still. His friends also decided to participate. By their own volition 
they went to the SPLA and were accepted to work in the war. "I don't really 
understand why he wants to stay there," questions his cousin. 

Actually, Arizeti does know why. He knows that, for Mark, there is no other 
alternative to "make it" in life. He knows that is the only way for him to reach 
power. To be a real man. Mark is a man-child who, at 14 years of age, talks to his 
family when he feels like it. He moves through all the Lakes state without suffering 
any kind of impediment. After all, he is not the one who is really in charge; 
actually he is not in charge of anything, but he feels like he is. He has a gun. 
Arizeti managed to talk to his cousin three times. Mark does not have a cell phone. 
He lives where the electromagnetic waves cannot reach. It is when the groups 
move that Arizeti is fortunate to call and hear from the other side the voice of one 
of Mark's friends. He is also from Rumbek. 

The dialogues were always very short. "He says everything is fine. When I ask him if 
he doesn't want to come back, he answers with another question: "For what?" If I 
insist on asking, the connection drops." Mark doesn't want any pressure. Arizeti 
guarantees that he does not even go to school, in spite of being part of the official 
army of the government, which often claims to be against children in uniforms. 

As far as Arizeti knows, those were the only times Mark has ever spoken to anyone 
in the family. "That was the choice he made. He wanted it that way. May God look 
after him." 

# Arizeti Wan # 
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JOHN 

"You don't have a choice. Either you kill them or they kill you." It was the first 
utterance I heard from John Both, just as we started talking. The same John Both I 
mentioned in earlier chapters. The one that rescued Mr. Ezzedin from the 
kidnapping in the north of the High Nile State. The one and only. 

Luckily, John was in the capital, so it would not be necessary for me to go to the 
city of Malakal. We scheduled to meet each other at a big market, in the south of 
Juba. On the edges of the outskirts. The place is far away, almost in another town. 

We passed through an SPLA headquarters and went down a road until we could find 
the big market. It was the meeting point. I asked him and the rickshaw driver to 
arrange everything over the phone. Countless tents made the market seem 
infinite. It would be impossible to find him. 

I got off the bike and waited ten minutes, looking around in search of any sign. 
Suddenly, I feel someone touch my shoulder. When I turn around, a very thin young 
man says, with a slight smile, "Hi, it's me, John." 

That man did not seem to have had, not in the slightest, not for one moment, the 
power to release Mr. Ezzedin from kidnapping. The image of fearless defender did 
not fit; just like those pants and t-shirt he was wearing that could fit three of him. 
The six welts on his forehead don't hide the tight skin and extremely youthful 
appearance. If he did not swear to be 34 years old, I would never have believed 
him. And like that, the teenager countenance fades away once he begins to 
narrate. 

 *** 

It is the year of 1993. John was even thinner — he guarantees. It happened at 
dawn. The population of Malakal is disoriented. It does not know where to go. The 
military has taken control over the streets. Someone would have to defend his 
family. "It would be me." 

John is 14, he is the brother of three girls and two boys. The mother and the 
father are already forming the traditional barricades to protect the house, located 
in the outskirts of Malakal. They pile up sacks of sand, iron and other large objects 
that may be of use in the construction of the new shelter. A little corner of no 
more than 5 m2 (54 sq. ft.) in the backyard of the house. There, they keep all they 
have that is worth something — the food. Flour, bread, and tomatoes are the 
easiest. Sometimes, you can improvise a bonfire and cook even meat. But most 
times, you cannot. 

"Some nights, it feels like they are coming to kill you. You cannot do anything else. 
Just wait." John waited as long as he could. "Then they came." They opened the 
door without ceremony. There's something much bigger out there. The day before, 
his mother sat beside him in a night in which the family was looking up to the sky, 
"gazing at shooting stars". They are bullets from rifles and machine guns that fly 
from one side to the other, lighting with sparkles the dark sky of the High Nile 
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night. She prepares her son. The boy is already big enough and will probably have 
to leave. 

In the next morning, John was taken by two soldiers. He joined the SPLA. In that 
year of 1993, the recruitment of children was at its peak. He joined along with 
another 174 of them. None younger than eight years old and none older than 16. 

The team of new recruits stayed for a month in training, in the barracks of some 
place hidden in the High Nile. A routine like that of any other soldier. "It doesn't 
matter if you are 8, 9, or 16 years old; over there, you are a man. If you are not, 
you become one." 

Becoming a soldier child over there is the same winning the lottery. Besides 
becoming, actually, a "man" soldier, they have the right to study. This is everything 
parents want for their children. That is why there is so much incentive from the 
families. However, to get to a classroom, the children need to cover an injurious 
path; and school ends up being the least of their goals. First they need to stay 
alive. 

After two months of rigorous training in the barracks, they start to march. The 
schools are in Ethiopia. And that is where they go to. On foot. They walk on the 
sides of the dirt road. Some children stay behind, others get sick and need to be 
carried. The sergeants accompany them. But the boys are the ones who knock on 
the village doors to ask for food. Sleep, only for a few minutes, in the middle of 
the woods, without the luxury of blankets. If you complain, it is worse. It is 
pointless, and you still get scolded by the sergeant, who might yell and leave you 
without food, not to mention he can hit you on the back with a baton. 

During this journey, John made life-long friendships. Some lasted hours, but were 
kept forever. "Many friends died by my side. Sometimes, we would encounter rival 
groups crossing our path and receive order to shoot. Without even knowing who 
they were. And the other side would do the same," he says. A noise from the other 
side, someone shoots to the sky, and the battle begins. "We would hide in the 
ravines or behind the trees. But we were not prepared." He takes a break, looks 
down. "For more than a week, we were talking nonstop. A boy and I. We were 
buddies. Someone came from the other side. Probably a child, as well. And shot. I 
hugged him, called for him. Nothing. He died. And I went on crying and crying." 

It took them a month and two days of making calluses on their feet to reach the 
region of Gambela, in western Ethiopia. Very near to where, today, the refugee 
camps are, in the outskirts of Asosa. John learned how to deal with the loss of his 
one-everlasting-week friend. He was supported by shy Simon, who followed them 
shortly behind. Simon Guatriai was one of the youngest of the group. Having just 
turned eight, it was him who walked, mostly quiet, alongside John. They cannot 
and do not even have much to talk about. 

In Gambela, Simon, John and another 114 boys and 60 girls learned how to write 
their first syllables in English, how to form their first words, and how to calculate 
their first adding and subtracting equations. Two years of a routine alternating 
between military training and elementary school. 

After that, they had to come back. They arrived home with the distinction of a 
doctor. Ready to be real soldiers. And they remained in the army until the year of 
2008, when the SPLA and the recently implemented government of the new 
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country, South Sudan, built programs like the DDR to reintegrate these children 
and teenagers to a life in civil society. 

# Simon Guatriai and John Both # 

KIIR 

John, Simon and I are talking on the porch of an abandoned building, in the middle 
of the fair, when another man with six welts on his forehead approaches, 
interrupting us: "This is it, or you die without even trying!" This is Simon Kiir. He is 
older. In 1989, at eleven, he was already in the camps. And never so close to 
death. Just like any soldier boy of his time, he went to Ethiopia to study. On the 
way there, he would endure up to three days without any food. He went through 
mud fields and dense forests, collecting scars and bruises on his legs and feet. Kiir 
had barely reached the village of Gambela when he was stricken with severe pain. 
"Fever. A lot of fever!", he said. The pharmacy was the forest itself, hiding the 
healing secrets for "incurable" diseases.  

Kiir was stretched over a bed whose mattress was a pile of bed sheets. He sweated 
and burned for days. The nurse from a neighboring village, general practitioner 
and midwife in her spare time, diagnosed him. It was malaria. And it was serious. 
The boy would throw up everything he put in his mouth. His companions had no 
time to lose. They continued the activities while Kiir only moved to vomit and rave 
from the fever. Imprisoned by his own ailment, Kiir spent two months stuck in bed. 
"I don't think it was just malaria," he says. No one really knew what that was. It 
was God who did not want the boy dead, this is what everyone said. All he can do 
is to believe. 

"In two months I was ready for the battlefield again. We would go to war and 
study, too. Everything was very painful. No longer the pain of fever, but in the 
heart. But we know living in the fields was safer." And Kiir can hardly believe he is 
alive to tell the story. 

After two years, he came back to Juba and continued to work as a soldier, until he 
participated in the Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration program, along 
with other 20,000 children soldiers. 

The program was created in the year 2004 by the United Nations. They act 
similarly to the work that was done before by Mr. Ezzedin, but are less incisive. 
DDR uses publicity and campaigns to convince militia leaders to withdraw the 
children from the field. In return, they are entitled to a partnership with the 
government that varies according to the negotiations and the interests of each 
leader. 

Most of them even go in person to the DDR office in Juba, sit face to face with the 
coordinator, Oluku Holt, and ask what he has to offer. As most of the militias are 
small and control limited regions — a set of districts or a state —, the ambition for 
more power makes leaders opt for occupying positions in the government. Then 
the groups become representatives of their respective regions.  

But there are still "bipolar" militias whose leaders are too young, confused, have 
low self-esteem, or an excessive ego. The state of Jonglei, for instance, is deemed 
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as one of the most dangerous. "If you step there, you're risking your life," says 
Oluku. The main controller of everything is the "outlaw" David Yau Yau. A van 
crossing the area towards Kenya is enough to make the group act. God help the 
driver who doesn't stop. They shoot the tires — and the passengers — until there is 
nothing left. 

One day, Yau Yau went to Juba. He sat in front of Oluku and wanted to know how 
that whole gimmick worked. He left promising to return with the released 
children. A few years went by. Yau Yau came back, said he would close a deal, but 
never showed up again. 

 *** 

Kiir got tired of the soldier's life and agreed to work for one of DDR's partner 
companies. They have all sorts of options. Job vacancies as body guards, 
administrative assistants, couriers, in trading, farming. Kiir got a job in a small 
shop. John and Simon are employed at DDR itself. 

They are fortunate. First, for being part of SPLA, which has always been in charge, 
even when it was not part of the government yet. Secondly, because the children 
of the other militias that spread throughout the country were not even taught how 
to read. 

To return to the streets of the cities as any other citizen, the children need much 
more than the militia commander's goodwill. "They are angry, unsociable and 
outraged with the lack of authority in their new life," explains Oluku. Some of 
them cannot find their relatives anymore, they don't even know if they are alive 
after years without contact. Some are rejected by their own families. Or suffer 
insults and threats from neighbors and former friends. Their lives, which once 
were lives of success and power, now are full of prejudice and repudiation. 

These military organizations, theoretically, are not part of the government, but 
have superpower in the places where they act. They dominate and are spread 
throughout this African region. One of them is particularly worth of attention. It is 
unique. The South-Sudanese, UN officials, and the Uganda Ministry of Defense 
assert with conviction: The Sudanese government of Omar Al-Bashir supports 
guerrilla warfare that aims to decimate the populations of "inferior" ethnicities, 
especially those of South Sudan. One of the main militias of the five continents, it 
is led by Joseph Kony, who is among the 10 most-wanted people in the world. 

# Simon Kiir # 
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KONY 

In the year 1980, the spiritualist medium, former prostitute Alice Auma received a 
call from the realm of beyond to create the Holy Spirit Movement with a mission to 
defend the Acholi people, in Northern Uganda. After six years arranging it all, she 
gathered enough energy to create the Lakwena army, which means messengers, in 
the Luo dialect. Alice and her rebel group waged battles against the Ugandan 
government for the control of the country's northern states. In 1986, the guerrilla 
was defeated by the government of Uganda. 

Alice, by then called Alice Lakwena, had to flee to Kenya. 

A staunchly practicing Catholic, Joseph Kony dreams of conjuring a theocratic 
government under the Ten Commandments of the Bible. Duly inspired by the Holy 
Spirit Movement, in 1987 he became the leader of the rebellious group LRA, the 
Lord's Resistance Army. Some say Kony and Alice Lakwena are distant cousins. 

Kony is not ranking at the top of the International Criminal Court for no reason. His 
guerrilla is divided into groups and has spread through Uganda, South Sudan, the 
Democratic Republic of Congo (DR Congo), and the Central African Republic. Born 
in a village near Gulu town, in Northern Uganda, he is also an Acholi. He claims to 
receive "orders from the Lord" to attack. People say that prior to going into any 
battle Kony does the sign of the cross upon his chest and on his machine gun. He 
would fight to defend his people. 

However, something went wrong — the Acholi did not agree with armed struggle. 
And Kony upholds that, for that reason, he has the "heavenly right" to fight against 
his own people in order to reach his goal. Since they do not respect the Lord's will. 

Kony has transformed Gulu town. There, there is not a single person who does not 
flinch when they hear his name. That was the most affected region. Thousands of 
people were kidnapped to work for the militia. Children became murderer 
trainees, cooks and sexual slaves. Men would become bloodthirsty soldiers. And 
that town, a stage of horror movies. 

Alice Lakwena died in the year of 2007, in exile in Kenya. 
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ADNA 

Gulu was the next destination. I was going to take a bus to Uganda as soon as 
possible. For that, I needed more money. With the monthly allowance my parents 
gave me, I was supposed to pay for the Visa, which is purchased at the border, and 
the bus tickets. As in almost every country in the world, in South Sudan there is a 
bank of international remittance called Western Union, very popular in Africa. 
People who have gone to work in other continents use it to send money to their 
relatives who stayed behind. Given that, as in Sudan, there are no ATMs for 
international bank drafts there. 

Relying on this bank, I had decided to stay a few more days in Juba. Soon I would 
receive some money. But at the time of sending, from Brazil to Juba, the Brazilian 
system did not find any damned country under that name, South Sudan. There was 
just no way to send money. I was isolated. 

I asked Syrian and Lebanese friends how they received money from abroad. They 
should know some cleverly strategic way, since they invested in business there. 
The answer was discouraging. "There is no way to get money in this distant land 
unless you bring it yourself," said Adna. 

The other friend, Mohamad — the one who had lived in Brazil and nails it in 
speaking Portuguese — was clear. "In this hellhole? Impossible. Go to Uganda and 
get money there." That was the problem; I did not even have money to get to the 
border. I remembered the beginning of it all and what Mitiku, in Ethiopia, had said: 
"Let God be with you." There had to be a solution. 

That same night, I met the boys again. They were eating, smoking, talking and 
cursing Juba. Mohamad and Adna called me aside, to a corner. "This is for you. 
We're gonna miss you." And they handed me two US$50 bills. The exact amount I 
needed to get to the other side of the border and finally withdraw money. At the 
end of the night, we said goodbye with a heavy heart. I was going to leave the 
following morning. More friends left behind. We went to the car. Salem was taking 
me home. On the way out, another friend named Fahad greeted me. "We will miss 
you," he said, and let slip into my hand a rolled-up piece of paper. With no light in 
the whole city, I couldn't see what it was. When I got in the car, I turned on the 
flashlight I was carrying in my backpack. It was a US$100 bill. 

At the doorstep of Rebecca's house, Salem got off the car. He gifted me with one 
last hug, greeted me, and still with tight hands said, "I think they only gave you 
dollars, you will need this", and let a piece of curled up paper slip into my hand. 
When I got home, I needed the flashlight again. Those were 100 South Sudanese 
pounds  ̶  US$33,33. God was with me. 
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NIMULE 

In the morning of the next day, I was already packed. I said goodbye to Rebecca 
and Masir, who was sick with malaria, and followed my way towards the border, to 
the town of Nimule.  

A small place where 45,000 people live gathered on the roadside. There, I looked 
for a well-known NGO whose idealizer even became a Hollywood script. The film 
Machine Gun Preacher (2011) tells the story of an ex-con who starts a new life and 
begins to do voluntary work in Uganda. After knowing what was happening in the 
north of the country, he decided to go there. He sees children being made soldiers, 
dying in front of him, on land mines. He decided to help them, so he uses his 
knowledge of drug trafficking, violence and weapons to rescue those children. 
Then he creates an NGO, the Angels of East Africa. Orphan children have access to 
home, food and education. 

Apart from the film making art, the story is real. The NGO is headquartered in 
Nimule and Gulu. A lot of people in there know it. But the party is not for 
everyone. After the story became a film, if you don't fill out six different forms 
and pay US$200, you have no right to ask any question even to the security guard 
at the entrance. I called the main office in the United States and explained I only 
wanted to spend one afternoon there, just to get to know the project, and that 
was all. One of the coordinators, not very politely, asked if I had paid the fee; I 
said "no", and he hung up on me.  

The explanation is simple. Now, part of their income comes from tourists who save 
up money to spend vacation in the orphanage. You only need US$4,200 to 5,500 — 
depending on the package you purchase — to have the right to stay from one to six 
months in a house, right in the middle of South Sudan, mind you, with electric 
power, Wi-Fi, a washer, a maid, and four meals a day to get to know the reality of 
former soldier children. The offer is valid for the two NGO headquarters. I got 
tired of it and went straight to Gulu. Land of Kony's Acholi. 

 *** 

It is only a 114 km (71 mi.) drive from Nimule to Gulu. It would be easy, if the road 
was not a dirt road all the way there, if there were not so many cargo trucks, and 
if the cars of South Sudan were not built to ride on left-hand traffic roads. In 
Uganda, cars move on the right side of the road. With the driver sitting on the 
right, his visibility is minimal. That way, the journey is completed, with luck, in 4 
hours. 

I sat in the front seat of the van, next to the door. On my side, a Ugandan focused 
on reading his newspaper and, to the far right, the driver. As I was the person who 
could best see the road, I was tense the entire journey. The dust permeated the 
whole van. But with the heat, it was impossible to close the window. We had no 
choice but swallow the dust. 

Curious, I ended up spying at my friend's newspaper. Just to know what it was like. 
But I'd rather stay quiet, thinking about life, contemplating the landscape. Then 
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the friend offered me the newspaper. I said "No, thank you". I could not think 
about that. I glanced over again; it was as if something was calling me. I looked 
and only saw pictures of women in skimpy shorts on one page, and news of 
robberies on the other. Very familiar. Once more, I did not give it further thoughts. 
He insisted again. I thanked him again, blaming myself for not accepting. We 
remained silent until getting to Gulu. 

At the terminal, I asked the driver if he knew of any nearby hotel. He told me not 
to worry. After everyone got out, we would search for some hotels he knew around 
the city. Great. While the friend on my side was also preparing to get out of the 
car, I finally asked him: "Can I have your newspaper?" He smiled and replied: "Of 
course! Good luck!" I smiled back and opened the newspaper. On the right page, I 
bumped into a magical story. "We found Joseph Kony's nurse," said the report in the 
section called "I did this". It was a dream interview. Now, my saga would be finding 
this nurse who escaped from the guerrilla. Blessed newspaper. 

We found a low coast hotel with a bed and a bathroom. Just right. I asked the 
driver where the Awere village was, the only reference that the report released 
besides the name of the journalist who seemed to have gone to Gulu to check on 
the facts. I ended up finding out there are three different places in the 
surroundings that take the name of Awere. One was a neighborhood of Gulu. The 
other two were different villages, 16 km (10 mi.) and 32 km (20 mi.) away from 
there. 

I called the office of the Red Pepper newspaper, in Kampala, a phone number 
written and well hidden right in the footnote of the last page. I said I'd like to talk 
to a guy named Claude Omona, the journalist who had written the story. They said 
they would have to get the contact information, and that they would call me back 
later. 

Meanwhile, I was willing to look for all the ways possible to find this woman. I sat 
at the hotel's reception. I read and reread the report, searching for any other clue. 
At the counter in front of me, a boy in his twenties wanted to start a conversation. 
I took the opportunity to ask about Kony and the town. "Do you know any of his 
victims?" He replied with the smile that he uses even when talking about serious 
topics: "Yes, of course. In fact, my brother has been kidnapped instead of me." 

Trying to keep the same natural take on it as he just did, I kept on talking. "My 
brother was kidnapped by Kony's troops when he was seven years old. Two years 
later, there was a fight, and he managed to escape. Today, he lives with us! Thank 
God," he said. 

# Mother and daughter on the roadside in Nimule # 

# On the roadside, one of the staples in the region # 
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ODONG 

This is Odong Eric Layibi, a "handyman" receptionist from a cheap hotel in 
downtown Gulu. His mother died of AIDS — Uganda is the country with the highest 
rate of HIV transmission in the world . His salary is no more than 20,000 Ugandan 7

shillings. A little more than US$8 a month. During the week, he sleeps in a little 
room in the back of the hotel. And whenever he can, he visits his family in the 
village of Oding, 16 km (10 mi.) away from Gulu. 

The following day, we agreed to go there and meet Odong's family. We rented a 
motorcycle for trifling US$16, which gave us the right to use it all afternoon. The 
boy drove and I rode in the back. Even if I rented a car, it would be useless. The 
path is narrow. Dirt road only in the begining. The remainder is a funneled track, 
squeezed between small crops of maize, peanut and banana trees. We went 
through the backyard of many huts. Every family has a corner to plant something, 
and that's how they make a living. Halfway there, kids ran after the motorcycle. 
When they saw a foreigner there, even though I was with the camera hidden inside 
the backpack, they started screaming "Computer! Computer! Camera!" 

 *** 

I arrived in Oding with a dormant leg and trembling arms for trying to keep myself 
balanced on top of the motorcycle, for the long 20 minutes crossing steep banks 
and holes. 

Odong's grandmother came out of the hut to greet us. The landscape is very green. 
In the background, large trees sculpt the dense wood. Around the house, the 
family plants corn and peanuts. All this sums up to the gleaming light green of the 
bushes growing around the crops. The dark brown dirt that accompanied us 
throughout the track opens up forming a circle in which two huts are rooted. One 
is where Odong's grandparents and his brother Oola sleep. In the other, the uncle 
and four children live together; two of them are cousins, two are sisters from the 
same father. 

The grandmother is a gray-haired old lady whose curls were pruned. Short to the 
scalp, drawing a face that looks sadder than old. Acan Vasílade is her name. The 
woman who could save just one of her grandchildren. Her experience was stolen 
by the audacity of the guerrillas. 

In a dusk of the year 2003, the people of Oding were already under alert. Around 
the vicinity they had sighted the rebels a few days earlier. It is not hard to 
recognize them. They are forest men. They do not cut their hair, they wear 
dreadlocks, dark green uniform, long beards, they are dirty. When she heard the 
gunshots, Acan quickly found a way to send Odong out of there. The boy was 12 
years old. He would certainly not escape from becoming a soldier of the LRA. 
Meanwhile, Oola Samuel Layibi, 7 years of age, would have to endure the pressure 
with his father, grandparents and little cousins. 

  According to the World Health Organization.7
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When the first shots echoed, Odong obeyed the instant scream of his grandmother 
and ran to the back of the house, taking advantage of the fact that the bush was 
high, since the days before it was rainy. He hid it so he would not be so distant. "I 
felt like a disabled. I was just hiding in there. I was the only one who could and 
could not do anything at the same time," says Odong. Crouched in the middle of 
the tufts of green bush, in the dark that came slowly with dusk, he got terrified by 
hearing the screams.  

"Sound of chickens, dogs and of things breaking and falling. My grandmother and 
my father were screaming, and I heard the rebels scream. And what could I do?" 
Odong heard a gunshot. For a minute he thought about going back to the cabin to 
see what was happening. If he could, he would be a superhero, but he was a 12-
year-old boy. The gunshot worried him, the noises seemed to be distant, Odong 
wanted to be there. The noise gradually fade out. The chickens were still clucking, 
but they seemed to be moving away. 

He tried to get closer. Tiptoed, so that even if the enemies were there, they would 
not notice him. Trying to make as little noise as possible when crossing the leaves 
of the thicket, Odong got to the hut. 

His grandmother, leaning in front of a body. He would rather not believe it, but he 
was waiting for something like that to happen at some point. It had happened to 
his neighbors and close friends. It happens since Odong started to make a sense of 
this world. His father was dead, and his brother was taken by the guerrilla, along 
with all their animals. 

The boy Oola spent nine months stuck in the woods. One day, in southern South 
Sudan, LRA went into a fight with Uganda's army. During battle, he managed to 
hide, and was found by an Ugandan soldier, who took him back. After going through 
DDR, and answering a thousand questions, Oola was taken home. 

# Odong Eric # 
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OOLA 

Ten years later, back to the same place where he took refuge in the night of 2003, 
Odong narrated his story to me. The family decided to move, for a while, to 
another village located more towards the east, the opposite direction taken by 
Kony troops. After being away for years, they returned to the same tiny square of 
land in Oding. 

We were talking as we waited for Oola. At the age of 18 he is the one who handles 
the small crop in the backyard. He was in the neighbor's house looking for some 
tools to borrow to take care of the land. 

In the distance, I see a 5'5"-tall boy walking in our direction. Red T-shirt, khaki 
pants, soiled and torn at the knees, with thighs and calves showing. His lips are 
thick. His large face and naked scalp make his face look rounded. Crossing the 
round plot of land that sets the backyard, Oola comes and greets us. 

He sat beside me, shyly, but in the mood to talk. The night when he was 
kidnapped, they ran amok endlessly in the woods. It's the ritual. If they stop near 
the village that has been attacked, they risk the government's enemy troops 
reaching them. "We slept only three hours per night", he tells. Children are in 
charge of finding food and cooking, since they are not able to handle such heavy 
weapons. "When the big ones were willing, we would hunt even elephants. The 
meat was delicious, but the food for the children was very little. Often times, we 
were starving. We had to cook and wait for them to eat, so we could eat 
afterwards. But they never waited, and we had to pack everything up to walk 
again," Oola reports. 

And woe betide those who dared to eat. "If they catch you eating, even a fruit 
found in the middle of the way, they kill you." Oola lost even more weight during 
the nine months they spent in the woods. The group he was part of did not rely on 
the presence of Kony, but that was no reason for them taking it easier. "I don't 
think anyone else can stop them. Maybe God," says the boy. 

His grandfather, Oywelo Vitorino, got sick while working on the small crop. He 
stumbled and, as he did not go see a doctor, his condition worsened. Nobody knows 
what is going on with him. Oywelo can no longer walk without help. He has 
conquered millimeters of independence thanks to a bamboo chair he uses instead 
of crutches. With his arms, he propels the chair forward with all the strength of his 
muscles, since it is much heavier than the little energy he has left. It takes hours 
to Oywelo to walk a few steps. 

It is up to the grandmother, Acan, to spend her last drops of health in home chores 
every day. Cooking, caring for the new animals, which they reconquered over time, 
and washing clothes in an aluminum bowl with water picked up a couple feet away. 
Those are the activities taking up all her time. 

Odong saves as much money as he can in the hotel to buy the things the crop does 
not provide. Oola, on the other hand, when returning home, was suddenly 
informed of the death of his father, inheriting his grandfather's obligations. His 
uncle doesn't have a job either. If he had not to rely so much on his own work, 
Oola would be in school. It's his chimera. 
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In Uganda, public schools have to be paid for. You have to buy books, materials, 
uniforms, shoes, as well as pay an irrational fee of two dollars a day. On average, 
studying at a primary school costs 50 to 150 dollars a month. This is a fortune for 
Oola's pocket. Gradually, some institutions are becoming compliant with new laws 
that allow elementary school to be free of charge. However, Oola has more to do 
than hitting the books. The household sustenance depends on him. They use part 
of the small harvest and the few animals that they can fatten up for eating. And 
the remainder, they sell or exchange in the villages around Gulu. 

Studying medicine, though, is Odong's daydream. But the US$8 he earns per month 
barely pay for his meals, let alone for the college, which would cost US$800 
monthly. Earning a hundred times more than his salary seems just a far-fetched 
dream. For now, it really is. 

When I said goodbye, Oywelo came to me with his difficult footsteps. With the 
forearms supported on the top of the chair, he shook my hand and said with 
conviction, looking deep into my eyes: "Rubanga Omedi Gum." "May God bless you." 

*** 

When I came back to the hotel, I got a call. It was Claude, the journalist of Red 
Pepper, author of the report about Joseph Kony's former nurse. I went straight to 
the point: did he know where the most sought-after nurse would be at that 
moment? He replied, "of course, I can take you to her." Claude, unlike what I had 
imagined, in fact lived in Gulu. He is the whole team of correspondents from the 
newspaper in Northern Uganda. 

We met the next day at the hotel door. Claude is very pleasant. He was amazed at 
finding a female journalist who wasn't from BBC or CNN hanging around that 
region. "I've never heard of Brazilian journalists in Africa," he said. Neither have I. 
Laughing at the ironic tone of my answer, we got on to meeting the woman who 
was, no exaggeration, Kony's darling. 

I feared I would have to rent a car or buy a bus ticket to get to the said region, 
Awere. But Claude just said "Shall we go? We can get there on foot". Joseph Kony's 
former nurse lived three blocks away from the hotel where I was staying; it would 
not take two days of travel or 19 miles, as I had imagined. Three blocks and a 
bumpy trail full of potholes with open sewers, and there she was, in the midst of a 
cluster of huts: Alice Adong. 

# Oola Samuel # 

# Oywelo walking # 
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ALICE 

Claude took time let her know in advance there would be a visitor that day. Alice 
puts on her best scarf, in sparkling light blue, and a black and white printed dress. 
She emerges from a cluster of huts. She comes smiling, in broad steps, causing the 
long scarf to flutter gracefully with the blow of the wind. 

Her hut is like all the others in refugee camps or in any East African village. Two 
rooms separated by a bed sheet. In a corner, closer to the door, Alice takes sit on a 
wooden stool. As we speak, she dedicates herself to cutting vegetables for dinner. 
With a small knife, she chops okra and tomatoes onto a bowl made of clay. 

We showed her the news that came out in the newspaper. Alice had not seen it 
after it was finished. Carefully, she let go of the knife. As if she was holding an 
important document, she put the newspaper on her lap, propping it against one of 
her arms. With the other hand, she caressed the large newspaper sheet around the 
photo of Kony, featured prominently on the page. "What do you think about him?" I 
asked. "Kony had his moments. Sometimes he was fine, smiling and joking with 
everyone. Suddenly, he seemed like another man. He got annoyed and changed his 
mind in seconds, but I adore him. I really like him. I learned all I know from him." 
Alice has no fear, no terror, no trauma of Joseph Kony. Alice feels gratitude. 

She became a grown up woman in the middle of the jungle, in August 1987. She 
was captured along dozens of girls between 14 and 17 years of age, each destined 
for a rebel commander. They can choose. "Kat Woko! Kat Woko!" "Get out! Get 
out!" Alice woke up to the screaming of a soldier kicking the door of her hut at 
3:00 a.m. Stunned with fear, she was pulled by one of the rebels while trying to 
stand. 

Both her and her younger sister. Outside the hut, there was a line of girls. "I didn't 
understand what was going on. I knew all the girls; they sent us in the same 
direction. I just followed." While some soldiers organized the queue that wouldn't 
stop growing, others entered the huts, kicked doors, shot to the sky, and filled 
bags with food, pots, clothing and whatever could serve them. Part of the group 
soon began to walk into the woods. Some rebels stay behind for a few more 
minutes, to finish things up in the village. 

Silent, the girls struggled to follow the rhythm of the guerrilla soldiers. They had 
to camouflage in the jungle because soon the forces of the Ugandan government 
would learn about the attack. Except for the soldiers' outbursts ordering the group 
to move faster, the journey was silent until dawn. In the early morning hours, the 
cold slowed down the pace. With not even time to look back, they came out in 
their pajamas and barefoot. Alice does not remember how many girls were 
captured. "But we were many. All the girls in our village." 

That night, Kony had given a special order to the commanders. To prevent them 
from longing the nightlife in the villages and the prostitution, each would have the 
right to a wife. A gift from the Boss. As soon as they arrived at a more secure 
camp, hidden by the hills and chunky trees, Alice, her sister and the dozens of 
other girls who were in their company were distributed among the rebels. 

The walk lasted three uninterrupted days until they arrived at the first camp. 
There were some 30-minute pauses for eating and sitting a little, but rest is a 
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privilege of the rebels, who only shouted orders for the girls to cook as fast as 
possible. They sit and wait, while others climb the trees and calculate the distance 
to the roads and villages. 

Alice and the others rush to prepare the vegetables, meat and flour that were 
stolen from their own homes. "Time was just enough to cook, eat and start walking 
again. We didn't have time to prepare the food right and sometimes we had to eat 
raw food." She laughs out loud remembering how much the men liked eating. 
"There was chicken every day," she jokes. 

On the way to South Sudan, they passed the Pader district, where the Ugandan 
army organized an attack against the group. In the battle, the LRA commander 
died, but other soldiers persisted until they reached the field of Balutaka. There, 
Alice met an LRA nurse, Ms. Molly Laker. 

Molly was used to treating the worst wounds and the most mysterious diseases they 
had ever heard of. The number of infections increased. Soldiers died unexpectedly, 
for no apparent reason. Days of fever and, suddenly, death. With the presence of 
women in the middle of the jungle, things got worse. Children were born dead; 
childbirths were performed without any protection. It was too much for Molly. 

Alice was the oldest in the group. She was 30 years old, so she was forced to 
become Molly's assistant. She learned how to cure tertian fever with herbs. She 
helped raise boys and girls who were born and grew up in the woods. 

With time, information arrived. Someone heard in the villages out there a powerful 
virus epidemic was taking over. A lot of people were getting infected and dying 
from the said unknown virus. Some claimed it was transmitted by someone's 
sneezing; others said that it was by the sin of sex, others explained it was the 
prostitutes' fault. "Until 1995, no one had a clue what HIV was," says Alice. AIDS 
killed dozens of soldiers and no one knew what it was. Kony asked the commanders 
to stop kidnapping people. There were more people than the camps could hold, 
"but many made a point of ignoring it," she says. 

One day, Molly told Alice she had a plan. She would run away from the camp, along 
with two soldiers. She could not give details. "I didn't believe it, for me it was 
impossible for anyone to escape." The next day, the nurse was nowhere to be 
found. Molly was really gone. 

From then on, Alice was the "doctor" of the camps. She was respected. She knew 
more than anyone in there. "It was always 'the doctor said', 'the doctor ordered'." 
Her biggest regret is the death of the only child whose life slipped through her 
hands. The mother came to Alice's hut already in advanced labor. But the baby was 
trapped in the opening of the mother's womb and died right there. Alice cannot 
leave her guilt aside. She feels responsible. "Many other people died from wrong 
diagnoses." Alice prefers to carry the penance by herself. But she knows there was 
no alternative. "I have even used a shard of glass I found on the ground to separate 
the son from the mother at childbirth". With bare hands and intuitive tools, Alice 
came to the point of treating soldiers only with mud and branches of medicinal 
plants. She learned all sorts of things. 

She had adapted to such an extent that she could not see any other life outside 
reclusion. Kony would stop for hours to explain to her the properties of each plant. 
Or to talk about God, and even about family. But to the commander who was 
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Alice's husband, these free lessons had another connotation. He could not bear the 
fact that his wife was the protégé of the "War Lord", and made her pay for her 
insolence. He sent two soldiers to rape her. "While one was raping me, the other 
one would hit me," she tells. With a pipe, she got hit 150 times while she was 
raped. Her husband accused Alice of infidelity in front of the entire camp, and 
married another woman. After that, something dawned on her. She loved her 
occupation. She had been granted the divine gift of saving lives; not to mention 
the new ones she would bring into the world. But she could not go on anymore. 
And from that day on, there was not one night that she did not dream of escaping. 

It was 2002 when the doctor started planning the big day. Alice and two great 
friends, who had been trapped in the jungle for five years, would leave at 1 a.m. 
while everyone was sleeping. One of them, called Nyero, went ahead. In 
calculated footsteps, he marched slowly so that no one would be woken up by any 
noise. The rebels could wake up to the softest sound. Alice and the other 
companion, called Ocan, would come right behind. The light revealed the 
silhouette of the tree branches and some objects scattered across the floor. That 
was the most you could see. Nyero took a long step forward. The second foot, 
shortly after, was the traitor. He stepped on a branch, waking the soldiers. Before 
Alice and Ocan came out of the hut, they dragged Nyero and hit him 100 times 
with a piece of wood. Finally, they sent him to prison under the orders of Joseph 
Kony himself. Alice never heard from him again. 

"I prayed every day. I asked God to open one single door to me. And luck came." Six 
years passed and one of Kony wives, Adokorach, got sick. The boss, then, asked 
Alice to take her to a hospital in Juba. Her case seemed serious. It would be 
necessary to have a stomach surgery. On that same day, the Aruru camp, where the 
guerrillas were camped that week, was attacked by the troops of the Ugandan 
army, the UPDF — Uganda Peoples Defense Force. It was wide open freedom. Alice 
took Adokorach to the hospital in Juba and took advantage of the militia being 
busy with the attack to call for help. At that time, 2008, the Sudan People 
Liberation Army (SPLA) already controlled the region, and worked alongside the 
Ugandan army against the LRA. She still spent two days with Adokorach, waiting 
for her to get better. Afterwards, they were sent to Gulu with support from the 
NGO Amnesty International. 

In that same year, Alice received a certificate of recognition from the Ugandan 
government for her work saving lives. That's it. Fifteen years have passed from the 
day she was kidnapped to the day she returned to Gulu. She was hoping to find the 
rest of her family. But the fear that had accompanied her for all those years had 
become reality. Her parents were killed the day she was taken. "I didn't even have 
the chance to attend the wake," she mourns. She rented a house in the 
neighborhood of Awere. Alice lives with her two new sons in a hut of two patched-
together rooms. They are her reward after so many child deliveries. She did not 
have to give birth to become a mother. One boy is the son of her sister, who 
managed to escape during that same attack, but did not resist and died shortly 
after childbirth. The oldest boy is the son of a former fellow captive who died still 
in the camp, of unknown causes. The boy had also been under the care of Alice's 
sister. 

As the Ugandan government certificate does not provide wages or employment, 
Alice had to adapt to civilian life. She pays for freedom with her own sweat. When 
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she's lucky, she can make 15 or 20 dollars a month, to buy food and pay the rent of 
the hut as well, which is also not payable with a certificate. 

But Alice is objective. She does not want to depend on others. After saving so 
many lives, she cannot find someone to save hers. Every day she leaves home very 
early to wash her neighbors' clothes and whoever else's might need it. No matter 
the number of pieces, Alice charges a single price: 2-4 dollars, depending on how 
wealthy the client is. Once in a while she manages to get odd jobs plastering the 
walls of new huts that are being constructed in Gulu with clay. 

But she really wants to do what she knows best. She wants to have access to the 
jungle herbs, the same way she had when she lived in the depths of nature, and 
set up a kind of natural medical care station. "I can cure even malaria," she 
assures. While she does not assemble her herbal medicine tent, Alice raises the 
two boys with the money her thin arms make. 

Living immersed in the great treetops, escorted by hundreds of rifles ready to 
shoot, is much less vulnerable than roaming around the city. Alice claims that 
Kony's ex-wife lives in Kampala, and cannot even get close to northern Uganda, 
such would be the uprising against her. "LRA is authority, but after you get out of 
there, you're like everyone else, only worse," says Oyenga Noah, former Kony 
soldier. 

# Alice Adong # 

# At night, Alice and her two sons # 
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OYENGA 

He left wife and two children in Gulu to become an LRA's recruit. He did not give 
himself the trouble of claiming for the right to remain with his family. Anyhow, 
who said there is such an option? 

Oyenga was no longer that young, and had his responsibilities in this world. He 
took off knowing that perhaps it was God's way. Maybe Kony was in fact the War 
Lord. People would hear through the grapevine that the militia would be the next 
government in Uganda and all that region. They would dominate it all over. That 
could be the way out of that poverty that was already stunning Oyenga. By working 
odd jobs, the little change he would gather was barely enough to bring food inside 
his hut. 

Over time, carrying on with the same nomad routine going on inside the LRA 
camps, Oyenga was sure that he would never see his wife again. It was all over. 
Taken that there was not a way out, and that he is a man, he settled on marrying 
another woman, who was also kidnapped by the group. The rhetoric of Kony and 
his commanders is convincing. And just like any other soldier there, Oyenga would 
pull up the strength out of nowhere to fight in combats. 

There were several battles against UPDF. In one of them, in 1995, Oyenga was 
aiming at an enemy soldier when he felt his right leg fidgeting. The all-red color of 
blood drenched his pants. The shot left him immobilized. Twigs and herbs tightly 
pressed against the knee worked as a bandage, and within a few days he "was 
already healed," he states. In his group there was a female nurse. Not Alice, but 
according to Oyenga, she was very attentive. 

A couple of years later, the Ugandan army ambushed them and, again, his right 
leg. Another shot. Once more, weeks of limping steps, determined to follow the 
troops. The need to maintain the nomadic behavior, so as to not be found, was 
woe. With the help from other soldiers, turning tree branches into crutches, 
Oyenga endured long walks. 

A year later, in 1998, they reached the camp in southern Sudan, which was not a 
country yet back then. There, they were given weapons. Oyenga prefers not to 
assert anything, but the speaker for the Ugandan army, Felix Kulaygye, was blunt 
in international interviews saying that "Kony was always a pawn in the game of 
chess between Khartoum and South Sudan." But the Ugandan government had the 
support of SPLA to go beyond the borders and act against Kony's troops. That day, 
Oyenga was shot and hit by a bullet in his left arm. 

Four years later, already in the 21st century, another battle against UPDF, also 
fought inside the Sudanese territory, outdid the expectations of those who were 
optimistic. Oyenga survived after a bullet hit his nape. "It was nature that saved 
me." "It was God," he justifies. Bandages made with herbs were all he had access 
to for medication. As they strode along some villages, they plundered pharmacies 
and got hold of medicines for pain and inflammation. That was the treatment. 

Soon after, in 2003, another combat with UPDF. A shot in his right arm. And, in 
2004, yet another shot in his left arm. 
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Oyenga lives with six bullets lodged in his body. He felt sickly. And, above all, 
disappointed. LRA's activities began to focus more and more on vandalism. "I 
realized we would never conquer power that way." Groups became scattered 
throughout different camps — a measure of protection and a disorganized attempt 
to tame more territories than the guerrilla power would be capable of 
maintaining. Oyenga settled on fleeing. He would again abandon wife and two 
little boys. But out there in those lands, it is said that boys who had been born in 
the woods should really live there. Being born inside a guerrilla, they were 
groomed for war. "They would be happier there than in the city," thought Oyenga. 

All was done on January 21, 2010. The group was in the Democratic Republic of 
Congo. The tactical scheme involved nothing more than waiting until night break 
and, when everybody would be sleeping, he would sneak out. It was night time, 
only nightly birds and crickets making sounds. Soldiers are always looking out. He 
himself had already taught a lesson to those who had attempted to flee. He knew 
well what could happen with him, in case he failed. And he did fail. Or the rebells 
were too smart. It does not matter the reason; it was already too late, all he could 
do was run. Or else, he would be locked up, tortured, and killed. He set his 
weakened and pierced body on running as quickly as he could. The soldiers, who 
up until then were his companions, set out to fire against Oyenga. He avoided the 
branches, used the large trees as protection. He turned around to defend himself 
and to shoot with a rifle he carried close to his body, hung by a thick chain. He 
kept going, with the highest and longest leaps his defective legs could manage. 
The militiamen fell behind. In the dark, they were shooting aimlessly. Even though, 
Oyenga was shot in the back. That would be the last one, he was sure of that. That 
stabbing pain, although he had felt it other six times in his lifetime, felt like it was 
the first one. Blood was running down his back. This time there was no nurse 
around. He was lonely, not even knowing the direction he had taken when he 
departed. 

He tore the sweat shirt that he had underneath his military uniform and crafted a 
sling. Using another part of the cloth, he made a bandage to stop the bleeding. 
The sense of touch guided him. The bullet was lodged below his right shoulder; he 
could not manage looking at the wound. Better off that way. Oyenga knew that the 
forest was wide. Actually, that is the largest forest in the African continent. She 
would be the commander for the following 60 days. 

Within a few hours of his escape, he found a river. He lay down with his back in the 
chilling water to wash the wound. By the riverside, there were mango trees. He 
fed himself on mangoes, honey, and nuts as he remained subdued by the labyrinth 
of the large forest. Two months held hostage by wilderness. Alone. 

There was not a single day that Oyenga was able to rest. On the 59th day, he went 
up a canopy of a large tree and saw a small village in the distance. At last, human 
life behind the green desert. 

In the District of Yambio, in the Democratic Republic of Congo, he got help. They 
gave him "modern medicine", as he said — or simply, pills. He was a man of the 
woods. Even so, he did he waste any time. 

Oyenga reconquered the love of the woman who had been waiting for him since 
1994, and lives with her and the two urban kids in the town of Gulu. He received 
treatment paid for by the Amnesty International. He removed six out of the seven 
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bullets hiding in his body. Yet another one concealed in his knee. "They said it is 
too deep and I would have to amputate my leg to remove it," he justifies. He was 
able to get a job in a governmental office. He wears a tailored shirt and pants, and 
business shoes. He walks with difficulty, limping along the potholed slopes of Gulu. 
About the family living in the woods, he never heard of again. 

# Bullet scars on Oyenga's body # 
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GULU 

They are 155 smiling people on the streets. If you want to reach the smaller 
villages, as the one where Odong's family lives, you need to rent a motorcycle or 
catch a ride with a rickshaw. Other than that, all is done on foot. 

The scrumptious and very inexpensive food available there would make any 
Brazilian happy. Food fit for the gods for someone feeding on injera, bread, 
mango, and eggs for two months. In Gulu, there are dishes with rice, tomatoes, 
well seasoned meats and, as if it was not enough, dried beans! A thing of beauty! 
And it would not stop at the main meals, oh no. Between them, in snack bars close 
by, one could find ground beef or cheese-filled turnovers, fried on request and 
tasting like pastel — a Sunday street market ritual in Brazil. Gorgeous. 

There were even bathrooms with toilets. But no rain was allowed, or there would 
be three straight days without electric power. But to that, we are already much 
used to. If one needs to speak to his/her family, it would be best to head to the 
closest cybercafe. They are always crowded and, usually, there is no connection 
available. But that is the only choice. I was at one of those when I ran into an 
Egyptian missionary man called Maged Hana. He was practically bald, wearing a 
trimmed beard and tailored shirt. He appears to be at least 30 years-old, but he is 
actually 26. He lives solely on dreams. He pictures a Christian woman who is 
willing to dwell out and about helping others, founding social development NGOs, 
orphanages and daycare centers. He does not want much money for himself, but 
for them, for sure, whoever those are who need help. 

We went back together to the hotel where I was staying. In the previous few days, 
I had been feeling pains all over my body and had a fever. When they saw me 
taking any kind of medication, they would outright accuse me of having malaria. 
The African "viral disease". Maged got worried about it, but told them that all was 
fine. My sneezing and a slight sore throat sufficed to comfort myself knowing that 
it would only be another cold. Maged and I shared our problems as well. We did 
not know our own Ugandan telephone numbers, we were not able to recall the 
name of anybody we had just met — "Oh, this Luo dialect." Indeed, we even bore 
the same wishes, such as learning this strange dialect, for instance, taking classes 
to learn Swahili — the most popular language in Africa —, and living life traveling, 
even if we had little money. We went on for hours talking about plans and ideas of 
absurd trips to outlandish places. Great friends. 

Maged was there to make his dream come true. He wishes to aid the families 
affected by the conflict to rebuild their lives. And there are plenty of them. The 
Gulu town is like this. Filled with invisible marks. No one sees crumbled houses any 
longer, nor people hiding around the street corners. What can be seen are 
processions to praise Jesus and God on the streets. The country is crammed with 
protestants. There are also heart-warming people selling bananas, and juices you 
drink from small plastic bags, or offering rides on rickshaws. And there are many 
NGOs with peace projects. But it suffices to ask any of these radiant Ugandans — 
and each one of them will tell a different story — about the "War Lord", Joseph 
Kony. 
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The memories are fresh. There is rumor that now the "Lord" lives in Sudan lands, 
where he is given government protection. Gulu and surroundings feel more 
peaceful already. The Ugandan troops were successful in evict the LRA to the 
discontent Central African Republic, and the Democratic Republic of Congo. The 
United States of America offer five million dollars to whoever captures the man. 
Some state with assertiveness, "Kony will not come back here". In the search for 
the top 10, the International Criminal Court experts calculate that the number of 
combatants they have does not tally up to 700. For this reason, they should be a 
lot more concerned with surviving than expanding. They are no longer able to 
carry it on. 

Nevertheless, the marks remain alive. Some are quite visible. So many scars speak 
for themselves. 

# Small village nearby Gulu # 
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ATARA 

She's an older lady. She has 70 years of experience. Two sons, two grandchildren 
and three great-grandchildren. And two ears missing. Yes, because they were 
ripped off with a knife a week after the UPDF troops spent a night nearby, during 
the chase for the LRA. It was November, 1992, and Atara Eveline lived in a nook 
called Laminadera, 12 km (7.5 mi.) from Gulu. 

The rebels dared to arrive at 08:00 a.m. "They have no reason to be afraid," says 
Atara. They did not even need to break into the hut. The family members were all 
outside. Atara, squatting in the backyard, was peeling cassava for lunch. She got 
up quickly when she saw them arriving. Standing up was all she was able to do. As 
she attempted the first step away, they hit her hips with a rifle. She was kneeling 
on the ground as a rebel hollered in her ear: "What have you heard? You welcomed 
them inside! I know you heard it! Say what you know!" And as Atara knew nothing, 
they hit her again on her hips, kicked her in the back, on her knees, and cut off 
both her ears using a knife. Atara fainted. 

She woke up inside her hut with a healer bathing her face with herbal remedies. 
Her youngest son cried over his older brother body, sprawling on the ground 
lifeless. 

Atara lost a son and part of her hearing. She was never given medical attention 
other than pain killers and lots and lots of herbs. She has never walked the same 
way again. She feels back pain every day. The culprit is not her old age alone, but 
she prefers to believe it so. Holding a grudge is not the best way to move on. "I 
don't even know what to think about Kony. I am only thankful that he doesn't come 
here anymore," she says. 

When she gained her strength back on her knees and was able to walk, she headed 
straight to her son's grave. Now, Atara tells of it bearing no tears on her face. She 
is a firm woman. Her gestures never go unnoticed. Strong features, and quick 
hands, but a sensitive heart. She apologized for her living conditions — not for 
living like that, but for hosting a foreign visitor in such a way. She just would not 
ever fail to offer me something she had at home. There was food. Well cooked rice 
and beans. She once again apologizes for not having a spoon. She kneads the rice 
and the beans with her hands. It was delicious. The grandson took me back to the 
hotel. He juggles life with a rickshaw in order to provide for his three sons, the 
wife, and Atara. 

In the scenery where the "War Lord" left thousands of people mutilated, Atara is 
just another one. Men and women had their lips ripped off, their hands sawn, the 
noses cut off. When the victims are recognized by the authorities, they are given a 
certificate of the Amnesty International. That is all. 

# Atara and her granddaughter # 

# Atara Eveline # 
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MALAIKA 

That was the last talk I had with the victims of the conflict. A day later, still in a 
feverish state, I was off to Kampala. From there, the plan was to catch a bus to 
Kenya — those would be my vacation days —, and then I would go back to Ethiopia. 
Within a week I would back home. 

Relieved for having harvested good stories, my body started to show the first signs. 
In the afternoon I arrived in Kampala, I was not able to leave the hotel. The most I 
managed to do was reaching a drugstore across the street to buy more fever 
medication. At the front desk, a lady that was waiting in line asked me: "Are you 
positive it is not malaria?" At that point, I was not sure of anything at all. But I 
could swear my throat felt sore. That worked as an alibi when I felt like comforting 
myself. I took more medicines and stayed in bed. I had already purchased a ticket 
to Nairobi, the capital of Kenya, for the following day. I rescheduled it. I would not 
be able to travel the way I was. Pain was gradually taking my body all over. The 
effects of the anti-inflammatory and fever medication would cease in less than 
two hours. I settled on going to the hospital the following day, if my condition did 
not improve. 

I thought I could decide. Instead, it was not even a choice. At 3 a.m. I woke up in 
pain like never before. I threw up all I had eaten along the day. I had to give in. It 
was malaria. I recalled the exact moment I was stung by the mosquito at Rebecca's 
house. That miserable one was the culprit. 

My pillow was scorching hot, the sheet, and everything else I had covering me as 
well. One of the coordinators at the hotel offered to help me promptly in case I 
needed anything. Having no family, he sleeps there all nights. Thankfully, for it was 
him who accompanied me to the bus terminal so I could reschedule my ticket to 
Nairobi. But he was going to try and get some rest. Therefore, I did not get his 
telephone number. Right at that time, I really depended on him. It was 3 a.m. I 
put up all the strength I had to get up from bed and to go to the front desk. 
Another guy called him still before daybreak. Within minutes he went to the 
bedroom. My mouth was getting drier and drier. He asked me to stay calm; that 
was malaria, indeed. But, contrary to what I thought, I would not pass away in 
there. He had already had the disease nine times and ended up with better 
stamina than anyone who has never caught a cold. There was no way I could leave 
the hotel in the wee hours, unless we had a taxi driver's cellphone number. We did 
not. The solution was to wait until 6 a.m. to go to the hospital. With my mouth 
dry, I could not keep the bottle of water out of my lips for the following three 
hours. Suddenly, I would feel like throwing up again. Clear water would come out 
of me. And again, my mouth was all dry. 

I remembered a news report about terminal patients under palliative care. They 
always report having their mouth dry. Many times, their relatives spend the whole 
day moisturizing their lips with a dampened cloth. Damned news report. I got even 
more distressed. It felt like someone was firmly squeezing every inch of my body in 
an attempt to hurt me. Never ending three hours until it was 6:00 in the morning. 

With the help of the taxi driver, the hotel coordinator carried me in his arms to the 
car. We arrived at a private hospital. In a wheelchair, I was taken to a bedroom 
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with several beds. There were few patients to be cared for. Some injection for 
fever got my head in the clouds. I had a 39.8ºC (103.6ºF) fever. After drowsing a 
little, I had my blood drawn to the tune of "Hallelujah" coming from an evangelical 
worship going on in the hospital. 

The blood test result came out immediately. When I had my consultation with the 
female doctor, she looked at my terrified face and said "Calm down, it is just 
malaria. It's the strain called Falciparum. It is the most dangerous, but the most 
commonly treated. Take these three little pills for five days, return to the doctor's 
office in day seven. And that's all." I did not know whether to feel joy or anger 
upon such complaisance. 

I went back to the hotel feeling a little better from the fever. I struggled to 
swallow regular food. Impossible. In that same afternoon I received a call. Maged 
had left Gulu to work out some issues with his passport and had just come back to 
Kampala. I told him I had malaria, and on the same day he came over to pay me a 
visit. 

He found me stretched out in bed, with a pale complexion and lacking energy to 
even greet him with a handshake. Maged had already nearly died from malaria, 
also contracted during the days he had spent in Southern Sudan. But he only felt 
the symptoms when he was back in Egypt. There, just as in any other country that 
has tamed and eradicated malaria, there is no effective treatment for the illness. 
The diagnosis takes too long. Maged got pretty close to death. He would calm me 
down saying that the medicine I had just started taking was the right one, and that 
I was in the right place to get treatment. 

Maged stayed up late for four nights by my side. He would grab a used t-shirt and 
drench it with water to place it on my forehead, neck and thorax, to cool off the 
fever heat. He brought me yogurt, bread, and fruit until I felt better. 

I went through such a bad, desperate time while at that hotel that I was never 
again able to recall the name of the hotel coordinator. And I barely talked to 
Maged. Both were just there, by my side. For this reason, this chapter is named 
Malaika, which means “angel” in Swahili. 

Practically recovered, I gave up Nairobi and went straight to Ethiopia. From there, 
I caught a flight back home. 

*** 

On my way there, I remembered the first refugee I met. Pascal. Inside a makeshift 
tent at the Sherkole refugee camp, we had the following conversation: 

— Do you have a father? — He asked me. 

— Yes, I do. 

— Really? — He asked in surprise. 

— Yes, I do have a father. 

— Do you have a mother? 

— Yes. I have a mother. 
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— Really? — He asked, still surprised. You have a family? — He could barely believe 
it. 

— Yes. I have a family. 

— Are they waiting for you? 

— I believe so. 

— How much do they love you? 

— A lot, I think. 

Pascal looked at his other friends around, and turned to me. My eyes were full of 
tears. At last, he said: 

— Yeah... You are so lucky.  

On the plane, the scene would go on and on in the back of my mind. And I thought 
about the two months I have lived in Africa. Oh, yes! I am indeed very lucky. 
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